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FIVE-MASTER LOST PUT 0N return addresses
SALE OF END TABLES
Saturday Afternoon, Dec. 15, at 2 o’clock
We place on sale £0 mahogany finished end tables. 
Top measures b'/zx 21 inches
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in 
advance ; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation 
and very reasonable.
M .». ■». ■».
•••
••• Speech Is ihe golden harvest that ••• 
followetli tlie flowering of thought. •••
••• —Tupper. ••••a« •••
.a. .a« -a- •«. *e« «a» ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• M
98c nr*’7
The port of Bangor has peen closed 
to navigation for the winter of 1928- 
29. Mr. King did it. Mr. Ice King.
No deliveries. Come early
I)avis Islands
1J TAMPA JL IN THE BAY
ifever a Lull Moment in 
"iceica's Wonder Spot
BUR PEE’S
I 381 Main Street
WESTON GOES TO COAST i seasons as halfback and quarterback
----- t I that have won him Nationwide rec-
A1 Weston, quarterback of tlie All- : ognition for his running and passing 
Eastern team which will play an All- prowess.
Western team at San Francisco Dec.
29, left Boston yesterday on his trip 
to the Pacific Coast, Weston was 
quarterback of the undefeated Bos­
ton College team, rated as Eastern 
champion this season. He will he the 
first Boston College player ever to 
make such a trip, the climax of fdur
Electric Ironer—Electricity does 
the work, you merely guide the pieces 
through. Finished in white ducco: 
portable; irons in one-third the time. 
Price $79.50. Central Maine Power 
Company. 146-153
Useful Gifts 1
bf
A SET OF NICE BRUSHES 
A CAN OF PAINT 
A SET OF CHRISTMAS TREE LAMPS 
A CHARGER FOR THE RADIO 
A SET OF NEW RADIO TUBES 
A SET OF B BATTERIES 
A NEWLY PAINTED AND PAPERED ROOM
John A Karl & Co.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
I
.. .- Jr17.0-1 "3
jVfcwest and Most Distlnclive Resort 
C/»in the SunshineState -On the Beaut­
iful West Coast-Convenient toaUFlonda
Qharminj&noiMliw,
. Itltintenunmaitjiiuh/ia
ufrasol
O.VIS ISUUWS.TAMP*
Resort 
Luxury 
.Moderate Cost
Rockland Captain
Was In Charge of the Ill
Fated Craft
An Associated Press despatch from 
Portland Thursday said:
“The five-masted schooner Edward 
B. Winslow, which was lost at sea , 
yesterday, sailed from Portland Nov. 
20 for Norfolk where she took on a 
cargo of 2.300 tons of coal for Ham­
ilton and St George, Bermuda. She 
was un reported after leaving Norfolk 
on Dec. 4, until word of her sinking 
and the taking off of her crew of 11 
by the tanker Cerra Ebano was re­
ceived.
“The schooner, built at Bath, in 
1918, wis believed to be in good con­
dition. She was overhauled at Nor­
folk and given new sails.
“It was the second schooner to be 
lost at sea by Capt. John O. Hall, who 
hut recently assumed command of 
the Edward B. Winslow.
“The Winslow registered at 2,046 
gross and was valued at $200,000.
Former
an up Daily 
American*56*up Weekly 
l/acht Anchorage at theDoor
» Palm
DAVIS ISLANDS -TAMPA
On the boulevard- 
On the Bay -
Delightful Atmos,
CopdTunfy 
Sunshine . 
andHrai'i /
Wonder!!'! 1. 1
AmericanPlan 
*49 to*60 Weekly
FloridasGreatest Economy vikr* for the Traveler
,rAi«ven ^UOutside Rooms- 5^*259 Jill With Both
p1' pen my In Fme Resort Jlrea
SendfurHandsome FREE BOOKLET
'FLCRIDAS WONDER SPOT"
Profusely Illustrated ADDRESS,
PF BRINE. 5M/F ^MiRAMtlXMMftA.
(Abo Operating Hotel Pilgrim, Plymouth. Mass)
BEND TAKEN SOUTH
Rockland Salesman Wanted 
In Virginia Taken On Ex­
tradition Papers
A despatch from Westfield, Mass, 
to yesterday’s Boston Globe said:
“Walter R. Bend of Rockland, Me., 
a salesman, was turned over to the 
police officials of Roanoke, Va., today 
to he taken back to that city to face 
a charge of grand larceny.
“Bend has been held here for the 
past two weeks while his‘movements 
were checked. When it was found 
that the police in Roanoke wanted 
j him. he refused to waive extradition 
I rights, but the necessary papers were
! honored by Gov. Fuller
“When he was arrested here he had 
a Government inspector’s badge and 
represented himself as such, it was 
stated. The fact that the automobile 
registration that he had in his pos­
session differed with that of the ma­
chine he was operating resulted in 
his connection with Roanoke. Va.. 
and the information he was wanted
i there.”
Several Million Undeliverable Christ­
mas Pieces of Mail Found Each 
Year Through Neglect.
Postmaster Veazie calls attention I 
to the fact that in January evfcry 
year the dead-letter service receives 
between three and four million dead 
letters containing Christmas and 
New Year cards in addition to the 
normal receipts of ordinary undeliv­
erable letters.
This enormous increase in unde­
liverable matter is of course due pri­
marily to incorrect addresses, but 
would still be preventable in spite 
of incorrect addressing if the patrons 
of the service could be persuaded 
to place their return addresses on 
the envelopes contrary to the wide­
spread custom of mailing greeting 
cards in noncard envelopes.
The ioss thus sustained each year 
by the mailing public is enormous, 
amounting to not less than $325,000 
in cash outlay, not to mention the 
disappointment of hundreds of thou­
sands of persons who fail to receive 
the anticipated greetings, leading no 
doubt in many cases to misunder­
standings and estrangements, since 
in the absence of a return address <»n 
the envelope the letter can not be 
returned and the mailer therefore is 
unaware that his or her message was 
not delivered. Thousands of these 
are found to contain gifts of money 
when opened in the dead-letter office, 
and comparatively few contain suffi­
cient information to enable their re­
turn to the mailers. If patrons of the 
mails could be persuaded to write 
their return addresses on the covers 
of these letters not only they but the 
postoffice service would he saved 
much trouble and annoyance.
John Mack Brown who has the lead 
in “Annapolis” the great naval acad­
emy picture showing at Strand The­
atre Monday-Tuesday, was the grid­
iron idol of the South, playing a 
marvelous game for Alabama Uni­
versity.—adv.
MISS BICKNELL
Has Her
GIFT SHOP
At the BPW Club Rooms, Main 
Street, from Monday until Christ­
mas. Open Evenings.
HOTEL.
“ON MY SET”
Radio listeners who caught 
WJZ at 5 p. m. Wednesday had 
the pleasure of^hearing “Little 
Otis.’ the young hero of Cora B. 
Millay’s recent book of vers<. 
Little Ot’s was fully as interest­
ing on the air as between the 
covers of the book and his tal­
ented creator scored a success 
in presenting him to a radio audi­
ence.
••• •».
^Thursday night's reception was 
inclined to spottiness, but the 
Maxwell hour, as I caught it on 
WJZ was one of the most enter­
taining programs I have listened 
to this winter. “The Glow Worm’’ 
as rendered by the Maxwell 
House orchestra was a thing of 
beauty.
••• ••• •••
And now what station was it 
that I heard signing off about 8 
o’clock Thursday night? This is 
a very unusual hour for any sta­
tion to be quitting the air, and 
my curicsity was aroused.
THOSE CHRISTMAS SEALS
CHRISTMAS TREE LANE”
The Story of An Unthinking Woodman and Some Main 
Street Cynics—Trees Bear Strange Fruit
It was not generally supposed that 
i Rockland citizens were especially in- 
, terested in forestry, or that the av- 
I erage person could distinguish be- 
i tween a scrub spruce and a Cali- 
i fornia sequoia.
But one day the Chamber of Com- 
1 merce decided that it would he a fine 
! thing to place Christmas trees in the 
I curbstone flag receptacles while the 
' holiday season was on—and behold'
■ Everybody knew what Christmas
doughnut and quart bottle were seen. 
The former was half empty, and tha 
latter had nothing whatever in it. In 
front of Ayer’s clothing store there 
was affixed to the tree what looked 
like a corset box, tlie contents (?) of 
which were dedicated to tlie Com­
munity Chest, by “The Gang at the 
Brook.”
“No Hunting in This Game Pre­
serve” read the inscription on the 
tree in front of Johnston’s drug store,
trees were, and everybody knew that and the warning purported to come 
the kind which had sprung up on * from a local sportsman who had paid
Main street over night were not the 
1 kind whicii their youthful recollec­
tions had pictured.
Mark Twains, Bill Nyes and Will 
Rogerses were bred behind every 
. cracker barrel and every dry goods
counter. Main street became sur­
feited with wit and humor.
dearly for the privilege of hunting 
on the Sabbath.
The tree in front of Cutler & 
Cook’s had not been relieved of its 
wrappings. “Not to be opened until 
Christmas,” read the placard affixed 
to it.
“This is a tree,” read the sign on
Two of the trees lying in front of ( the shrub in front of the Boston Shoo 
the Senter Crane store, awaiting an store.
i opportunity to he set caught the eye j Some trees evidently plucked in 
, of Kennedy Crane, who. ignorant of ( their infancy were not large enough
their important mission in the 1928 ; to carry either sign or parcel.
Christmas season cast a frowning 
and critical eye upon them.
Have Made Possible An Organized ‘Her-*. Mile." said. he. “take these
Campaign Against Tuberculosis 1 down to the dump.
___  ! When it was too late to salvage
These seals that ore -sold for one the shrubs he learned the purpose 
, , , ,,, they were intended to serve and im-cent each have made porrtble th. , m(>(,|ot(i|y ()..(1(.rpil a pa,r ()f gub9t,. 
organized campaign against tubercu­
losis that has been carried on with 
ever-increasing emphasis year by 
year,—and the Christmas seals stand 
for something more, for they are 
truly health seals, since whatever 
helps to prevent tuberculosis helps 
to make for health.
With the money raised l»v the sale 
of seals there have been provided 
hundreds of sanatoria where those ill
tutes.
Strange fruit suddenly grew on 
some of the trees. In front of Wal­
ter H. Spear’s shoe store, for in­
stance. a beribboned shoe made its 
appearance among the branches, 
front of Newbert’s Restaurant
“FLU” IN MAINE
Situated oa a beautiful park 
Diaplaylng aa ensemble of palms and 
tropical plants, overlooking, Lake 
Worth with a view of Palm Beach oa 
Ihe opposite shore.
ilO rooma-eseb with private bath ..» 
Luropcan Plan . , . Moderate rates 
•. . electric heat irt all rooms.
Open all Year 
HENRY J DYNES. Urr.
By the time the humorists had 
ceased their operations Christmas 
Tree Lane was doomed—so far as 
those trees were concerned.
Many of the diminutive firs were 
removed next morning, and s< me 
have had no substitutes appointed.
Other merchants have installed 
man’s sized spruces and the effect is 
in keeping with what the Chamber of 
Commerce had visualized. The Idea 
is a good one and well worth carry­
ing out, but the decorators should 
In ' steer clear of trees which are still 
a in their swaddling clothes.
CAPT. HOLT NAMED
with the diKease may receive care: Cnca Tknc Far Will Fill Vacancy In Han-
preventoria where children who have LJniy a rCW Leases 1 BUS Far, i /-> • r> if
But Disease Is "Highly 
Catching”
been exposed to the disease may be 
built up to resist lbs attack: tuber­
culosis nurses to care for patients 
who are ill in their own homes; 
clinics where examination and ad­
vice are freely given: and to thous­
ands of people has been given the op­
timistic message that tuberculosis is 
a curable disease.
cock County’s Board of 
Commissioners
Gov. Brewster has announced the 
appointment of Capt. Arthur B. II »It 
of Gouldshoro to fill the vacancy 
caused by the death of County Com­
missioner Milton Arey of Hancock
'-Ns tM r.yuf—‘
A check for extra cash 
when you need it most
Christmas brings the need of extra money for 
gifts and other holiday expenses. The pleasure 
of Christmas is marred if you are handicapped 
by money problems and worries.
Yoh can have Christmas cash by this easy method
By enrolling in our Christmas Club you make sure 
of extra cash for the holidays. You save in easy 
installments and receive our check for a substan­
tial amount when you need it before Christmas.
Enroll now in our
1929
CHCIJTMA9 CLUB
A small first deposit makes you a member 
We have made arrangements to pay 4% on Christmas Club Accounts
Security Trust Company
f v Rockland Camden Vinalhaven 
Union Rockport Warren
Christmas Gifts 1
Practical and Useful Presents for |
Men and Boys
..... HERE IN WIDE VARIETY.....
1 hose who know us and the goods we sell naturally turn to us for the 
proper gifts
MEN’S BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS TIES
Thousands of beautiful Four-in-Hands, made of rich silk, both domes­
tic and imported. The greatest collection and variety 
we have ever had
HATHAWAY SHIRTS
Percale, Madras, Silk Stripe and English Broadcloth
No gift involving an equal amount of money will give a greater 
pleasure
BATH ROBES AND HOUSE COATS
are practical gifts that every man appreciates
MEN’S AND BOYS’ SWEATERS, SPORT BLOUSES AND 
LEATHER COATS
W’e carry a wonderfully large assortment of Sweaters cf every 
description
«€«««€
APPROPRIATE GIFT SUGGESTIONS
&
A few cases of influenza have been 
reported in this .State within the 
last few weeks, it was said Thursday 
by Dr. Kendall, State Commissioner
| of Health. He called attention to the County, 
spread of the disease through tin* j Capt. Holt has had 
West and Middle West eastward and |
.advised precautions to avoid an out- 
break ’n this section.
^Influenza is an acute febrile ; 
highly communicable disease, char- I 
acterized hv catarrh of the respira- i 
tory tract, and occasionally of the j 
digestive tract, and accompanied by . 
pains in the head and muscles of the : 
body,” said Dr. Kendall. “Its onset 
is usually very sudden and with 
marked -prostrattnn. Like smallpox 
and measles, it is exceedingly ‘catch­
ing.’ The disease usually comes on 
in from two to four days after ex­
posure. but it may he as short as 24 
hours after exposure. The duration 
varies fronw a few days to several 
weeks, depending on the severity of 
the attack.
“Though generally considered as a 
disease of cold weather, it has oc­
curred at all seasons of the year. It 
does not confine its ravages to the 
weak ami infirm: in fact, it is par­
tial to the young and vigorous. It 
is the young adult in the prime* of 
life who falls before the* infection in 
greatest numbers.
“The greatest danger from influ­
enza is pneumonia or other second­
ary infections that so often compli­
cate and often cause a high mortality 
rate. Influenza is a notifiable dis­
ease, anel physicians anil household­
ers are requiree] to report cases of 
this disease to the local health offi­
cer of their respective towns.”
I)r. Kendall gave these rules to he 
followed as preventive measures:
“When grip or influenza Is preva­
lent, stay at home as much as pos­
sible.. particularly cut out unneces­
sary visits to public places and un­
necessary travel. 'Walk when you 
can do so Instead of taking the street 
car. Increase the power of resistance 
of your body by regular and rational 
habits of living.”
dorful ca­
reer, ranging from shipboard service 
during the Spanish-American Wtir 
to several terms in the law making 
branches of the State government. 
He followed the sea for 10 years ami 
at the time of the blowing up of the 
Maine was but a short distance away 
on his ship. »
Capt. Holt, while in the Legislature, 
was known as the father of the Sulli­
van bridge which was completed some 
three years ago for about a quarter 
of a million dollars. Capt. Holt was 
in the House of Representatives dur­
ing 1915 and 1917 where he was a 
member of the sea and shore fisheries 
committee. He was chairman of tliis 
committee while in the Senate in 
1919 and 1921.
While in the Legislature f’apt. 
Holt was elected as selectman for 
Gouldshoro, and served for a term 
without pay. He is a member of the 
Grange and Odd Fellows, and at pres­
ent is engaged In garage and automo­
bile business. He was a native of 
Ellsworth in 1870. moving to luimoine 
in 1883 and later making iiis home in 
Gouldshoro since 1901.
THE RADIO COMMISSION
Beautiful Neckties Linen Collars and Cuffs
Kid Gloves and mittens House Coats
imported Grey Mocha Gloves Bath Robes
Buck Gloves Silk Hose, plain and fancy
Fur Lined Gloves Lisle Hose
Lamb Lined Gloves and Mit- Cashmere Hose, plain and
tens fancy
Belts Sweaters
Suspenders Mackinaw Coats
(in individual boxes) Soft and Stiff Hats
Pajamas Girls' and Boys' I oques
Silk, Linen and Cotton Initial Hathaway White and Fancy
Handkerchiefs Shirts
Silk Armlets and Garters Caps
(in fancy boxes) Night Shirts
Cuff Buttons Hannel Shirts
Scarf Pins Overcoats
Mufflers Suits
„ - _ O I~.
NEW ENGLAND CLOTHING,HOUSE
148-153
LOWDEN’S APPROVAL
Is Bestowed On I-arm Relief
Program Advanced By
Hoover
Frank <). Lowden, former governor 
i of Illinois, and candidate for the Re­
publican Presidential nomination un­
til he withdrew at the Kansas City 
convention last June, bespoke “whole­
hearted support” for president-elect 
Herbert Hoover's farm relief program 
Thursday in a letter read before the 
convention of the American Farm Bu­
reau.
It was Mr. Lowden's first public 
comment since the election of Mr. 
Hoover, contained in a letter to Earl 
(’. Smith, president of the Illinois 
Agricultural Association. The letter, 
in part, follows:
“There never was a Presidential 
campaign I think in which the prob­
lems of agriculture played so con­
spicuous a part as in the campaign 
just closed. The candidates of the 
two chief parties each recognized the 
gravity and importance of the prob­
lems.
“When the American people pre­
ferred Mr. Hoover to Gov. Smith they 
in effect issued a mandate to Mr. 
Hoover to proceed with the program 
which he had advocated. All sincere 
friends of farm relief will now, in my 
opinion, cooperate whole heartedly 
with him in giving effect to that pro­
gram.......
"In addition to Mr. Hoover’s frank 
recognition of the gravity of the agri­
cultural situation, there is a wider 
understanding of that situation than 
at any time in the past. Business men 
recognize as they have not recognized 
before, that a larger measure of pros­
perity must he given to the farmers 
of America if we would avoid danger 
to the entire business structure.”
Congressman White To Present a Bill 
Extending Its Life A Year
Congressional leaders Interested in 
radio legislation have decided to seek 
the extension of the life of the Radio 
Commission for another year from 
next March 16, when it would expire 
under the present law.
Chairman White of the House Mer­
chant Marine committee, will start 
the legislation which faces a heavy 
calendar of other business in both 
the Senate and House for this short 
session.
Senator Dill, Democrat. Washing­
ton. also will sponsor a provision 
permitting the commission to em­
ploy counsel outside the Government 
organization. He contends this is 
necessary to offset the array of high 
paid counsel employed by those ap­
pearing before the commission.
Henry Keller, West Rockport, the 
new forestry project leader has start­
ed to trap nest his hens. He is trap­
ping both Wyandottes and SLC.R.l. 
Reds. There will be a sale for pedi­
greed cockerels in another year.
The Damariscotta girls’ club is out 
again to win the club cup presented 
by The Courier-Gazette of Rockland. 
Already 16 have enrolled.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life aialn I would have 
made a rule to read some poetry and listen to 
some music at least once a week. The loss of 
these tastes Is a loss of happiness. - Charles 
Darwin.
A CHRISTMAS REVERIE
There’s a snow besprinkled roadway 
Winding through the ermlned pines—
At Ils end a lowly cottage.
Yet the home-light from It shines;
Ard tonight I’d take that roadway.
For It’s there I long to he.
Where I first heard tales of Santa, 
Wond’rous-eyed, on mother’s knee.
By the fireplace sit.; a mother.
Child in nightie on her knee
She tells him of the Christ Child 
And His birth in poverty;
How the star die wondering shephenls 
Guided to their new-born King.
Wliile on high the heavenly voices 
Did in adoration sing.
Far I've wandered from that fireplace. 
Time has turned m.v hair to white—
Yet I’d give all e.inhly treasures 
If I might return tonight :
Where the firelight glows in mem’ry 
And her arms reach out to me—
Where I first heard tales of Santa, 
Wond’rous-eyed on mother's knee.
But 1 know I’ll ( lily see her 
When some Christmas Eve to be—
Come the strains of angels’ voices 
Singing In eternity.
And that eve I’ll take the roadway 
Where tonight I long to be -
Hear again those tales of Santa. 
Wond’rous-eyed on mother’s knee.
— \Y. L. Dougherty.
Every-Other-Day9 Page Two
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CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rockland. Me.. Dev 15. 11128. 
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who
jfon oath declared that he la Pressman In the
^office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the 
tissue of this paper of Pec. 13, 1028, there was 
a i printed a total of 6283 copies.
I Before me, FItANK B. MILLER.Notary Public.
That they should seek the Lord. . . . 
For in him we live and move, and have 
our being.—Acts 17:27, 28.
THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
To the most of us who have ad-
• vaneed beyond the region of that
i absolute trustfulness of childhood. Christmas is apt to bring by way 
of return no more than we put into 
it. If out of a spirit of kindliness 
Irthat of right attaches to the holiday 
fwe enter into friendly association 
with others whose lives perhaps 
only remotely touch our own, some­
thing is born of the contact that 
renders the season memorable. We 
have always regarded it as eminently 
worth one's while to seek after that 
spirit, provided it should have re­
fused spontaneously to manifest 
itself. To this end the reading of 
books alwa; s is to be recommended. 
Whoever lakes down his copy of "A 
Christmas Carol'' and for the twen- 
_ tieth time—perhaps more—renews 
J acquaintance with that apostle of 
JChristmas, Charles Dickens, per- 
* eeives the thing to which we allude. 
> Wherever in his many works Dickens 
J touches the theme, Christmas glows 
with that divine quality of peace on 
earth and good will toward men. 
After a custom yearly observed in 
this column we commend anew this 
seeking in advance to recall through 
these natural processes the emotional 
feeling that belongs to the day. to 
the end that one may bring some 
happiness into the lives of others and 
find in the exercise of that season­
able action himself reciprocally 
blessed.
Fuller - Cobb - Davis
The radio news from London this 
morning reports a slight set-back in 
the condition of King George. His 
Majesty is making a brave fight, 
against the odds of advanced years, 
and the sympathy of the whole world 
centers upon the sick-room.
p The buying public increasingly 
-r manifests the effect of the campaign 
for some time carried on in the inter­
est of early Christmas shopping. The 
old custom ef frenzied gift purchas­
ing in the few hours immediately 
preceding the holiday has been grad­
ually succeeded by a process of 
spreading the buying over a length­
ened period, thereby divesting the
< season of a feature that formajly 
brought exhaustion to the shopkeep-
- ing forces and mingled vexation and 
regret to the distracted army of 
shoppers. The improvement has had
, notable manifestation in our own 
vicinity during the past few weeks 
The business houses early laid in 
their holiday goods and buyers have 
been steadily taking advantage of 
this fact, to the end that both sides 
have profited. There is this year 
an apparent freedom in money 
spending that has been absent from
— some holiday seasons. Shoppers are 
„ generously, inclined. The local
shops neve.- were more handsomely
. equipped to meet these agreeable 
conditions and the result should be 
a handsome Christmas trade which 
shall register a satisfactory ending
_ to the business activities of 1928.
Initialed Handkerchiefs
No matter what the initial, you can find it in our 
handkerchief department? Women’s sheer linen with 
beautiful appHque edge perforated initial. 25c each. 
Men’s two toned initial—white semi sheer linen, with 
shadow line of black outlining the letter. Very at­
tractive, in style and quality at $1.00.
Men's white linen handkerchiefs,/ splendid quality, 
new style type of letter at 25c.
Gay—Gayer—Gayest
Are the rainbow colored organdie boudoir pillows, 
combinations that beautify and match any girl's room, 
bed. or chaise lounge. $1.95.
None But God Can Make a Tree
Nor a little brown bulb that holds in its heart a 
blooming plant. <>ur china bulb bowls holding three 
bulbs. 50c.
Lavendar and Old Lace
comes repeatedly to mind when one sees these sweet 
little sachets, in dainty filmy fabrics—in delightful 
comhinati ns- of (dors—Lavender flower scents that 
bring us the remembrance of our grandmothers' linen 
closet, and bureau drawers—Soap Sachet, Violet 
Waters; all hark back over almost forgotten days.
Safe and Sound
for the traveler are the lotions and perfumes in the 
three bottle cases that arc just in.
Mighty Like a Rose
Are these beautiful corsage,^>ouquets in all the com­
binations of colors and ffower-like replicas of the 
sweetest things that grow. 50c. 75c, 95c. $1.50. Col­
ored glass flower holders and modernistic flower pots, 
which make the Christinas plant so much more beau­
tiful.
Needles and Pins —
Needles and Pins
J>ut your troubles won’t begin if you buy somebody 
one of cur lovely needle books, in a leather case, 25c 
to $2.50.
Men’s lounging robes make a very useful gift. $9.75 
to $20.00.
lied wool coats for girls, boys. men. and women, man­
ufactured by J. A. Brewster, Camden. Maine.
Who Cares About the Weather?
If one lias a pair of rainproof stockings, or a pair of 
these gossamer weight sandal rubbers in a dainty 
rubber bag. so small one can carry them in one’s 
handbag or pocket. Weigh only two and one-half 
ounces, in tan and black at 75c.
The Outstanding Day of Our Calendar Year
This day has been so commercialized that it has lost much of its real meaning except 
the "JOY DERIVED FROM GIVING.”
Following our usual custom of making our early selection of choice merchandise 
in every department, suitable and appropriate for gift giving, are now on display at 
reasonable prices. We have done our part—and now we solicit your patronage.
Little Things Noticed «n a Stroll Through Our Store
Intimate Gifts of 
Infinite Charm
From a creamy lace-yoked nightgown to trimly tail­
ored pajamas is a wide range of choice, but no leas 
wide is the range of a lady's taste. The feminine pre­
rogative to change one’s mind, to wish one day for the 
laciest of gowns and the next for the jauntiest of pa­
jamas. is delightfully anticipated in the lingerie illus­
trated here, very moderately priced and happily 
planned to bring “Ohs” and “Ahs” of raipture from fair 
recipients as packages are opened Christmas morning.
A Penchant for Certain 
Delicious French Scents—
for whatever is smartest and newest—such 
feminine vagaries can be gratiftedd in an. in­
stant by a gift chosen from our collections of 
toilet waters and perfumes.
The New Stockings
Has there ever been a woman who has not fer­
vently prayed that there be at least one pair of
stockings among her unopened Christmas gifts?>
There is nothing more universally welcome than 
the gift of hosiery and cur new Christmas col­
lections include a fascinating variety. Hun­
dreds of intriguing shades and alluring new pat­
terns. destined to delight the subtlest feminine 
tastes, are included in our assortment, unusual­
ly large this season.
A Gay Group of 
Handkerchiefs
1. A gay little French linen handkerchief with hand 
rolled hem, block printed design.
2. Very sheer or medium weight linen handker­
chief with liny border of hemstitching, 6 for 90c.
3. All-round handkerchief of line white linen, spoke 
stitching, hemstitched border, 25c.
4. Sheer linen handkerchief with double row of 
. fancy revere stitching, hand rolled hem. 50c.
5. Hand embroidered handkerchief of sheer linen 
with Appenzell op.en work initial, 50c.
G. Printed linen handkerchief with embroidery and 
hand rolled hem. 50c.
7. To match each dress—a gaily colored or white 
linen handkerchief with open work. 50c.
8. Colored georgette handkerchief, lace insertion 
and edge, embroidered corners, $1.00 and $1.50.
9. Block printed linen handkerchief with hem­
stitched edge and embroidered corner. 50c.
10. Printed chiffon handkerchief in a very popular 
large size with picot edge, 75c.
11. Large crepe, chiffon or silk voile handkerchief in 
pastel shades, ecru lace. $2.25. '
12. Charming block printed handkerchief, many col­
ors, embroidery and hand rolled hem. 25c. 50c
13. Sachet scented gift folder for handkerchiefs, l and 
tinted, with envelop? for mailing, 5 cents.
To Go With Good Havanas
Mannish styled ash trays, copper, glass and china, 
smoking cabinet in mahogany—leather cigarette and 
cigar cases, silver and gilt cigarette boxes—prices 
please one's price.
The epidemic of grippe which has 
laid hold upon the western States and 
gradually is pushing its way east­
ward had had so far no special man­
ifestation in New England. In some 
of these regions it is true there are 
cases of the disease, but not to any 
alarming extent. IOur business is 
to keep the feet dry and warm, the 
head cool and get plenty of fresh air 
and sleep. These simple precautions 
are better than medicines.
In hi. 3 address before the Rotary 
Club yesterday Treasurer Eaton of 
tile Rockland Wholesale Grocery Co. 
touched upon a subject that vitally 
concerns ttie individual storekeeper, 
who finds his business increasingly 
encroached upon by the multiplica­
tion of the chain store. Calling at­
tention to tlie fact that there are 
about one dozen wholesale concerns 
in Rockland giving employment to a 
good many people who own homes 
here and have helped build up the 
town, Mr. Eaton added:
“These pay a good many thou­
sand dollars into our city. We 
wholesalers depend on the independ­
ent merchant for business, hut the 
independent merchant can't stay in 
business if our people patronize the 
chain stores; and the wholesaler will 
lose out because he can't sell the 
chain store. The chain store doesn't 
buy anything in town. Everything 
is bought outside. The money you 
spend with them all goes out of 
town; whereas the money you spend 
with our independent local mer­
chant is kept in town, and that helps 
everyone. You may say you buy 
cheaper of a chain store. Perhaps 
you can buy some Items cheaper, but 
follow the line through and you will 
pay just as much as you pay at your 
own grocer’s. Our independent gro­
cer is a pretty good friend to a lot of 
people when they need a little help. 
Go into a chain store and see how- 
much they will help you out when 
you need it. Not a nickel's worth I
That ever welcome and valuable 
friend, the Old Farmers' Almanac, has 
been received at the desk of the alma­
nac editor, who finds it full of reliable 
information for the year IfSf.
Bye, Bye, Baby Bunting
Front the baby whose stocking is hung up lor the 
first lime, to the nearly grown-up young lady in her 
milled party frock, young sons and daughters, small 
nephews and nieces, atfe our most important consider­
ations at Christmas time. In < ur Balcony are all the 
things that make them happiest. For 1st by, softest 
wrapping shawls, carriage covers of crepe de chine, 
of quilted silk, little hand-made sacques and bonnets; 
wicker scales for the nursery, and all the things for 
the baby’s toilette; frocks and suits and bewitching 
woolly play suits for little boys and girls—
Battles are delicious
And blocks are lovely Sui>—
They have a lot of corners But—
We hope to eat them up.
Balls make lovely licking.
And chewing dolls is fun.
And Bunny-Fuzz is comforting.
Down inside of one.
We like our lovely presents.
Our rattles, dolls and drums.
But nothing's quite as tasty as.
Our little Christmas thumbs.
Empires May Rise and Fall - . 
But Dolls Go On Forever
Two lovely Flapper Dolls at 30c.
Baby dolls fully dressed, 13 inch, corr -spondingly fat 
at $3.00.
Nineteen inch fully dressed, satisfying v pretty, $2.00.
Tip Toe
down the stairs on Christmas morning, the little feet 
that are warmly glad in Bunny Slumber Suits, with 
the Bunny on the pocket smiling his anticipation of 
the coming event.
A Brilliant Performance
in the matter of\ polishing one's nails, is so easily 
achieved with one of these miniature manicure sets 
at 50c. or with the regulation rolls from $1.00 to $7.30. 
Nail polish liquid and powder, all good kinds.
Dark Shadows
behind the nursery crib move terrors when a favor­
ite animal sits near. Here is a fat yellow duck, with 
a green felt eoat, a soft furry tabby eat. an amiable 
and faithful dog, and a sagacious and cunuortlng 
elephant.
From Our Antiqe Shop
A delightful gift for a woman with a cob nial lions -, 
or indeed for anyone who appreciates the charm cl' 
old fashioned things. The lady and gentleman in hi- 
pair of daguerreotypes gaze out from their round 
wood frames with unalsonished eyes on a modern 
world.
I
Kippi-Ki-Yi
Let me tell you about the session 
we had last Thursday evening. You 
know 1 had been looking forward to 
that session for two weeks or more, 
and I was all dressed up for the oc­
casion. My! hut wasn't 1 proud to see 
the way the parents and the friends of 
the school responded to their invi­
tations. I don't believe that the 
fondest and proudest parent there! 
could have been quite as proud as 1 
was. I was very much pleased to see ; 
the classes compete for the largest 
registration of visitors. Along the 
wall of the lower Corridor the four 
classes had hung their class numer­
als. and on the tables below these 
signs were the four registers in 
charge of the following class repre­
sentatives: (’lass of '29, Delma Green; 
Class of '30, Faith Ulmer; Class of 
’31. Helen Mattson; Class of '32. Flora 
Colson. Believe me, there was a 
mighty battle to see which class 
would come out ahead. I tried to 
register for all four classes because 
they arc all favorites with me. hut 
those in charge scolded me very se­
verely and I decided not to register at 
all.
Each class had two ushers who con­
ducted the visitors to the classrooms 
to which they desired to go. The 
ushers were; Class of '29, Jerome 
Comins and Alfred Greenlaw; '30. 
Clifford Ladd and Robert Gregory; 
'31. Alvary Gay and Walter Gay; '32, 
Fletcher Brown and Francis Mac- 
Alary.
The session opened at 7.30 with a 
very tine assembly program. The 
opening exercises were conducted by
| Wesley Stuart; and Jerome Comins, 
in behalf of the school and faculty, 
extended a lew words of welcome to
the visitors. Then the Fashion Play , want her to know that we appreciate 
was presented under the supervision' h©r untiring efforts and great interest 
of Carolyn Reed. The costumes were 1° connection with the musical life 
as beautiful as they were foreign, and I of Rockland High School.
the parts had certainly been well ■ * * * *
chosen. After the assembly the regu- i I want to tell you what 1 discovered 
lar afternoon classes were held and 1 last Thursday afternoon. Since the 
tried to visit every one of thbm. I regular afternoon classes were to be 
beard snatches of Latin, French. Sci- ; held in tin* evening I expected an 
cnee. Mathematics, Civics and Eng- ; afternoon by myself. Who would ex- 
lisli. and I conducted myself very I pect to find anybody in the building 
well until 1 arrived in Mrs. Whitte- when there is no school? But to go 
more's Biology class. I guess I must i on with my story—I knew that just
as soon as it became quiet that 1 
would have a line opportunity to hunt
tinting the walls of the upper corri- I 
dor. Well, well. I sat there for a long ' 
while and thought and thought. Be- 1 
ieve me, this is a good old world uftei 
all!
• » ♦ •
I have already told you about our 
Tuesday morning assembly pro­
grams. I am always present with 
eyes and ears wide open. I was on 
hand especially early last Tuesday 
morning because some one had told 
me that the juniors were to put on a 
one act play. The title of the play 
was “Taking Fathers Place." .Those
Tuesday. Mary Brain. Rogers’ lead­
ing woman in “Varsity,” plays oppo­
site the dark haired star again in his 
new picture. William Austin, the ec­
centric English comedian with the 
stream line mustache. Jack Oakie, 
who won his spurs as a character 
comedian in Clara Bov. s —i ne Fleet’s 
In," James Kirkwood, stage and 
screen favorite, and Frank Reicher. 
another stage-trained veteran, are 
members of the supporting east.—adv
have disgraced myself, because I com­
pletely forgot myself and attempted ____ _ ______ _____
to run away with the chicken she was for poor, foolish mice who would be* juniors did so well that I almost made 
dissecting as part of the laboratory
work. Believe me I slunk out of there 
in mighty quick time. Then I went 
down stairs to listen to a senior spell­
ing match.
The session closed at 10.30. and in 
my opinion it was a great success. I 
went into Mr. Blaisdell's office and
coming out of their hiding places. 
And sure enough, out they came; I 
had just finished one nice juicy mouse 
, steak and was starting alter another, 
when I heard a strange swishing 
noise in the upper regions of the 
1 stopped in my tracks and 
There it was again: swish.
up my mind to enroll in the junior 
class. The following cast was 
coached by Mrs. Charles Phillips:
building.
listened.
asked him if I might help him figure swish, swish. I could feel my back
bristle up and I could actually hear! 
my heart pounding. All I could think 1 
of was some great animal up there 
swishing his tail around. But I ' 
wasn't any “fraid cat.” No sir! So 
I crept up the stairs just as quietly) 
as I could, and crouched down so that 
I could see through the door crack 
into the upper corridor.
When I saw what 'was happening I 
almost fell backward down the stairs.
I was so surprised. I had to use my 
claws in good shape to save myself. 
For there were some of the pupils, and 
Mr. Blaisdell, and some of the faculty, 
washing the walls. As soon as I re­
covered from the first shock. I 
watched them for a while. My! how 
they scrubbed to get the dirt and 
sented a tine Schubert program in her j pencil marks off from the plastering 
regular music class. I cannot do jus­
tice in telling you about it; yJu really 
should have heard it in order to ap­
preciate it. Two vocal solos. Schu­
bert selections, were given by Sybil
out the total registration for the 
classes, also the percentage registra­
tion for each class. I don’t think he 
has much confidence in my mathe­
matical ability, because he told me 
that he would do it all himself. So I 
sat on the edge of his desk and purred 
and purred until he had the results. 
Then I scratched down a copy which 
I present to you: Number registered: 
CtAM Of '29. <4; Class of ’30. 79; 
Class of ’31. 79; Class of ’32, 92; total. 
314.
The percentage registration was as 
follows: Class of ’29, 133 per cent; 
Class of ’30, 109 per cent; Class of ’31, 
G9 per cent; Class of '32, 65 per cent.
♦ • » ♦
This morning Mrs. Howard pre­
Henderson Edwards .
Charlie Edwards.....
Mr. Grabblt ..............
Tom Jones ...............
Dennle ........................
Tessie Rosebud ........
Gladlola Penrose ....
Mrs. Edwards .........
............  F. Hall
.....A. McCarty
........  k. Crain
..... W. Rounds
.......... ( Ladd
......  L. IHliiver
...... v Clukey
..... D. Coltart
PARK THEATRE
Today will be your last chance to 
see “Romance of the Underworld." 
featuring Mary Astor. On the same 
program you will find the Collegians 
in “Calford in the Movies.’’
“Someone to Love," is the title se­
lected for the new Charles “Buddy” 
Rogers picture, which the Park The­
atre will feature next Monday and
While House
COFFEE
Dinner Concert Changed!And I heard them talking about how 
the freshmen had donated the pro-| - T
ceeds from their social, about $75, to j Now Saturday Evening 
fixing up the walls of the gymnasium; ! _
how the freshmen and sophomores between 6:30 and 7:00 011 
Jones and Mary Lawry. Then the pljjn to fix up the lower corridor.1 AT" W’’
class sang the songs. “Who is Sylvia" And then I heard them say that the ' J.
and Hark. Hark, the Lark.” Believe juniors and seniors weren't going to j
me I made a special effort to he there, let the underclassmen get ahead of I and seventeen associated stations of 
this morning as it was Mrs. Howard’s them in anything, so they showed! the National Broadcasting
last day with us. We are going to ! their spirit by taking upon themselves ' Company
miss Mrs. Howard very much and we the responsibility of cleaning an4 i rSiT—wnaiiiiaww —
WITH THE BOWLERS
There was excitement a'-plenty at 
I'ai r's alleys Thursday night when 
29 contestants took part in the roll-off I 
I which was on the basis of one string.
| one bail; two strings, two balls and 
two strings three balls. The three top 
prizes were based on the three high­
est strings, but after that did not pro­
ceed in numerical order, so that the 
results produced numerous surprises.
Key Mitchell won first prize of $8 
' very handily with a total of 449. but 
Ty Cohli was hard pressed by Harry
' May i for second prize of $1.
Here is how Hie roll-off finally 
i tabulated:
Roy Mitchell. 1st prize ................. 449
"Ty” Cobh. 2d prize ........................ 428
Harry Mayo, 3d prize ................... 425
! Claude Fitch, no prize................... 412
Vance Norton. 5th prize ............. 410
Everett Benner, no prize ............. 402
Horace Greely, no prize................ 397
Lester Valley, 8th prize ............... 389
Harold Thomas, no prize ........... 383
Everett Phllbrook, 10th prize, tie 381 
Hardy Rackliff. 10th prize, tie .... 381
Charles Lawry, no prize............... 380
Emery Strout, 13th prize ............. 373
Ralph Clark, no prize ................... 367
Roy Perry. 15th prize ................... 361
| Phil Haywood, no prize ............... 356
■loe Harvey. 17th prize ............... 348
Ralph Jordan, no prize ............... 340
Henry Davis, no prize................... 337
Milton Benner, no prize................ 317
• * * •
The present leaders in the turkey- 
goose-chicken-candy contest at the 
Star alleys, are Milton Fogg. 146: 
Bussell Stewart, 140; I,ester Valley. 
1?7; Ty Cobb. 1’7,
NATIONAL GUARD
The 240th Coast Artillery Regiment 
composed of the batteries located at 
Rockland. Camden, Thomaston, Bath, 
Brunswick, Sanford and Portland un­
der efficient command of Col. George 
E. Fogg, has achieved a record of 
which its members are justly proud. 
For the first time since its reorgan­
ization soon after the war, the War 
Department has rated the regiment 
as “Very Satisfactory” which is the 
highest rating given to any National 
guard units. lAs a further indica­
tion of tin highly satisfactory con­
dition of the regiment the War De­
partment is spending approximately 
$60,000 in the construction of a new 
camp site at Fort Williams for the 
exclusive use of the regiment during 
the annual encampment. The new 
ramp site, now partly completed, is 
located on a high .level portion of the 
reservation overlooking the outer 
harbor entiunce with the picturesque 
rocky shore lines and Portland Head 
Light directly in front of the camp. 
This new camp will allow the regi­
ment to camp with one battalion on 
each side of a street running through 
the center ot the camp, adding great­
ly to the convenience and sanitation 
of the troops. In former years the 
various batteries were scattered over 
a considerable portion of the Fort 
which was obviously inconvenient 
and unsatisfactory.
, • , •
The regiment will engage in a 
beautiful and historic ceremony somo 
time during the encampment next 
summer as the War Department has 
just announced that a thorough 
search of records has revealed that 
the unit hod engaged in one battle 
in the War ot 1912 for which a battle 
streamer will he awarded and the 
Regimental colors will he decorated 
h.v a representative from Washing­
ton. It is also qf interest to note that 
the Regiment was active in 10 en­
gagements during the Civil War.
• • • •
The local organization. Battery 
“G" is shaking the dust off its feet 
and the Armory over the Corner
Drug Store has had a new coat of 
paint, new lighting and a general 
renovation and under the command 
of the genial Capt. Saville is prepar­
ing for an active winter of volley hall 
and basketball, in addition to spe­
cial schools for developing squads 
proficient in signaling, marksman­
ship. guard duty, and various other 
interesting subjects. The Battery also 
announces vacancies for five men. 
Able-bodied men or hoys over 18 
years in age are eligible. This offers 
j a splendid opportunity to acquire a 
1 military training and to qualify in 
the many technical subjects taught 
in Artillery and at the same timo 
' draw pay from Unde Bam fur at- 
I tending drills.
SHAflKEY VS STRIBLING
Miami Beach Will Be Scene of Win­
ter's Best Heavyweight Battle.
Tex Rickard announced Thursday 
that Jack Sharkey, Boston heavy­
weight, and Young Stribling. sensa­
tional young Georgian, have agreed to 
meet in an elimination tournament 
bout at Miami Beach, Fla., in an open 
air arena to he constructed there to 
seat 56,000.
While no date lias been set fur the 
match, considered the heavyweight 
''plum" of the winter season, Rick­
ard said that the Arena would be 
ready for the last week in February 
or the first of March. Rickard will 
promote the match with the assist­
ance o fthe Miami Beach Chamber of 
Commerce in somewhat the same 
fashion as he staged the second meet­
ing of Gene Tuney and Jack Dempsey 
in Chicago in 1927.
More than 6000 persons are in the 
cast of "Annapolis," the big picture 
showing at Strand Theatre Monday- 
Tuesday.—adv.
"Chicago assassin may have shot 
wrong man." Headline. Something 
ought to be done about this. Perhaps 
they can work out a scheme for num­
bering prospective victims up in Chi­
cago on tlie order of the foothall- 
! player system. —St, Loqis Star.
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Dec. 17-18—"Annapolis" baseball benefit 
picture at Strand Theatre.
Dec. 19—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s 
League.
Dec. 20—Opening meeting of Woman's Edu­
cational Club, at Odd Fellows hall.
Dec. 20—Opening of Educational Club's 
lcct re season In Odd Fellows hall.
Dec. 21—Thirty-third annual gift ball of 
<7esi. Berry Hose Co., at Watts hall, Thomas­
ton.
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.
Jan. 1—New Year's Day.
Belfast's business section was vis­
ited by a $10,000 fire yesterday morn­
ing.
Knox Lodge of Odd Fellows will 
work the second degree Monday eve-' 
nlng.
Walter Maurer who recently re­
turned front Portland is employed by 
the Lawrence Portland Cement Co.
In their lime plant.
Capt. Laughton of 'Nobleboro is to 
be the speaker before the Baptist 
Men’s League next Wednesday night. 
He has a highly interesting story to 
tell about Japan.
"Crle Hardware Co.” is the name of 
the fine plant at 408 Main street re­
cently taken over by H. H. Crie 
& Co. and long the home of tlig 
Rockland Hardware Co.
A deal of public interest is mani­
fested in the Christmas decoration 
program now under way at the Elks 
Home. 'Last season the premises 
were strikingly beautiful and the 
committee has still more ambitious 
plans this year.
Fred Wilson who has been confined 
to his home witli an infected finger 
has resumed work at the quarries of 
the Rockland & Rockport Lime Cor­
poration.
Another of those twelve-page is­
sues today, every page full of inter­
esting reading matter, not the least 
of which is the Christmas advertis­
ing. Read it all and you will know 
how to do your shopping intelligently.
Chdstmas excursions from the 
island towns to Rockland go into ef­
fect Monday on the Vinalhaven & 
Rockland line with extremely low 
rates. This act of General Manager 
Stinson is thoroughly appreciated by 
island patrons and Rockland business 
houses.
Land to the eastward of the old 
Crockett quarry between Maverick 
and Cedar streets, is being uncovered 
by the Rockland & Rockport Lime 
Corporation with a view to establish­
ing operations there. The corpora­
tion is at present operating nine quar­
ries and 11 kilns, inclusive of the Gas 
Kilns.
One of the few really athletic types 
in Hollywood, John Mack .Brown, 
former gridiron hero of Alabama 
University, finds himself ideally cast 
as a midshipman in "Annapolis" the 
famous naval academy feature to be 
screened at the Strand Monday- 
Tuesday. He is tall, dark and hand­
some, visibly a real athlete.—adv.
An oil stove in the residence of Dr, 
W. H. Armstrong, Park street, kicked 
up its hind heels late Thursday aft­
ernoon and the result was some blaze 
and an inordinate amount of smoke. 
The chemicals swung around to the 
scene of excitement with quick results. 
At night the apparatus went to Win­
ter street where a blazing mattress 
had made things lively.
Tile personnel of the Rockland 
Yacht Club enjoys a steady growth, 
many names well known in public 
life continuing to be added. Among 
these are Governor Brewster and 
family and Congressman Wallace H 
White, Jr. Senator Frederick Hale 
writes: "I an. very glad to enclose 
my check for ten dollars for mem 
bership in the club, and appreciate 
very much your wanting me to Join."
Tlie legislative committee of the 
Federated Sportsmen's Club of Maine 
will have a conference with Governor- 
elect Gardiner in Augusta next Mon 
day. The committee is represented 
in this section by Col. Walter H 
Butler, whose activity with the Knox 
County Fish & Game Association has 
done much Inward making it a power 
fill influence In shaping Maine's 
sporting affairs.
Charles Knight who has been con­
fined to his home by sickness for sev­
eral weeks is much improved and ex­
pects to be out shortly.
The picture framing shop of the 
late Edwin H. Maxey will be open 
evenings until Christmas. Many 
framed pictures and much work fin­
ished can be obtained at that time.
The new associate Justice Frank G. 
Farrington of Augusta will make his 
initial appearance in that capacity at 
the January term of Supreme Court 
In Waldo County. He comes to Rock­
land for the April term.
The rush of outgoing Christmas 
mail is getting away to a rather 
slow start, which means that there 
will be an unusual congestion in the 
Postoffice corridors next week. If 
you are wise you will do your mail­
ing pronto.
One section of Rockland sidewalk 
which is constant menace to pedes­
trians is that in front of American 
Legion hall, Limerock street. Due to 
the water which falls from the eaves 
there is almost a constant glare of 
ice on the sidewalk, and those who 
still travel via Shank's Mare, pick 
their way along precariously. It 
should be the duty of somebody to 
see that the walk is either sanded or 
ashed.
August Peterson, a scallop fisher­
man, appeared at The Courier-Ga­
zette office yesterday with a strange 
denizen of the deep picked up in his 
drag at 40 fathoms of No. 4 buoy. It 
as a crab-lobster combination, a 
grey red in its original color and cov­
ered all over, body, legs and claws
1th sharp spikes. Neighbor Phil 
Thomas who is a fishologist of note 
said the type was new to his experi­
ence and classified it as a horned 
crab.
As the first of their local activities 
the Rockland Lions have elected to 
hold a "potato movie show" at Park 
Theatre Saturday forenoon Dec. 22. 
It will be free to all school children, 
except that each is to carry a potato, 
hich must be dropped into a recep­
tacle in the lobby. The aggregate is 
expected to furnish a considerable 
quantity of the spuds, which will be 
presented to needy families for 
Christmas. Manager Benson is co­
operating with the newly organized
Lions Club in the matter.
CHURCHES
SF.RMONETTE
When selecting Christmas gifts do not 
forget that The Courier-Gazette makes one 
of the best, because of the £reat good the 
recipient gets from it.
It is a Christmas gift repeated a hundred 
and fifty-six times over.
Then, too, it is welcomed by every 
member of the family.
The Courier-Gazette is “Knox County’s 
Own Newspaper.”
Send orders any time.
Subscriptions may be started at once or 
we will hold until the day before Christ­
mas.
We send a handsome Christmas card 
announcing the gift and the donor of it.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Wonderful Words of Life.
I
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A more thorough search for the 
missing Frank Sullivan was inaugu- 
ated this morning, when at the re­
quest of Mayor Carver the local Boy 
Scouts began a systematic sweep of 
the territory from the City Farm 
across the Bog and over the back road 
to Thomaston. Scout Executive John 
W. Thompson is directing the search. 
Sullivan has been missing the greater 
part of two weeks, and suicide seems 
to be the most logical explanation, as 
man of his description would cer­
tainly have been noted by somebody 
if he had gone into another com­
munity.
The writer of this item attended 
Bark Theatre last night and emerged 
with a very real enthusiasm for tlie 
feature picture which even the close 
ups of Hayden Stevenson (which for 
some mysterious reason are interpo­
lated Into a well known serial) could 
not dispel. Mary Astor stars this par­
ticular picture, "Romance of the Un­
derworld" and does a fine bit of 
character work in the courageous 
comeback of a slums girl. The real 
star in 1 one of the most wholesome 
characterizations seen in many days 
is Lieutenant Burke of the police as 
portrayed by Robert Elliott. Wait 
for the feature and Elliott’s heart­
warming "Lift Up Your Chin."
A meeting of the women's com­
mittee of the Central Maine Power 
Company, Eastern Division, was held 
in the Girls' Room. Rockland. Wed­
nesday evening. After a short busi­
ness meeting, a Christmas party with 
Leola Robinson as hostess was en­
joyed. Games were played and re­
freshments were served until 10 
'clock. Those present were Mrs. W. 
1. Cobb, Mrs. Julia Coombs, Ruth 
Tibado, Elinore Stephenson of Bel­
fast. Marion Latter of Boothbay 
Harbor. Mabel Richards of Camden. 
Lucy Ball, Mrs. H. P. Blodgett. Alta 
Brown, Abbie Hanscom, Sabra Jones, 
Leola Robinson. Lola Smith. Helen 
Sprague, Doris Sylvester, Madeline 
Richardson, Vera Whalen and Julia 
Murray of Rockland. It was the 
unanimous opinion voted that Leola 
made a charming hostess, and that
the party was a grand success
MAXCY FRAMING SHOP
The picture framing rooms of the late Edwin 
H. Maxey will be open evenings until Christ­
mas. A large stock of framed and unframed 
pictures and art goods is on sale and work 
which Mr. Maxey completed on order is ready 
for delivery.
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A “STATE” BANQUET
Veteran Firemen From AH 
Sections Had An Enjoy­
able Meeting Here
Sixty-five members of tlie Maine
State Hand Engine League were 
guests of the lt.V.F.A. at Gen. Berry
A CIVIL WAR LETTER
Typical of the Many Which 
Brought Sorrow To North­
ern Homes
Sixty-seven years ago letters slmi- 
lar to the one here presented were 
being received in a majority of the
homes throughout the nation. The ; hall last night. Honor gutsts were 
Civil War bad begun to take Its tre- Charles I’. Freeman, chief of the 
Waldoboro department and foreman 
of the Triumph Engine Co., Joljn 
. , , Hanley of Thomaston, member of the
ing, especially in Northern homes. ; state noard Judgt. chegter ?mallcy. 
for the early days of the Civil War ; Charles Lovejoy and John Tillsqn, 
offered little comfort to the- Union long time firemen. Augustus Rob- 
cause | inson, the only local survivor of the
We are indebted to Riley F. Strout j old ^irigo Engine Co. was given an 
for the use of the following letter oxaion'
mendous toll of human life and every 
mail brought an increase of mourn-
written by a Lincolnville member of 
Co. H., Fourth Maine Regiment.
* ♦ * »
A public spirited citizen has vol 
unteered to donate the interior of the 
Community Yacht Club's new build 
ing at the Public Landing, and the 
grounds surrounding the structur 
are being neatly graded by orders of 
Mayor Carver and the City Council 
The rapid progress on the structur 
and the generous interest which local 
citizens are taking in it will be espe 
daily pleasing to Dudley Wolfe and 
his mother, Mrs. J. M. Baldrige who 
were the prime movers among the 
summer residents in making such an 
institution possible.
The Ideal Beauty Bhop which has 
been closed on account of the illness 
of its p.optietor, Mrs. Frank Black 
ington, will be opened Dec. 17. Mrs 
Blackington would be glad to see her 
customers.—adv.
Edwin A. Dean has been bothered 
a lot lately about his Sauer Kraut 
Some stores have Dean's Sauer Kraut 
for sale while others only say they 
handle it. Not long ago a firm ad 
vertiseJ Dean's Sauer Kraut for less 
than other stores were selling it. Mr. 
Dean called this party up and the 
storekeeper told him "yes” at first 
then admitted he didn't have any 
but was going to order some. Mr. Dean 
says "You will never buy any kraut 
of me at any price." Ask for Dean 
Sauer Kraut he has been struggling 
to make lor 45 years and is going 
to struggle 43 more years if he don 
lose his breath.—adv.
Recognizing the appeal of the Near 
East Relief the Rotary Club yester­
day made of its luncheon another 
“poverty” occasion and thereby con­
tributed $52 to that popular Christ­
mas call. Secretary Louis Walker 
said that in the ten years since the 
Near East Relief was created it had 
cared for 2,000,000 orphans, victims 
of the world war, and this charge, 
undertaken by the American people, 
was now coming to an end. The 
entertainment hour, in charge of the 
vocational service committee, pre 
sented as speakers club members, G. 
L. St. Clair of St. Clair & Allen 
confectioners; Ray E. Eaton. Rock­
land Wholesale Grocery Co.; E. F. 
Glover, builder and contractor; H. O. 
Gurdy, Loan & .Building Associa­
tion; and Ernest Keene, Swift & Co.; 
each of whom talked upon the ethics 
and successful conduct of his busi­
ness, making up an informing and 
entertaining series of addresses. 
There was singing of some of the 
recent popular songs, with Marcus 
Chandler leading. Next Friday’s 
luncheon will recognize the Christ 
mas season. Cigars were passed by 
Kelley B. Crie in recognition of the 
60th anniversary of H. H. Crie & Co., 
and George St. Clair supplied "Need­
hams” in celebration of the 40 years 
in which his concern has been mak­
ing that popular confection. Visit­
ing Rotarians included A. L. Good- 
hue, Belfast,George Pastorious, Dam­
ariscotta, E. K. Leighton, Waterville. 
an£ John Bird, Harold Nash, Marcus 
Chandler and Archie Green of Cam­
den.
Bush Hill, Va„ July 28, 1861 
Dear Friends, One ana All:
1 thought 1 would write you a few 
lines concerning our battle. The 
first that we had was on the 21st 
day of July, on Sunday last, and a 
day that will not be forgotten very 
soon by a great many. It was a 
bloody battle and there were a grhat 
many men killed and wounded and 
cut to pieces.
It se?med to he wicked to out men 
up so. If you would see them shot 
dead instantly, that you would not 
think of, but to see them have their 
arms and legs shot off, and see 
them in pain and misery, and no 
help for them. We could not. even 
stop to do anything for thejn. There 
was no way and they had to lie 
there and suffer.
We had to retreat for life. The 
fight began somewhere about 11 p.m. 
and about 2 o’clock we were sweep­
ing them before us. Our men 
marched so far before the battle— 
they marched three days before they 
arrived at Centerville. That is about 
four miles to where the fight began. 
They camped there one day and the 
next day they were marched on to 
the batt’efield^ ,At 4 o’clock the order 
was to retreat from the colors and 
they had their baggage teams on the 
field too. When these teamsters 
heard the word “retreat" it frightened 
them and they turned and drove for 
life. They lost most all of their bag­
gage and grain and wagons and 
horses and everything. They would 
run their horses off the .bridges and 
jump off and cut one horse loose and 
jump on to him and leave the rest, 
and such retreating there never was 
known before.
It is no use for me to try to write 
any more about that because I could 
not tell one item of it hardly. We 
only had about 25.000 uien and they 
had 90,000 with reinforcements com­
ing in from Manassas Junction most 
all the afternoon, while we had none 
In our company there are eight we 
cannot give any account for. With 
those who were dead and wounded 
one was Joseph Trim from Camden 
He was struck with a cannon hall on 
the hip and killed instantly. Wes 
Cooper of Union was shot through 
the heart and killed instantly. The 
other six were wounded and taken 
prisoners. We (don’t know /which 
Silas Jones is dead and was buried 
last Sunday. So we hear by one of 
the company who has just got back 
from Washington. Seth M. Young 
and Doctor and Elisha and Wilder 
are all well. Lafayette Richards 
hasn’t been heard from since we left 
the battlefield. Eleazer J. Young 
Co. H. 4t’n Reg. V.M.M.
Robert McIntosh, Mrs. Fred How­
ard. Kenneth Moran and Billie 
Burke provided a fine entertainment 
President Geo. C. Simmons, presiding 
and Charles La wry ably filling the 
position of toastmaster for the cere­
monies following the banquet. Fred 
C. Black of Black & Gay Canners 
Inc. received a rousing vote of 
thanks because he donated the 
whole of the piping hot, delicious 
baked beans.
Much fun featured the sessions es­
pecially Ty Cobb’s remarks concern­
ing beans and bowling, for he now 
feels that he can heat all records. 
The ladies assisted in the singing and 
joined in the fun as well as helping 
on the kitchen end. The session ad­
journed singing "The Star Spangled 
Banner.”
The regular public supper will he 
held in the Legion hall tonight. 35c.
150-It
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M'CCIO At Canulen. Dec. 
Joseph Nucclo. a son.
, to Mr. and Mrs.
DIED
MARSHALL—At Rockland. De<- 11. Edward R 
Marshall, aced 72 years. Funeral Sunday 
at 2 o’clock in chapel at Port Clyde.
STINSON At Swan’s Island. Dec. 1, Calvin 
Stinson.
McLAIN At Friendship, Dec. »>. Mrs. Mar’ha 
McLain, aired 69 years. Burial at Bremen, 
Long Island.
RI’’HARDS—At Camdqn. Dec. 13. George W 
Richards, aced 94 years. 9 months. 25 days 
Funeral Sunday at 1 o’clock from 11 Sea 
street, Camden. [Correction.!
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our neighbors and friends 
for their kindness and sympathy during our 
bereavement: also for the beautiful flora! 
offerings.
(Mrs. Sadie Lawry and family.
Vinalhaven, Me.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our neighbors and friends 
for their kindness and aympath.v during our 
bereavement: and especially for the hcauti 
ful floral offerings.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank S. Lunt.
Thomaston.
Clarence Hennigar has left the era 
ploy of the Rockland & Rockpoi 
l.inie Corporation and is driving 
truck for the Rockland Grain Co,
The V. S. Navy officials worked out 
a nation-wide tie up with Bathe in 
filming "Annapolis” which appears at 
the Strand Monday-Tuesday. It has 
proven a tremendous aid to recruit­
ing officers,—adv,
Fair treatment of customers amt 
better quality chicks from profit-pro­
ducing stock are the objects of a re­
cently formed hatchery organization. 
Its members are Identified by the 
slogan "Hatchery Chicks For Greater 
Profits."
A student of language, versed in 
the literature of mankind and 
unfamiliar with tlie Bible, if we. 
can imagine such a case, reading 
the Bible for the first time, would 
he impressed by its mighty pas­
sages ami the value of even single 
words. How they come to mind 
—lovingkindness, righteousness, 
salvation, chastening, grace, 
mercy, peace, truth, repentance, 
spirituality, holiness, resurrection, 
justification, faith, intercession, 
eternal life.
Note such wonderful expres­
sions as these constantly appeal­
ing in the old testament: “I know 
that my redeemer liveth;” “in 
peace will 1 both lay me down and 
sleep:” “The Heavens declare the 
glory of God:” “lie restoreth my 
soul;” “He that dwelleth in the 
secret place of the Most High shall 
abide under the shadow of the Al­
mighty.”
And in the new testament, “His 
mercy is on them that fear him 
from generation to generation;” 
“To give light to them that sit in 
darkness and the shadow of 
death:” "Man. thy sins are for­
given thee;” “Love your enemies;” 
"Our father which art In Heaven;” 
“Peace be unto you;” “If ye love 
me keep my commandments;” 
“Let not your heart he troubled:” 
“I am the resurrection and the 
life;” “Whosoever liveth and be-, 
lieveth in me shall never die;” 
“We walk by faith not by sight;" 
“The love of Christ constraineth 
us.”
The great messages of God to 
the sons of men are clothed in 
words of dignity and power, such 
as are not found elsewhere.
\V. A. H.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our heartfelt thanks for 
the many acts of kindness and sympathy ex 
tened to us during the illness and death of our 
dear one : also for the beautiful flowers sent 
to the funeral.
Herman I*. Shannon and family.
WHEN IN BOSTON- Remember that you 
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with 
the home news, at the Old South News 
Agency, Washington St., next Old South 
Church.
Now Is the Time
To Have Your
Water Pipes Relaid
ANO WIRED OUT 
SEWER PIPES REPAIRED
Piping Inaide and Out—Digging 
Included. Call—
S. E. EATON
Telephone 634-J
144-1t
SADIE ELIZABETH THOMAS
Sadie Elizabeth Thomas died at 
the home of her daughter in Thomas­
ton in the early morning of Sunday. 
Hoc. 9, alter a lingering sickness of 
more than six years. Mrs. Thomas 
was horn in Rockland March 14. 1862, 
the daughter of Joseph IL and Melissa 
(Erskine) Lane. She was brought 
up in Rockland, attending the local 
schools. April 18, 1883, she was mar­
ried to Charles N. Thomas of Rock­
land, and for about 28 years enjoyed 
the blessings of a happy home at the 
Norlhend. Upon the death of Mr. 
Thomas in 1911 Mrs. Thomas and her 
one daughter removed to Thomaston 
where she had made her home ever 
since. j
Mrs. Thomas was a quiet, unassum­
ing soul, with high ideals and strong 
convictions. She was a consistent 
Christian, identifying herself with 
the Littlefield Memorial Free Baptist 
church when hut 15 years of age, and 
maintaining that fellowship for more 
than 50 years. She was a faithful 
wife, and a conscientious mother. Her 
friendships made in girlhood were 
strong and tender to the last. She 
never enjoyed a superabundance of 
[ strength, but such as she had she gave 
.’illingly and graciously. She lived 
her life modestly and well, and has 
left, at her departing, a contribution 
to those influences which tend to 
make the world a better and richer
lace.
The funeral services were held 
rom the daughter’s home Wednes­
day, Rev. Oscar W. Stuart officiating. 
Interment was in Sea View cemetery.
MEN WinterCOATS MEN
American Did you ever try on English Cut
and one of our over­ Raglan
coats? If not come
English in and do it.
'Sleeves
Mixtures Second Floor Coat Sleeves
Tweeds
Coat Department Single and
’’AMERICAN
and MADE”
Double
Chinchillas $45.00 to $85.00 Breasted
Fuller-Cobb-Davis
Pleasure 4s like a sprained ankle 
Mrs. Thomas is survived by her —you have it all to yourself—hut 
daughter. Mrs. Helen G. Lunt; and happiness is like measles, you can- 
one sister, Mrs. Elsie J. Quear, both of not have it without giving it to some- 
Thomaston. • one else.—J. F. • Roxburgh.
The people rule negatively as wejl 
as affirmatively, and a vigorous arid 
intelligent minority is a necessa^r 
cheek upon the tyranny of the ma- 
joritv.—Alfred E. Smith.
 —fc
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At the Congregational Church to­
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will 
preach on the subject "The 'Days of 
Preparation.” The Pilgrim Choir 
will sing. Church scfcobl at noon. 
The Fellowship League will meet in 
the vestry at 6 o’clock.
* * * *
First Church of Christ, Scientist. 
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday 
morning service at 10.30 o’clock. 
Subject of lesson sermon, “God the 
Preserver of Man.” Sunday school at 
11 1'.. The reading room is located at 
00 Main street, over Daniels’ jewelry 
store, and is open each week day from
2 to 5 o’clock.
* * ♦ •
At St. Peter’s church, Episcopal. 
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services 
for tomorrow will he appropriate for 
the third Sunday in Advent: Holy 
communion at 7.20; choral eucharist 
and sermon a: 10.30; church school at 
noon: evensong and sermon at St. 
John Baptist church, Thomaston, at
o’clock.
. • ♦ * •
Pastor Stuart speaks from subject 
"Contacts” at Littlefield Memorial 
church Sunday morning at 10.30. Tin* 
choir will sing the anthem “The Lord 
Is My Rock.’ Woodcock. Bible 
school meets at noon and B.Y.P.U.
6 o’clock when Wesley Stuart will 
lead. The evening service convenes 
at 7.15 and Mr. Stuart will use “The 
Withered Hand” as his topic. The 
choir will sing "Stars of Evening. 
Softly Gleaming,” Spence.
* * * ♦
Services at the I’niversalist church 
tomorrow will include preaching at 
10.30 by Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker, 
subject, “The Joy and Pain of Knowl­
edge.” The choir will sing the an­
them "I Will Dwell in the House of 
the Lord,” Eville and the contralto 
solo, " A Prayer,” Harriet Ware, will 
be sung by Mrs. Morgan. The 
Church school and Junior Service 
Club will meet at 12. the Uunior 
Union nt 3, leader, Dorothy Dimmic 
and the .Senior Union devotional 
meeting at 6, leacfcy^ Charlotte Dyer. 
♦ ♦ * ♦
At 10.30 at the Pratt Memorial M. 
E. Church the morning sermon will 
be on the question “Was Jesus 'Only 
a Man?” Sunday school will con­
vene at 12 with a class for every age. 
The theme for the discussion of the 
Epworth League at 6 p. m. is “That 
Glorious Song of Old.” No one needs 
to be told what it is about. Rev. 
Jesse Kenderdine. the pastor, wil 
preach on “The Christian Message of 
Shakespear’s ‘Macbeth’,” at tlie eve­
ning service at 7.15. The pastor lias 
been prevented by sickness from pre­
senting the study of "Abraham” 
the Tuesday evening prayer* and Bi­
ble study service. He will make an­
other attempt next Tuesday at 7.30. 
» * * *
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald, pastoi 
of the First Baptist church will use 
as the subject of his sermon at the 
morning service, 10.30, "Getting 
Readv for Bethlehem.’’ The choir will 
sing "I Will Feed My Flock’ Simper. 
The church school will convene 
the noon hour and the Christian En­
deavor at 6.00. At the evening serv­
ice, 7.15, Mi. MacDonald will dismiss 
the last group of the "Ten Men Men- 
tional^Tn the Bible Whose Children 
Are Living in Rockland.” The an­
thems by the choir will he "Oh. Come 
to Mv Heart. Lord Jesus.” Ambrose, 
and "Oh Master, Let Me Walk With 
Thee,” Nevin.
Whal
toqive
HEIL
The Big Christmas Problem ! What to Give Mother or Wife. We Solve It For 
You. See Our Great Stock, or Easier Still, Let Us Select Your Gift and Mail It 
To Her.
IDEAL GIFTS FOR HER
s?
FOR THE INTIMACY OF THE HOME
For a very small sum we will place a Beautiful Walnut Bedroom Suite in your 
home. Full bed, choice of vanity or chifforobe, dresser. Beautifully made; dust­
proof, sturdy, practical. Have it for Mother or Wife for Christmas. A Year 
To Pay In.__________
Notice These Gift Suggestions:
§ Coggswell Chairs
The one final touch of pride and 
comfort to the Living Room. The 
Most Comfortable Chair Built. 
Ideal for Mother’s Christmas 
Gift.
Nutting Pictures and Framed Mot 
toes sold at about half price, shown 
in our upstairs department. Also, 
few copies of Maine Beautiful sold 
at a good reduction. Our Christ­
mas wrappings are going over big. 
Huston-Tuttle Co. 150-lt
The Sunshine Society will meet 
Monday afternoon with Mrs. Nettie. 
Griffin. Berkeley street. There is 
much work to he accomplished.
ROCKPORT
The Rockport Rockets will play the] 
I Thomaston Athletics tonight ill Rock- 
I port town hall,
Spinnet Desk
A handsome piece of Furniture 
and Useful, Graceful, Dainty, 
Beautiful, at Very Reasonable 
Price. Ideal far the Wife’s 
Christmas Gift.
The Priscilla
The Convenient Sewing Cabinet 
at the same time Ornamental and 
Distinctive in Appearance. Ideal 
for Every Woman's Christmas 
Gift.
Bi.
These Are Only Suggestions Taken at Random from the Hundreds of Gifts for 
Women, Useful, Practical, Sensible Gifts, to be Found in Our Store. Medium 
Price or Low Price or High Price, But in Every Instance a Splendid Value.
CASH OR EASY TERMS YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD HERE
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-319 Main Street
LOUIS MARCUS, Proprietor
Tel. 980 Rockland
Page Four Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, December 15, 1928 Every-Other-Day
LOST--A bill-fold containing nix or seven 
one dollar bills and a bunch of postal money 
order stubs. Leave at COl’RIER-GAETTE anil 
be rewarded. 150-152 ;
FOC.ND Purse containing sum of money In 
front of Scnter-Crane Co. Monday. Owner 
apply at 13# PARK ST. 148-1.50
NOTICE The owner of Deposit Book 1663 
Issued by the Rockland Loan A Building Asso­
ciation has notified the Association that said 
Book No. 4663 has been lost and that he re­
quests a duplicate of same. ROCKLAND 
LOAN A BCILW.NG ASSOCIATION. By 
H. O. Gurdy, secretary. Dec. 13, 1928.
150-S-156
The NEW Plymouth
IS HERE
The Beautiful 
Made. Such a 
Seen at the
Little Chrysler Product Which Has 
Smashing Hit Everywhere Can Be
Atlantic Highway Garage
1 ogether With Several New Chryslers and a Remark­
able Array of New-Used Machines
REPOSSESSED CARS 
SEIBERLING AND FISK TiRES 
COMPLETE ACCESSORIES 
NEW AND REPOSSESSED CARS 
AT SENSATIONALLY LOW PRICES!
■eriafi
ALL POPULAR MAKES—CASH OR TERMS 
CURTIS R. JOHNSON GEORGE E. NICHOLS
ATLANTIC HIGHWAY GARAGE
New County Road Rockland
NORTH HAVEN
Mrs. Etta Smith Noyes was a guest 
at Nebo Lodge Tuesday night, re­
turning to Rockland Wednesday 
noon.
The weather was most propitious 
for the Guild sale Wednesday after­
noon. There was a good attendance 
and a generous patronage.
Old Timers are saying the present 
December thus far is proving one of 
the mildest thej- have ever known.
Inspection of buildings by a rep­
resentative of the insurance com­
panies is still going on. Reports con­
tinue to necessitate much new wir­
ing and correction of faulty condi­
tions.
Sunday night the boys attending 
the Boys’ Conference will render
• their reports.
I Principal and Mrs. Danforth with 
their two children leave Saturday 
morning for Castine where they will 
i spend the holidays. .Miss Buzzell of 
the High ’School faculty will spend
Christmas at her home in Oakland.
Take care of the young 
country will* take care o 
Duke of York.
and the 
itself.—
• • •
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APPLETON RIDGE
Mrs. Hazle Perry and daughter, 
j Misses Lucy Moody and Dorothy Ful- 
ler and Mrs Elizabeth Stanley were
1 in Union Wednesday.
I Misses Dorothy Fuller and Bertha 
Johnson visited High School Tues­
day afternoon.
The Willing Workers met at their 
rooms at the parsonage Tuesday aft­
ernoon. The work was on dolls and 
fir pillows to fill Christmas orders.
H. C. Stanley is chopping for A.
1 b. Sprowl, Norman Perry and Joseph 
I Moody for M. M. Brown and Roland 
Edgecomb and Elmer Sprague for
' Mrs. Ella McLaughlin.
• • • ♦
Notes of the School
The following program was given 
on the closing day of school under 
the leadership of the teacher, Miss 
Lucy T. Moody: Welcome, Warren 
Moody, scripture Luke 2:7-14 Not 
Too Little To Help, Eleanor Fuller, 
Wallace Withee; Christmas Day, 
Ernestine Fuller; Wasted Curi­
osity, Arnold Pitman: pantomime. 
The Old Dolls, The Christinas Story 
by Lawrence Whitney; Signs of 
Christmas. Dorothy Fuller. Christmas 
Dreams, Julia Brown and Arnold 
Pitman; Small Speeches, Wallace 
Withee; pantomime. On Christinas 
Eve; A Matter For Care. William 
Norwood; Mrs. Santa Claus, Julia 
Brown: One Taste Too Many: dia­
logue. Last Christmas Wishes, Elean- 
nor Fuller.
Pupils not absent during the term: 
Lawrence Moody, Lawrence Whitney. 
Johnson Pitman. Arnold Pitman. 
Dorothy Fuller, Wallace Withee; ab­
sent one-half day. Ethel Marie Perry , 
not tardy, Lawrence Moody, Johnson 
Pitman, Arnold Pitman. Ethel Marie 
Perry and Warren Moody. The num­
ber of visitors for the term. 23. They 
were Ardella Tobey, Madeline Suke- 
forth. Alice Moody, Ruth Moody, 
Chrystal L Stanley. Roena E. Brown.
1 Ruth Arrington. Helen Esancy, Ce­
celia Whitney. Katie Niskanen. Faus­
tina Brown, Ernestine Fuller, Edith 
Martin, Marjorie Morang. Ethel 
Moody, Gertrude Moody. Dorothy 
Chase, Alice Cummings, Nellie Brad- 
| font Alden Bradford, Constance 
Brown. Phyllis Olson and Azuba 
Sprague.
What Is Small Beer?
Small beer is beer which has a 
small alcoholic content. As applied 
to liquors “small’ means thin, di­
luted. weak, or mildly alcoholic; as, 
small ale, small wine, and small beer. 
The term has been used in this sense 
for hundreds of years. For instance, 
in 15418 Richard Grafton wrote in 
his chronicles of England: “For 
dritfke, they had none but small 
beer.'
WALDOBORO
Mrs. Charles Rowe was in Port­
land last week.
Mrs. Louise Bliss Miller lias gone 
to Belleair. Florida, where she will 
spend the winter.
The Methodist Church and Sunday ( 
School are preparing for a Christ-' 
mas pageant to lie given in their 
church Sunday evening, Dee. 23. j
The Star Club held an all-day ses- I 
sion in Masonic hall Wednesday I 
making final preparation for their 
fair, which was held in the Board of 
Trade rooms Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Reed are in 
Brandon. Vt., where they will spend 
the winter.
Mrs. Mary G. Elkins is in Portland.
Mrs. Theresa Keene is the guest 
of Capt. and Mrs. 'hl’nest Mont­
gomery in Thomaston.
The Woman’s Club was enter­
tained by Mrs. C. B. Stahl Tuesday 
afternoon. Mrs. Ella White had 
charge of the lesson in Parliamen­
tary Law and Mrs. Bessie Kuhn that j 
in English. Mrs. Mabel Mayo read 
two interesting articles. Those pres­
ent were Mrs. Ina Smith. Mrs. Lot­
tie E. Lov< 11. Mrs. Mary C. Hovey. 
Mrs. M. Louise Miller. Mrs. Frances 
Storer, Mrs. Ruth Megert. Mrs.
White, Mr.' 
Mrs. Stahl.
Mayo, Mrs. Kuhn and
High
L. D.
• * ♦ ♦
School
Graves
Notes
spoke to the
on
was
VINALHAVEN
A Christmas tree was enjoyed at 
Ocean Bound Rebekah Ix>dge Tues­
day night after the regular meeting.
Mrs. Is. W. Sanborn entertained the 
| Silent Sisters Wednesday at her 
home.
.Mrs
Rev
school Wednesday aftei noon 
“Good Literature" and bis talk 
much enjoyed.
The Juniors had a contest on word 
signs in Stenography, Dec. 5. Dorothy 
Stevens bad the winning side. Dor­
othy Miller. Eva Uackson. Evelyn 
Winchenhaugh and Muriel Coffin 
held highest score, each writing 86 
words correctly.
The senior class had two debates 
taken from the study of Hamlet. 
Louise Cre.mer. Mildred French. Ce­
lia Whitehouse and Stanley Vannah 
were on the winning team.
The Seniors are holding daily re­
hearsals on their play “The Little 
Clodhopper’’ to be given next month.
A meeting of the Athletic Asso­
ciation was held Thursday morning.
It was voted that the boys on the 
baseball team who won their letters 
should receive them at this time.
It was also voted that no one in the 
school should wear a letter unless 
won in some athletic game.
TENANT’S HARBOR
Miss Marie Morris will hold a sale 
at her home, beginning next Monday ■ 
at 11.30 a m.. consisting of home-made v 
candies, pop-corn, cornballs, Christ- ; 
mas cards and fancy articles. She , 
will he glad to have you look them ' 
over even if you do not buy.
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Sale! □
I Have Removed My Entire Stock of 
Goods From 2 Park Street, to
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COME AND LOOK OVER THE MANY BARGAINS
Read a Few of These Great Values and Imagine the Hundresd of Others Too Numerous To 
Mention Here
□□
In Everybody’s Column
[ Advertisements In this column not to ex­
ceed three lines Inserted once for 25 cents,
I 3 times fur 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents 
each for one time. 10 cents for three times.
I Six words make a line.
Lost and Found
nwJLL
0
SftaASi
0
Men’s Hose, pair 10c Men’s Work Shirts, 65c
Men’s Dress Shirks, £8c up Men’s Flannel Shirts, 98c up
Men’s Suits ar.d Gverccats, $11.00 and up
SOLD AT PRACTICALLY COST 
Every Art cle in the Store at
Greatly Reduced Prices 
:: TAILORING AS ALWAYS::
CLEANING PRESSING DYEING
CLOTHES REMODELLED AND REPAIRED 
SATISFACTION C UA RANTEED
WE ASSUME ALL RISK IN CASE OF FIRE
□
• •
0
0
@ Boston Tailoring Company
H
0
492 MAIN STREET
S. B. COHEN, Prop.
ROCKLAND CHISHOLM BLOCK
0
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Minnie Smith returned Thurs- 
da\ from Rochester, N. Y„ where she 
j spent the past few months as guest 
I of her brother R. Mont Arey. 
i The Legion Auxiliary held a dance 
at Town hall. Wednesday night. Mu­
sic by the Fakers.
| l.uella Ho’ines of Swan's Island and 
I Li »tl.er Mahlon Holmes, a student at 
, Bucksport Seminary, are guests of 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young.
.Miss Muriel Chilles returned Wed- 
nesday from Rockland.
Nina Ames, a student at Rockland 
Business College spent the weekend 
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. 
Fernald Ames.
George Newbert was In Rockland 
Thursday.
M s. E. G. Carver will entertain tlie 
Washington Club at her home tonight. 
The feature of the evening will be a 
Christmas tree.
.Mrs. Fred K. Coombs returned 
Thursday from Rockland.
Victor Hatch left Thursday for 
Guaterna’a, Central America where he 
has employment.
.Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Roman and 
daughter Ruth of Lisbon Falls ar­
rived today to spend the Christmas 
recess with relatives.
Tlie Sewing Club met Tuesday witli 
Xlr. E. L. Glidden.
Meredith Trefrey returned home 
Thursday.
Mondiy night at the G.A.R. rooms 
the four remaining Civil War veter­
ans C. B Vinal, A. B. Wooster. W.
J S Vinal and Stephen Colson, gave a 
lot ster supper to tlie Sons of Veter- 
| ans Guests of honor were: O. P. 
i Ly ns, Capt. E. S. Roberts and Post- 
' master F. L. Roberts. It was one 
' grand geod time and lasted into the 
small wee hours of the night. All of 
j the Civil War veterans, members of 
I I afavette Carver Post were present.
Speeches were made by (’. B. Vinal.
, W S. Vinal, E. M. Hall, W. A. Smith 
! and recitations by A. B. Wooster. 
Joseph Kittredge was toastmaster 
ar.d L. E. Woodcock story teller.
; Everyone did ample justice to the 
! sunper.
I Christmas excursions from the 
island towns to Rockland go into ef­
fect Munday on the Vinalhaven & 
Rockland line with extremely low 
rates. This act of General Manager 
Stinson is thoroughly appreciated by 
island patrons and Rockland business 
houses.
Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S., will 
hold its tegular meeting Monday eve­
ning after which there will be a 
Christmas tree. All members are re­
quested to contribute a gift valued at 
10 cents. Santa Claus will arrive in 
time to distribute the presents.
A Christmas pageant entitled "Star 
of H »pe.’ with Miss Gwendolyn Green, 
reader, will be given at Union church, 
Sunday evening at 7 o’clock. Follow- 
in ; is the cast of characters: Mary 
Lida Greenlaw; Joseph. Alexander 
Loudon; Rabbi Joachim, Robert 
Jenkins: other travelers. Helen Arey. 
Louie Smith. Bertha Nelson, Mary 
N- Ison; Angel, Ida Libby; Bethlehem 
girls . Annice Gross, Celeste Carver, 
Arey; Wise Men, George 
Louie Smith, Kenneth 
A miro; shepherds, David Duncan. 
Bruce Grindle, Joe Jenkins. Edward 
White. Donald Amiro; Herod. Robert 
Jenkins: attendants, Allen Middleton. 
Walter Smith, Colon Winslow, Walter 
Ccnary, Edward Erickson, Ivan Nick­
erson: children. Athene and Martha 
Thomps n. Ora and Jane McFarland. 
Agnes and Rosa Mathieson, Carolyn 
Dyer. Edith Roberts. Amy and Flora 
Columb, Ruth Brown; ladies trio, 
Lida Greenlaw, Ruth Bickford. Cora 
Peterson. The pageant will take the 
place of the usual evening meeting. 
The Christian Endeavor service will 
also be omitted.
Wanted
WANTED -Sewing or 
housedresses, aprons, etc 
TON ST.. City.
children's clothes, 
Inquire at 8 FCL-
150*tf
WANTED Position as housekeeper. ETHEL 
GRANT. 2 Georges St.. Thomaston. 150*152
WANTED Girl for 
WINDSOR HOTEL.
general
150-tf
WANTED Position by ni’ddb -aged cbuple , 
on farm or some place wln*rt they can work 
together. Apply 8" MASON'D ST.. Rockland. 1
149*1.51 ,
WANTED Nursing by experienced nurse. 
Best of references. will go any where. Inquire 
80 MASONIC ST., kiskland. 149*1.51
WANTED Two young men b tween 18 and 
20 who would be interested In organizing a 
magic show club for Knox County. For full 
details write II. .1. J , Box 225, Rockland. Me.
149*151
WANTED Re ponslbli solicitors to sell the, 
perfected uml patented Lynn Oil Burners. , 
ARTHCR SHEA CO., 187 Main St.. Rockland. 
Me. 148-tf
WANTED Invalids; 2 available rooms for 
people requiring some nursing and attention. 
MRS. DOROTHY COLBY., 17 Orient St.
148*150
WANTED Men to sell high grade garden 
and field seed direct to planters. A good |»o- 
sltion with big Income. Experience unnec­
essary. COBB CO., I rani ’In, Mass. 145*150
WANTED- Long haired shaggy cats and 
kittens. Write aye. color and sex. JOHN S. 
RAN LETT. Rockville. Me. Tel. 352-14.
138*152
To Let
TO LFT—Fcrnl 1 «sj apartment of 3 rooms; 
adults only. Inquire ol LILLIAN BICKNELL, 
47 Pleasant St. 150*152
urs.
For Sale
FOR SALE Christmas novelties, cards, 
stationery and yarns. MRS. MARY M. 
BROWN, 4»2 Old County road. 1:50*152 i
FOR SALE Stoves of all kinds. Come down 
and look my stock over if you want to save 
money. 1 have all kinds. H. WALL. 8 Hall 
lane. City. 150*152
FOR SALE- Christmas trees. 50 and 7.5 
cents a tree. WIM. .1. FRYE. Tel. 169-R.
118*150
FOB SALE New brass tlieplaie set. In 1 
quire at Brooklyn Heights, Thomaston. Tel. 
150-11. C A. VOSEL 149-151
FOB SALE Horse, weight 1500. FRANK 
MORRIS. Tel. 46 Tenant's Harbor. 149*151
FOR SALE—Senaca camera. No. 9 extra 
wide angle leuse, also other equipment. Will 
sell all at very low price. 34 HILL ST.
148*150
FOR SALE -Cows, hay, separator, pullets, 
brooder house and brooder. F. H. BCTLER, 
18 Meadow Rd., Thomaston. Tel. 108-12.
148-150
FOR SALE—-Dry fitted and junk wood, under 
cover, fitted limbs $10. fitted slabs $8. Call 
263-21 Rockland. T .1. CARROLL. 147-tf
FOR SALE- Full blooded Police pups. 3 
months old, miles $15; femules $10. II. A. 
HART. South Hojie, Me. 147*152
Woman Says “Beauty” 
Man Says “Wear"V ou get them both in “Tepeco” 
Porcelain Bathtubs and other all- 
clay plumbing fixtures. For the 
same reasons 5ou prefer to eat front 
a china dinner pi ie, you will prefer 
bathing in a "Tepeco” Tub or 
lavatory.
Vve believe in installing good plumb­
ing fixtures. Uaving practiced our 
lielief, we know bow toinstallthem 
pro|)crly and will be glad to esti­
mate ou your plumbing require­
ments.
E. HOWARD CROCKETT
Plumbing and Heating
Sheet Metal Work 
I
20 Franklin St. Rockland
TO LET Seven {roqm house for :
tile winter on Bleu iter fuynace heat, gas 1 
and electric light/ Dujirfre at 12 NORTH 
MAIN ST. 150*17.2 '
TO LET Ideal l«x*ntiou for store or office, I 
heart of Rockland's business district. 7 Lime- I 
rock street. Available iinine<liutily Will 
remodel to suit tennant. Aiudy B C. PERKY. 1 
.IK., at Peoples’ Laundry. Tel. 170. 148-15(1
TO LET Five room bouse. 2 floors, toilet | 
and lights at 23 l’earl St. T. SHAPIRO. 51 
Tillson Ave. 148-15U
TO I.ET Furnished apartment of three 
rooms with modern conveniences, to in* ready 
Ian. 1. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W.
148-150
TO LET Three lunins with use of bath and 
gam « MRS M F. WEYMOCTH, 481 DM
(’ounly Rd. Tel. 995 J. 148*151)
TO LET Six room house at 146 Limerock 
St. Inquire at 204 BROADWAY ..r Tel. .56-W.
1 148-tf
T ) LET Two furnished rooms for light 
housekeeping. Apply 6 WILLOW ST. 148*150
TO LET Nice furnished heated room; also 
garage. MRS. LANDBRS. 100 Union st. Tvl.
.1 W 117*.52
TO LET Six ronm tenement ou Bunker St.
L. F CHASE. 45 Middle Si. Tel. 1185-W.
127-tf
TO LtT—Private one car garage for small 
ar. Tel. 526-W 19 FRANKLIN ST.. City
144-tf
TO LET -Modern H-piom house, hot water 
heat, garage, good location, reasonable rent. 
TEL. 77. 145-150
TO LET Modern homes, furnished and 
unfurnished; rents of all descriptions; offices, 
factory snares, storage, work shops, stores, etc? 
EASTERN REAL ESTATE CO., Cor. Broad­
way an«l llolmes St. Tel. 819. 145-150
T ) LET Three furnished rooms with use 
of bath. MRS W. S. KENNISTON, 176 Main 
St. Tel. 74 W 145-tf
TO LET New apartment of 4 rooms with 
toilet with or without garage. V. F.
STUDLEY, 69 Park St. 144 tf
T1’ LVT Apartment of 4 furnished rooms 
and bath furm-e heat ; with or without 
gara .e. V F STl'DLEY, 69 Park St. 144-tf
TO LET Fi rn’.s’.nd apartment, five rooms, 
all modern. ROBERT C COLLINS, Real Es­
tate ITS Main St 113 tf
TO LET- Furni lied hunt alow, in nice resi­
dential section, 3 rooms and batli, suitable for 
man ard wife; $25 month in advance. TEL. 
1158-W between 5 ami 7 p. ni 139-tf
TO LET Three or five furnished rooms for 
light hous?keepliig. all modern conveniences, 
(’all at THE ELMS. Elm st. 139-tf
TO LEI' Tenement Inquire of MRS. W. S. 
KENNISTON, 176 Main St. Tel. 874-W.
138 tf
TO LET Furnished house. elgth rooms at 
12? Rankin St. Apply MRS. J. A. JAMESON. 
Dl North Main St. Tel. 4-56-R. 134-tf
TO LET Furnished rooms with bath by day 
or week. MRS. A. LARKIN, 2 Summer St. 
Tel. 976-M. 144-tf
TO LET Three tenements from 4 to 10 
rooms. Inquire at 201 MAIN ST. 144-tf
TO LET—Five room house, (.rove St. and 7
mom bouse with garage. Hill and Rankin Sts 
ER N EST C. DAVIS.  J 4 4 - tf
TO LET—Two garages, $5.00 month. Rents 
of all kinds promptly available. V. F. STUD- 
LEY. 69 I’ark St. 144-tf
E'OR SALK—Pord wood, soft wood slabs 
fitted, also stave slabs and Junks delivered. E. 
A OXTO.N. Tel. 263 4 146*151-tf
FOR SALE—Myron Wentworth place on 
Lake Ave., 8-room house with batli. electric 
liukits, large stable and U acre or more land 
MRS W K CLINTON Tel. 992 W R. F. D 
Rockland or W B. WENTW0RTH- Vnlon. 
_________________________  145*156
FOR SALE A good horse for sale cheap 
MRS. .1. W. ANDERSON, West Meadow road, 
Rockland. Tel. 1175.________________ 156-152
FOR SALE— Best quality fitted wood. Why 
buy wood out of a snowdrift, when our shed- 
seasoned wood costs no more. Order now 
while conditions permit sure delivery. Call 
IbM-kland 67 M. RALPH I’. CONANT Ac SON. 
South Hope. 145-tf
FOR SALE- The Charles A. Miller farm at 
Ea-t Culori Inquire of WILL ( MILLER, 
Augusta, or LEVI C. MERRIFIELD of Cnlon.
143 tf
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs 4 ft. long, $6 
per cord : stove length, $8 : hard wood, 4 ft., 
$11: sawed. $12.50 per cord; laths. $6 and 
$6.50 per M. L. C. PACKARD. Warren, Me.
134-tf
FOR SALE—Vlrglu wool yarn by wanufac- i 
turer at bargain. Samples free. H. A. BART- | 
LETT. Harmony. Maine. 123-150
FDR SALE— Fifty acres, furniture in home. 1 
< i >p' am! implvii.i nt- for $'<|iu F« w sb P-. , 
to s ‘bool: strong loamy soil; spring water ; i 
fiie-vvood and timber, fruit and berries: warm 
white cottage, roomy amt convenient. 30x42 
basement barn. Wagons, harness, cultiva 
tor, plows, mower, elder press, other tools, 
furniture, hay, potatoes, vegetables for win­
ter, all only $900 with $500 cash. Details page 
19 l»lg illustrated catalog, bargains in 20 states. 
Copj free 0TB >UT AGENCY. BIS DO Old 
South Bldg., Boston. Mass. 156-lt
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, ail thick 
nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed tw< 
sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps 
buovs. oak laths. AIM* other boat lumber 
JOEL P. WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14. 114 tf
REBUILT-Hamilton. Eigin and Waltham 
watches at LEON J. WHITE’S Jewelry store 
Guaranteed for or.e vear. $6 ami up. 30-S-tf
Three (’row Nutmeg is ground 
from the finest mature Nut­
megs.
SPECIAL r6R SAuL
New 5 room bungalow, bath, furnace, large j 
lot. double garage. South Main St. Must be 1 
sold a I once. Very low price.
House - Five rooms, all latest improvement? 
with flue cellar and garage. To be sold at j 
once.
House and barn, housing for 500 liens, 
late Improvements; 1 mile from Rockland 1
Coot office: 9 acres best field, cut 8 tons bay ! 
this year. Very low price.
House and bain, several acres land late*’ 
Improvements, Warren. 82
Two cottages Megunticook Lakp
( ash or easy terms on any property I sell
House. 7 rooms, hard wood floors, large 
porch, fine cement cellar, good location; easy 
terms. Must be sold at once, $25 00.
More than value in a farm, 140 ac’-es. 
buildings, 8-room bouse, 25 acres, blueberries, 
cuts 22 tons hay. has lumber lot. 500 cords 
hard wood: all farming tools, 2 horses, 4 
cows, hens, turkeys, house all furnished. 
Everything to work with. Must be sold at 
once. Party going out of State.
Land on I’ark St., side my ofli<*e. I will sell 
by front foot any size or lease for any length 
term. 1 lot 85x89; 1 lot 35x50 ft.
TO LFT Four room furuLdied apartment 
with batli and furnace, with or without garage 
at 67 i’ark St.
V. F. STUDLEY 
69 Park Street
Regular Sailings from
ROCKLAND
Steamer CORNISH freight only leaves 
Rockland for Boston Wednesdays and 
Saturdays, at about 5.45 P. M.; leaves 
Rockland for Iiangor and intermedi­
ate landings, Tuesdays and Fridays 
at about 5.30 A. M.
Steamer WESTPORT, freight and 
passengers, leaves Rockland for Bar 
Harbor and inti rmediate landings, 
Tuesdays and Fridays at 7.30 A. M„ 
for Brooklin and intermediate land­
ings. on Mondays and Thursdays at 
7.30 A. M.
EASTERN
STEAMSHIP LINES
Change of Time 
Passenger Trains
Maine Central 
Effective
Monday, December 17
Phone Ticket Agent 
for details
Maine Central Railroad
148-150
ROCKPORT
The Kockport High School basket­
ball teams journeyed to 'Jslesboro 
Tuesday and brought back victory
I the girls winning 64-10 and the boys 
13-17.
I William Overlook returned Wed­
nesday from North Bennington, Vt. 
where he has been visiting his sons 
Maynard and 'Kenneth Overlook.
Mrs. Elizabeth Libby has been 
teaching this week for Mrs. Clara 
Lane who is confined to her home 
by illness.
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Torrey. Mrs. 
Caeildia Cain and Charles Putnam 
of Rockland motored to Waterville 
Thursday.
Mrs. Minnie Weed left Thursday 
morning for Roxbury where she will 
be the guest of her (daughter, Mrs 
Marshall E. Reed for an indefinite 
period.
Baptist Church, Rev. Philip C. 
Hughey, pastor. President Coolidge 
will att-rnd church on Sunday. Will 
you? Go. and meet at the Little 
Brown Church. Sermon by th pas­
tor, “The Prince of Peace;’’ special 
music by the choir; Sunday School 
for 100; praise service you'll enjoy at 
7 o’clock, sermon, "Drinking Rock in 
Rockport.” Special music by the 
male quartet. The ordinance of hap 
ti.sm will be observed at the close of 
the evening service.
The Ladies Aid of the Methodist 
church will not meet next week.
Capt. Samuel Kent has arrived 
from Bangor and his schooner the 
C. W. Pendleton is hauled up for 
the winter.
The Johnson iSociety will have a 
Christmas tree at the Methodist ves­
try next Wednesday evening.
The regular services will he held 
at the Methodist church Sunday 
morning and evening with preaching 
by the pastor. Rev. F. F. Fowle. Ep­
worth League meeting at 6 o’clock.
The Baptist Circle held their an­
nual Christmas sale and supper at 
the church vestry. Wednesday aft­
ernoon and evening, with the follow­
ing committees in charge: Fancy 
work, Mrs. Eliza Jones, Mrs. S. Jo­
sephine Wall; aprons, Mrs. Annie 
Deane, Mrs. Nellie Wilkins; mys­
teries, Mrs. Blanche Steward: candy. 
Miss MarDta Shihles. Miss Hortense 
Bohndell; supper, Mrs. Minetta Paul, 
Mrs. Ella Overlock. Mrs. Addle 
Knowlton. Mrs. Christie Whitney, 
Mrs. Nellie Grotton. The waitresses 
were Mrs. Nina Carroll, Mrs. Erlene 
Davis. ‘Mrs. Mildred Richards, Mrs. 
Leofia Salisburv, Mrs. Ethel Spear, 
Mrs. Hazel Cain. Mrs. Effie Veazie. 
The success of the event is due to
Miscellaneous
STORAGE Four car garage and large 
store room adjoining. Located in heart of 
city. Will lease to reliable party for one year 
or more At a low rent. Address AGENT. Box 
11®, Rockl ok! I5B-152
CRAB MEAT. SHELLED TO ORDER. Live
minnows. Smelt halt (blood worms). Mail 
orders filled. THOMAS FISH MARKET.
149-151
DR I H DAMON. DENTIST, lias moved
across the street. Phone 69-R. Wednesday 
and Saturday evenings by appointment. 148-tf
ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL ('OLLEGE. day 
and evening sessions. Personal instruction: 
thorough preparation for business. Graduates i 
In constant demand. TEL. 990-M or 991-W.
148-156
LADIES Reliable stock of hair goods at the I
Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mall orders ' 
solicited. HELEN (’. RHODES. 144 tf
CHIROPODY—All kinds of foot troubles i
treated Arch supports. R. E COLTART, Reg. ! 
Nurse Chiropodist, Main St., over Moor’s drug i 
store. Tel. 593-W. 144-tf
RE FINISHING CARS by spray system, any'
color, storage. J. A STEVENS & SON. Mc- 
bond Si. Tel. 211-^ or^-M._________14 1 -1f
FARMS. Cui NTRY HOMES, PtlTTAIJES
and estates: up-to-date property, in the gar­
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write 
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Bel­
fast. Me 144-tf
N0TIC.2 OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas Alden F. Andrews, late of St. 
George. County of Knox and State of Maine, 
deceased, by his mortgage deed dated Septem­
ber 9, 1905. and recorded In Knox Registry 
of Deeds, Book 140, page 28. conveyed to 
David S. Seavey a certain parcel of real estate, 
situated in said St. George, and bounded and 
described as follows:
A certain lot of land with the buildings 
thereon, situated in St. George at Tenant’s 
Harbor, and bounded as follows: Beginning 
at a large rock on the easterly side of the 
highway leading from Tenant's Harbor to­
wards Willard’s Cove, so called, at land of 
Joseph Studley* heirs, thence northerly and 
easterly by the aforesaid highway 5 rods to 
a stake and stones; thence south 68deg. 
east 8 rods to a stake and stones; thence 
south 49 deg. west 5 rods to a stake and stones 
at land of said Joseph Ktudley's heirs; thence 
north 68’j deg. west by said laud 8 rods to 
the piace of beginning, containing one-fourth 
acre. )
And Whereas said mortgage and the debt 
thereby secured, was assigned by the adminis­
trators of the estate of the said David S. 
Seavey to me. Myrna E. Hupper, of Melrose in 
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts by 
assignment dated November 23, 1928, and re­
corded in Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 173, 
page 367, and whereas the condition of said 
mortgage lias been broken.
Now Therefore, by reason of the breach 
of the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure 
of said mortgage.
Dated this thirteenth day of December, 
A. 1). 1928.
MYRNA E. HUPPER.
COMMONWEALTH OF MAHSA< HCSETTS 
Middlesex, 8S i»« member I3,102S.
Then personally appeared the said Myrna E. 
Hupper, and made oath that the foregoing 
foreclosure notice by her signed, is true.
Before me,
[Seal] WM. N. FOLSOM
150-S-156 Notary Public.
the efficient management of the 
president of the circle. Mrs. Minetta 
Paul and her |(aithful committees 
who worked untiringly and as a re­
sult a good sum will he netted.
When You Think of
Christmas Giving
Think of Giving
PHOTOGRAPHS
The Most Appreciated Gift
Pillsbury Studio
320 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
Evenings By Appointment
139-tf
SECOND HAND 
FURNITURE SOLD
"Satisfied customers are our best 
advertisements.” There must be 
a reason why we enjoy such lib­
eral patronage from surrounding 
towns. For values that are 
the talk of the town—and our 
especially liberal terms—this st re 
is unexcelled ’ New sele tions of 
furniture daily. You can’t escape 
New England weather—its east 
winds and piercing cold—select 
your stove from our assortment.
A complete line of store and 
office fixtures.
We have everything needed to 
make a home.
Rockland Furniture Co.
15 TILLSON AVE. ROCKLAND 
Telephone 839- R
120STtf
BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm nee 
faithfully served the fami­
lies of Knox Ceunty. 
Lady Attendant 
Tel. Day 450; Night 781-1 
AMBULANCE SERVICE
BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND 
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Sliam. r haves Swan's Island at 5.30 A. M 
St.inlnfinn 0.30, North Haven 7.30, Vina: 
haven 8.1a, due h> arrive at Rockland abot 
9 311.
ketnra- heaves BoeUaM at 1.30 P. M 
| \ laalhavcn 2.4:,, North Haven at 3.45, Stor 
intrton nt 4.45; due to arrive at Swan’s Islan 
about G.15 p. M.
I 137 If
r.h?britt
Civil Engineer
320 MAIN ST. ROCKLANI
Surveys, Maps, Plans, Estimate, 
Consultations
139-tf
WALTER D. HALL, M. D.
Has opened an office at
407 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND
Office Hours 1-3 and 7-S P. M.
Telephone Rockland 1157
148-tf
DR. BLAKE B. A^NIS 
Chiropractor 
111 Limerock Stree 
(Corner Lincoln) 
Lady in attendanc 
Phone 1181 
Painlese System 
of Adjusting
DR. E. B. HOWARD 
Dentist
Dental X-Ray and Diagnosis 
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 te I 
OPEN EVENINGS 
BY APPOINTMENT 
Tel. 1020
W7 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson 
Dentist
400 Main Si. noexland
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 338-M 
Office Hours—9 to 12—1 to I 
Evenings by Appointment
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeatM)
Osteopathic Physician 
By Appointment—Tel. 136 
35 Limerock St. Rockland
Graduate of American Bchool of 
Osteopathy
DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS
Osteopathic Physician
398 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND 
Telephone 1295; Residence 2S3-M
79-tf
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Office Hours: 1 to 8 and 7 to I P. II 
Residence until 9 A. M., end by 
Appointment. Telephone 114 
THOMASTON, ME.
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URGES DRASTIC CHANGES
G. W. PALMER & SON Grange Would Have New Automobile and Income Tax Laws—Warren Granger Attacks Game Laws
357 Main Street Rockland
THE BREEDING PEN
The Weak of the Flock 
Should Never Find Place 
Therein Says Expert
OUR STOCK IS COMPLETE
STRAP WRIST WATCHES for Him 
from $7.50 to $55.00
LADIES’ WRIST WATCHES for Her 
$8.50 to $75.00
Hamilton, Waltham, Elgin, Illinois, Bulova 
Every Watch Guaranteed 
Of Course
DIAMONDS AND JEWELRY
Better and Lower Priced Grades
150-152
The lied v/as SO comfortable. I asked 
my hostess about it and she said it was a
MATTKE
one of those happy and scientific com­
binations of c)o6ely coiled springs 
and real felt guaranteeing years 
of restful sleep.
New automobile tax laws and in- j 
come tax and a law absolutely to pre­
vent exemptions of taxation were out­
standing recommendations of the 
committee of the State Grange on 
taxation, in its annual report Wed­
nesday. The report was made by A. 
G. Merritt, member of the State 
board of assessors.
The report calls attention to the 
fact that although there were 158,438 
automobiles registered in Maine for 
1927, but 119,714 were reported by 
the local assessors of the State leav­
ing 38,724 cars which escaped tax­
ation. This meant, says the report, 
a loss of about ten million dollars in 
revenue to the municipalities of the 
State. The report then calls atten­
tion to the New Hampshire and 
Massachusetts systems of an excise 
tax for use of the highway in place 
of the property tax as levied in 
Maine, and says that it believes such 
i law should be enacted in this State.
In commenting on exemption of 
taxes, the report says: “We believe 
there should he complete revision of 
our tax laws in regard to exemption, 
and that a statute should be en­
acted expressly forbidding munici­
palities exempting property purely 
on the grounds of alleged inability to
pay.”
‘The report also says on this sub- 
ct: “It may be accepted as a fact 
that in the long run and industry 
which must he so subsidized in the 
matter of taxes is rarely of any last­
ing benefit to the community.’’
• • * *
In recommending the adoption of 
an income tax as a means of reach­
ing so called intangibles, the report 
says that, while the State a few years 
igo voted down this proposition, -the 
committee believes that today it 
wou d be accepted. The report also 
expresses the belief that this would 
be one means of meeting the deficiency 
in revenue which the new railroad 
taxation law will cause.
Maine’s game laws have been pre­
pared for sportsmen, without regard 
to rights of rural citizens, declares 
resolution presented Tuesday after­
noon. to the State Grange by C. A 
'opeland of Warren.
The resolution further asks that 
!he code of game laws be completely 
revised, to give .some rights to the 
farmer for his protection, as well as 
provide sport for the rich cit5’ mar. 
who wishes to go hunting. In making 
this demand, the resolution sets forth 
that the present law prohibits the 
farmer from trapping fur-bearing 
inimals and also deprives him of the 
ight to enjoy a healthful recrea­
tion.’’
Among the changes in present fish 
and game laws demanded by this 
esolution is one that farmers be 
given the right, to trap and shoot wild 
inimals, except deer and moose 
upon their own land for the protec­
tion of crops and stock.
The resolution was referred to*the 
committee on resolutions without de 
hate.
of the Pomona and subordinate 
Granges of Maine. We believe this 
State Grange body should not shrink 
from the opportunity of declaring it­
self upon the vital issues confronting 
the people of Maine. We should no 
longer remain passive or inactive. 
This attitude is a satisfactory one to 
the politicians and the special inter­
ests.
The Grange of Maine should stand 
for some things definite—regardless 
of politics, politicians, or vested in­
terests. We had hoped your Grange 
legislative committee might have 
been called together several months 
ago and thus been able to present to 
you for your acceptance or rejection 
at this time, after several months of 
consideration, a definite legislative 
program. We have arrived at the 
crossroads. We must either go for­
ward or turn hack. We must not 
falter. The Grange has the oppor­
tunity of its lifetime to become the 
defender and conservator of the rights 
of the people of rural Maine.
• * ♦ *
Several hundred members of the 
Maine State Grange greeted with ap­
plause and cheers the reading of a 
resolution presented Thursday pro­
viding that the (State organization 
instruct its legislative committee to 
‘labor to secure the passage of an 
act which will forever prohibit a 
drunken driver of an automobile or 
truck from renewal of a license to 
drive after being once convicted of 
the crime.’’
The resolution, which was pre­
sented for Dr. George M. Twitchell of 
Auburn set forth that “the increased 
damage and number of serious acci­
dents resulting from such driving 
makes necessaray stringent precau­
tionary measures,” and urged that 
“a higher estimate of human life be 
demanded for public safety.’’ The 
resolution, which was presented for 
Dr. Twitchell by Sam R. Conner, was 
referred to the committee on resolu­
tions, which will report later in ses­
sion, its recommendations.
The only other resolution offered 
it the Tuesday afternoon session, at 
he roil call by counties for that pur­
pose was one from Hancock County
asking that the State Grange adopt 
rule that all subordinate Granges 
shall elect officers in November and 
that the installations shall be held as 
soon after as practical. The laws of 
;he (.range permit a State to vote to 
hold these elections in any numth 
which the State body may decidt 
upon. Without such vote by the State 
Grange subordinate elections must 
come in December. The Grange law, 
however, requires that installations
shall be in .January.
Following the speech of State 
Master Abbott, Tuesday afternoon, 
the water power situation, the 
State Grange, upon suggestion of L. 
E. McIntire of Waterford, unanimous- 
voted to name a special commit­
tee of five to prepare and submit to 
the committee engaged in the, so- 
called, fact-finding survey of water­
power, a series of questions as to the 
issue.
This was a tacit endorsement of 
the p.an of the survey. This survey 
committee is to complete its work and 
report to the legislature in February.
Il is just starting work. ft is to cost 
$15,000.
State Lecturer A. P. Howes of Pal­
myra gave his report whiclt was in 
part as follows giving wholehearted 
appreciation to past lecturer M. J. 
Harriman for much assistance:
• • • •
“In performing our duties we have 
traveled over 9,000 mites, much of 
which has been after -the close of 
Grange meetings during the silent 
hours of the night. We have been pres­
ent at upwards of a hundred Grange 
gatherings, and have talked over the 
Grange fundamentals, and the eco 
nomic, social, and moral problems 
confronting us here in Maine to audi­
ences which aggregate 7,500."
The State Grange educational fund 
needs your support.
At very many of our Grange meet­
ings tie have pleaded for funds to 
carry on this important work. A few 
have responded. We feel that the
I patrons should give this project their 
hearty support. It is only aiding 
needy and worthy young men and 
women of our order to reach their 
ambition. We shall rpen an active 
campaign at once for the further­
ance of this most worthy undertak­
ing. Tlie treausrer, C. O. Purington, 
will render to you an exact account­
ing of this fund.
We would strongly urge our vari­
ous subordinate Granges to keep
I their Italia well painted, the lawns 
about these halls graded, and on these 
grounds he planted flowers, shrubs 
and trees. What better attraction 
can we give to our summer visitors 
than to thus see our 400 Grange halls 
and their surroundings in Maine well 
kept and attractive. And thus may 
we become active contributors and 
worthy shareholders in the larger and 
better Maine that is just ahead of us. 
have not hesitated, nor Shall 
cease, to talk over with our 
Grange audiences the great moral, 
social and economic problems which 
confront us here in Maine. We have 
assembled here as the legislative Wody
The watei power question came in 
for special consideration, in a reso­
lution submitted by State Lecturer 
Allison I’. Howe, which urged that 
the Maine State Grange considers it 
a wise policy and a prudent invest­
ment for appropriate public author­
ity to provide the Public Utilities 
Commission with adequate funds to 
determine costs of generation of elec­
tricity and costs of service in the va­
rious classes of use as a basis for the 
determination of charges that are 
fair to all alike.”
C. C. Cement of Milo introduced 
from the floor a resolution presented 
ing any legislation providing export 
if water power and also granting 
free franchisse of water rights owned 
hy the State.
....
The "stop" sign came in for con­
sideration, and a resolution presented 
hy Leslie E. McIntire of Waterford, a 
former member of the executive com­
mittee. asked that tTte State Grange 
members of Maine urge stricter 
regulation of motor vehicular traf­
fic, in Maine, with the establish­
ment of a department to enforce traf­
fic regulations, and he suggested that 
the Legislature place responsibility 
Cor unnecessary accidents upon the 
operators themselves, urging that 
every applicant for a driver’s license 
he thoroughly examined before the 
license is gi anted, and that the appli­
cant must convince the official of 
his or her ability to reimburse all who 
are injured or whose property is 
damaged by the operator’s car.
A resolution relating to "stop" 
signs pointed out that some are in 
unnecessary locations, and that such 
lead many operators to disregard all 
in general.
Orono, Dec. 14.—’'Pullets must be 
used in a well balanced breeding pro­
gram for the reason that old hens 
will not lay enough eggs when the 
price of eggs is high,” sa.\s O. M. 
Wilbur, poultry extension specialist, 
University ot Maine. "However,” he 
continues, “a few of the best old hens 
should he ktpt over with the special 
view of producing breeding cockerels,, 
but the majority of chicks will come 
from pullets.
“When breeding from pullets, how­
ever. it does not mean that all of the 
pullets should find a place in the 
breeding pen. A good many pullets 
never ought to he used to breed from. 
Instead, only those which have the 
Qualities desired in the next year’s 
pullets should.be mated. This means 
that every pullet used in the breed- ’ 
ing pen should be handled and select- 1 
ed for vigor, egg laying ability, size ] 
and color, and other variety charac­
teristics which conform to the variety I 
they represent. In every flock there 
are weak, poor producing, undersize, 
off colored or off type individuals 
which should never find a place in 
the breeding pen and some of them 
should be eliminated as culls. How­
to select is described in detail in cir­
cular No. 90 published by the Exten­
sion Service of the University of 
Maine and it is free to all poultry 
keepers.
••Pulbts for breeding purposes can i 
best he selected just prior to the 
time when the eggs are needed for • 
hatching. The longer they have been 
laying before handling the more ac- ; 
curate will be the selection.
“Th’n, the all important question ! 
of good males is of the greatest im- ' 
portanr". Only males which come 1 
from high producing parents, and are 
the-ms'dve* vigorous and well devel­
oped ought to he used in any breed­
ing pen if progress is to he expected 
In developing the flock.
“The practice of breeding from pul­
lets, flock run and unselected, is rap- ' 
idly changing and the sooner every ' 
poultry breeder mates only selected 
birds the greater'Will the progress be 
in the development of the poultry 
industry in Maine.’’
Portable Lamps—A wavs a welcome 
Christmas gift; beautiful new designs 
lust in. I*rice $8 up. Central Maine 
Power Company. 146-153
3 COATS! COATS! 
COATS!
Rockland’s Greatest Sale on Beautiful Fur Trimmed 
Coats Will Open Today at the Modern Pants Co. Direct 
from manufacturer to wearer. We are throwing the en­
tire stock of 300 fine coats at Unheard of Prices.
COME EARLY FOR BEST CHOICE
Modern Pants Company
OPP RANKIN BLOCK ROCKLAND, ME.
For two seasons the U.S. Range Live 
Stock Experiment Station, Miles City 
Mont., has made a comparison of the 
value of alfalfa hay alone and alfalfa 
hay supplemented with cottonseed 
cake and corn silage for wintering 
beef calves. To date the results have 
indicated that alfalfa hay alone will 
give equally as good results as when 
supplemented hy these other twro 
feeds which are not readily available 
in that section
Measure/
Quiet MAY
0LL BURNER
^Vhen you compare 
oil burners, measure 
them for quietness and 
simplicity. The Quiet 
May has only two mov­
ing parts. There is no 
muffled roar from the 
cellar in which it is in­
stalled.
more
CHICHESTER S PILLS
THE DIAMOND BRAND. A I n n  
Ladles! A«k your I»rn«f 1st for/a\ ii» 
Chl-ches-teri Diamond Urand/A\ ’ "
l’llls In Red and Void metallic^^Z P 
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon. Vz 
Take no other. Buy of year r
llrngglit. Ask forCIll.CIfE^UTl'H 9 
DIAMOND BRAND I’ILLS, /or 26 
years known as Best. Safest, Always Reliable
SOLD BY DRl'G&ISfS LVLKYWHLRE
Beauty and Spirit Poems
' By Beulah Sylvester Oxton 
A beautiful Christmas gift—copies ob­
tained from Clara B. Emery at 230 Lime- 
rock street. Tej. 421-M. Sent any ad­
dress upon receipt ol price. $2.00 per copy.
tell you 
it, the company
Let us 
about
behind it and the con­
venient plan on which it 
can be purchased.
ERWIN M. SPEAR
615 Main St. Rockland 
Tel. 331 for prompt servic?
BEWARE TULAREMIA!
In Other Words Be Careful 
What Kind of Rabbits You 
Shoot
A diseased ral bit may have a kick 
equal to the proverbial white mule 
and it may be fatal if the disease is 
what is known as Tularemia, accord­
ing to E. M. Mills of the Rodent Con­
trol office. Amherst, Mass., who has 
issued a warning to prevent infec­
tion.
Tularemia, he says, has infected 
420 people, proving fatal to 20 and 
that the wild rabbit is the animal 
chiefly responsible for the spread in 
the eastern section of the country. 
Since there is no successful treat­
ment or protective vaccine discov­
ered, extreme care should be exer­
cised.
“The first manifestation of the dis­
ease,’’ he continues, “is felt hy pain, from eating rabbit meat if it has 
tenderness, and swelling in the lymph been thoroughly cooked, even though 
glands draining the regions of infee- the animal may have been infected.’ 
lion. An inflamed and painful ulcer | Tularemia has not yet made its ap­
pearance in the New England states 
and New York, and efforts are being
may soon appear at the point of con­
tact. This may he accompanied by 
sudden onsets of headache, aching 
pains, chills, prostration, general 
weakness, and fever. The patient 
may not recover for three or more 
months.
“If hunting wild rabbits, do not 
bag any animals that have appeared 
dull, dopey, or slow-moving. They 
should he buried Immediately. The 
most characteristic symptoms of the 
disease in a rabbit are yellowish or 
whitish specks on the liver and 
spleen.
“The best protection against the 
disease if handling or dressing rab­
bits is to wear rubber gloves, al­
though this method is not always 
certain. If diseased rabbits are kept 
in cold storage for thirty days, they 
are safe to use. There Is no danger
made to prevent its introduction. 
Further information can he obtained 
from the Rodent Control Office, Fer- 
nald Haji, Amherst. Mass., or the 
U. S. Public Health Service, Wash­
ington. D.
Plumbing pipes exposed to the win­
ter weather may prove more trouble­
some than the old “teakettle and 
pump” combination. Remember the 
pifles that froze lost winter? For pro­
tection, commercial coverings, or 
homemade* wrappings of felt or bag­
ging, may he used; or parts of the 
pipes* may he boxed and surrounded 
with material such as sawdust, straw, 
or granulated cork.
an'1ie,
Color!
For the first time, radio 
in Color to match the fur­
nishings of your home. 
Five colors to choose from I 
At popular prices. Como 
in and see them.
well take your old radio
r< in trade
YES, we’ll make you a liberal allowance for your old, out-of-date radio. Come in and get our offer, see how 
much your old set is worth in trade.
New Radio Discovery
Neutrodyne-Plus! Philco engineers have found 
n wav »o use Neutrodyne, famous for purest 
tone quality, and combining with it, for the 
first time, super-power, which gives marvelous 
distance r^nge, selectivity and volume—a com­
bination new to radio.
Console
Grand
Speaker
The last word in speak­
ers. Specially designed 
tone chamber gives mar­
velously full, life-like tone. 
And besides a beautiful 
piece of furniture—a hand­
some support for any .table 
model radio.
&KHIe RADIO
P|f —Now you can get and fully en-
----------------------- joy out-of-town stations —
many which the average set it not powerful 
enough to pick up)
Selectivity -Mnnrclctnly sharp tuning I sawawwwwawj CODtro). n0
groping for stations!
TOOC-Flawless tone! An actual RE-prO-
------------- duction just as rendered before the
microphone.
And besides, these features:—no aerial neces­
sary, therefore Philco is movable; special distance 
getter; connection for playing phonograph rec­
ords; and, of course, all-electric, no batteries, no 
liquids. 7
The Highboy
Exquisite furniture models at 
surprisingly moderate price* 
Came in and see them.
Call, Phone or Send Coupon!
Come in. See and hear the Philco. Let u> explain 
our liberal offer. Or—mail coupon for full information. 
No obligation.
F. W. FARREL CO.
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR 
643 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND. ME. TEL. 661
r
i
i
i
i
i
l
i
ia
F. W. FARREL CO.
643 Main Street Rockland
Please send me, without obligation, descriptive Gteratwe oq 
the Philco Electric Radio, and full details ot your Free Trial, 
Easy Payment and Trade-In Allowance offer.
---- - —
Annaw — -————————
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Studley Furniture Company
61 Park Street Rockland Tel. 1154
THOMASTON
—and Christmas but 10 days away!
Bridge Lamps 
Floor Lamps 
$2.49 to $20.
Smoking
Stand
$2.25
to $9.75
GIFTS
GIFTS
GIFTS
Cedar Chest 
$9.95 
to $29.75
Coggswell 
Chair 
to $35.00 
$22.50
What shall I give? Where 
shall I shop? Be not dis­
couraged, for there is one 
store in Rockland where love­
ly gifts are the rule—not the 
exception — where unhurried 
shopping may be done with 
ease and comfort, where each 
gift displayed is quite as use­
ful as it it beautiful.
Occasional
Tables
$2.50
to $14.50
array of Gifts—Fascinating 
Desks, Cedar Chests,
STUDLEY’S, Yes! What a lovely 
Lamps. Chairs of every type; Tables, too 
Mirrors, and of course a hundred and one other things to make home 
more livable.
ALL USEFUL LASTING GIFTS’
You Can Settle the Great Gift Problem at STUDLEY’S
jy Mrs. Brackett who has been con- 
I ducting a boarding house in theJS Stimpson building moved to Bo hh- 
bay Harbpr Thursday.
*2 Louis Bean ins linen spending a few 
weeks with his mother.
Schools closed Friday for a two 
weeks vacation.
J» Daniel O'Connell and O. P. Watson O of the Last Least Manufacturing Co.
M r, rile a business trip to Portland Fri-
£dayJF The Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet 
ft at the vestry next Wednestftiy atter- 
noon. Supper to be served at 6 
z-? o’clock. The h.msekeepers will be 
j* Mis. Grace Andrews. Mrs. Cora Cur- 
ft .ier. M ss Eliza Whitney. Miss Chris- 
gf tine Moore and Mrs. Leona Starrett. 
jff The Thomaston A. C. basketball 5 team will play Rockland Rockets at 
ft Rockport this evening.
ft The postoffice will be open next JE Sunday from 2 to 6 p. m. and will also 
jsr he open evenings from Dec. 17 until 
^3 Christmas This will be a great ac- 
ft eommodaUon to patrons.
jS Services at the Baptist church Sun- 
.lav will be Sunday school at 9.45
Bla. m.: at 11 sermon by the pastor,
A | topic “Are You a Critic?” at 7 oclock 
Jg i peoples' service, topic, ‘‘Gains' and 
i losses Account."
ft Tiie S.S.S. Club met with Mrs. Leila
| Smalley Thursday evening, ^he time t* 
was dev >ted to the study of literature. 2*ififThe Thomaston Boy Scouts have gf 
been asked to assist in searching
Davenport
Tables
$9.50
to $29.50
Studley Furniture Company
61 PARK ST. ROCKLAND Tel. 1154
BIRDS—and Their Calls
Birds make a valuable beginning for Music.
Does your child know Birds and their Calls?
Even adults should know Birds through Ear, Eye, Touch.
Special Bird Music Course
This is a special Short Course given to help children know the 
Birds and be interested in discovering them as well as to play and 
sing their calls. It is based on the music of Birds. Animals and 
Flowers for the child of pre-school and the kindergarten age (4 to 
7 years). Musicianship Course (Trinity Principle Pedagogy) and 
Creative Plana Playing Course for those of seven years and older, 
also for advanced pupils.
llffa Ellis Pertlelil Method 
Fur appointment telephone 786-M
MABEL F. LAMB, Rockland, Me.
147&149-151
woods for Frank Sullivan who left the 
Rockland city farm several (lays ago'ST 
and has not been found. Quite a Jf 
number of the Scouts are out of con- fed 
dition on account of having been re- 1 
ecntly vaccinated but those who can I Jr 
espond will do so. |VV
The Beta Alpha Club will meet witli . 
Mrs. June Creighton Monday evening 
at her home on Knox street.
The Mission Circle of the Baptist | 
church will meet with Mrs. Clara ' 
lawyer Tuesday afternoon at 2 
o'clock. There will be work for the I 
hospital. 41181
W. .1. Robertson who was injured in ] 
an automobile accident is able to be 
at his office again.
The Y.P.S.C.E. will meet at the ves­
try Monday evening at 7 o’clock.
The December meeting of the 
\meriean Legion Auxiliary will be 
held Friday evening Dec. 28, instead 
of Dec. 21.
Miss Bicknell has her Gift Shop at 
the BPW Club rooms. Main street, 
from Monday until Christmas. Open 
every evening.—adv.
CAMDEN
if
STRAND THEATRE
Barharat Bedford heads the east in 
".Manhattan Knights.” showing to­
day. !t is a melodrama of romantic
adventure; a play wherein the cap­
tains of chivalry pace the savage 
paths of the underworld. Much of the 
action takes place in the underworld 
of tiie metropolis. The story tells
of a youhg chap from a prominent 
ahd well-to-do farhily who becomes 
enmeshed with a trio of ne’er-do- 
wells. Getting in deeped, his plight 
becomes desperate. His sister hears 
of it and nines on to rescue hjm at 
; a risk no brother -would wil 
permit his ci-tor to tak, . Thi ssitu- 
* « a| rnce p..,,,]thrills of
M
vSJK elements which Make “Manhat an 
Knights"
'* as a sensational thriller.—adv.
Cl|eer/; $
Santa Claus is coming to Sente 
Crane's He will be on the third floor 
from 10 to 11 a. m. and 2 30 to 4.30 
p. m. Friday Dee. 14 and every day 
from then until Christmas. Bring 
the children in so they can see him 
and leave letters with him.—adv. '
148-149
Iii addition to personal notes recording de­
partures and arrivals, this department espe­
cially desires information of social happen­
ings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by 
mail or telephone will be gladly received. 
TELEPHONE ..................................................J70
At the Knox Hospital Eleanor Tib­
betts is working overtime to get well 
before Christmas. Being out of 
school is one thing; but being out a 
vacation is quite another.
Horace P. Maxey returns from 
Colby College today for the Christ­
mas vacation.
Miss Winona Whitmore, who is at­
tending a business college in (Ban­
gor, was in Rockland Thursday on 
her way to her home in North Haven 
where she will spend the holidays.
Mrs. J. W. Small leaves Monday 
for Leominster, Mass., where she will 
spend several weeks with her daugh­
ter, Mrs. Colon Strout and her son 
Lloyd Small.
Christmas | 
Gift Baskets
PLACE ORDERS EARLY
S-l Si
For either an individual or an cn- 
0 tire family, these gift baskets maka 
a particularly gracious remem­
brance. Trimmed with gay bows 
and filled with assorted fruits, nuts, 
candies and other choice delicacies.
If? we
Carini’s
FRUIT AND CANDY SHOPPE
Rockland, Me.
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
A
^Christmas Truly Cheers When the Gifts Bestowed 
and Received Are the Practical and Lasting Sort
c Have An Abundance of Practical Gifts—the 
One Sensible Solution to the Christmas Problem for 
All the Family ’C
abys Colds
Best treated without 
dosing—Just rub on
For Colds of allthe family
SianSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSi»ii
DAINTY GIFTS 
FOR THE BABY
Pyrcx Ovenware
Casseroles, Pic Plates, Tea 
Pots
The Modern Guaranteed Bak­
ing Utensils
Aluminum Ware
Percolators, Kettles, Roasters. 
Dozens to choose from 
Guaranteed
Vacuum Bottles
The Famous Universal
The Highest Quality 
at Reasonable Prices
Cake Boxes
Bread Boxes in White or 
Color
Keep the Contents Moist and 
Fresh
Carving Sets
A Seasonable and Sensible 
Gift
Also Shears and Scissors
Ingersoll Watches
Wrist Watches, all styles 
Pocket Watches and 
Alarm Clocks
Sanola
The One Best Bathroom 
Fixture
Cheapest in the end every 
time
Pocket Knives
Lots of them—Ideal Gifts— 
all styles
50c to $3.50
.'7fa
The annual supper of the Camden 
lire department will be held in the 
Engine hall Jan. 5. The business men 
of the town are invited as guests of 
the department.
The Phi’.athea Class met at the 
Baptist Church parlors yesterday aft­
ernoon.
Mrs. Herbert Thomas. Maple 
street, will entertain the Friends-In- 
Council next Tuesday.
Mrs. Harold Wilson entertained the j 
Friday Club yesterday afternoon. |
Louis Arau has been in Boston on 
business trip.
Next week the stores will be open 
every evening until 9 o’clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Pendleton 
attended the sessions of the State 
Grange in Augusta.
The Knor and Lincoln Past (.rands 
and i’ast Noble Grands are invited 
to visit Rockland next Wednesday 
evening. 1
The yacht Staling sailed yesterday 
for a winter cruise to the West In­
dies. A new 200 h. p. Winton Deisel 
motor has just been installed in the 
acht by the Camden Yacht Building 
& Railway Company and other exten­
sive repairs made on her.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Nuccio are 
receiving congratulations on the ar­
rival of a son.
Mrs. Grace Anderson will entertain 
the ladies of the Methodist society 
Wednesday afternoon at her home, 
Harden avenue.
John E. Codman and daughter Miss ■ 
Louise (’ dmun have closed the “Lo- I 
custs” and gone to Philadelphia to 
spend the winter with Dr. and Mrs. 
Charles E. ■Codman.
At the regular meeting of Amity 
Lodge. K.&A.M. last evening there 
was work on the Fellowcraft degree.
Mis. Clarence McIntire will enter­
tain the Monday Club next week.
The Megunticook Grange hall was 
opened to the public yesterday when 
the annual fair was held. The hall is 
a line one and the Grangers have 
reason to feel proud of it. It con­
tains the main room with an excel­
lent stage, for entertainments, a large 
dining room, kitchen, ante-rooms an I 
has all modern improvements. Fancy 
articles, aprons, candy, cooked food 
and vegetables were among the many 
articles to find a ready sale. An en­
tertainment in which 50 of Canilen’s 
local talent took part, was presented 
in the evening. Tonight a supper will 
be served from 5.30 to 7 and in the 
evening a dance will be enjoyed with 
music by Yeung's orchestra
«€ FISHING TACKLE
Is there a better or more appreciated gift to the man? Wc have 
a very good assortment and salesmen who know the fisherman’s 
needs.
*€ TOYS AT COST
We are Closing Our Our Toy Department. Hence Our Limited 
Supply of Toys will be Sold at Truly Bargain Prices
We have many Holiday Items de­
cidedly worth seeing before buy­
ing the babies’ Christmas Gift. 
Four-piece Suits in Brush Wool 
and Knit, dainty colors; also sma I 
sizes.
Hand-made Dresses, 6 months to 2 
_  years
Baby Buntings with or without 
sleeves
Moccasins and Shoes in Kid, 
Quilted Satin and Crepe dc Chine. 
Fur Robes, Bath Robes, Head- 
wear, Leggings, Creepers, Sleeping 
Garments, Hosiery, Sweaters, 
Sacques, Coats, etc.
A large assortment of Stuffed 
Dolls and Anima's, including 
“Laddie Boy,” “Muggs,” John Al­
den and Priscilla, Red Riding 
Hood, etc.
You will also find on display new 
models in Ladies’ Hats in Metal 
Cloth and Satin.
CRIE HARDWARE CO.
(Su. colors to Rockland Hardware Co.)
408 Main Si reel Rockland
Ladies’ Silk Hosiery, Shirts and 
Bloomers
Orders Taken For Embroidery
Crockett’s Baby Shop
233 MAIN GT. ROCKLAND
1.50-1.51
».'i
Kales Circle, "Ladies of the G.A.R., 
met with Mrs. Bernice Jackson Wed-i 
nesday evening and the following J 
officers were elected: President, Mrs.J 
Grace Colson; vice presidents, Mrs. 
Susie Newbert and Mrs. Bessie»i, 
Crouse; chaplain. Mrs. Mary Rogers; | 
treasurer, Mrs. Ellen Flye; secretary, 
Mrs. Susie Lamb; patriotic instruct­
or, Mrs. Bernice Jackson; conductress 
Mrs. Lena Merry. The work was fol­
lowed by a Christmas tree and re­
freshments.
Mrs. Eva Bagley who has been the 
guest of her niece Mrs. H. H. McIn­
tire left yesterday for her home in 
Lynn, Mass.
The Ci.arity Club was entertained 
oy Mrs. Lester Sherman Thursday.
Miss Hope Greenhalgh Is substitut­
ing in the office of Ralph C. Went 
worth in the absence of Mrs. Berth: 
Ludwick.
Si
Oppvrtunlty Class was ent“--tAined 
Thursday evening at tiie First Bip* 
tist parlors by Mrs. Ralph Stickney 
and Mrs. Robert Magune, with 17 
members present. After the business 
session a pleasing program appro­
priate to the Christmas season fea­
tured readings by Mrs. Donald Karl, 
Mrs. H. P. Blckmore and Mrs. Arthur 
Rokes and piano duet by Mrs. Fred 
Howard and Mrs. Magune. Christmas 
carols were sung and refreshments 
served.
Mrs. Clan Johnson of State street 
was happily surprised Thursday 
evening when a number of friends 
gathered to celebrate her birthday. 
A pleasant evening was enjoyed and 
Mrs. Johnson received several gifts, 
among them a beautiful bouquet of 
pinks and a delicious birthday cake
The Browne Club will meet at the 
home of Mrs. Raymond K. Green, 
Beacon street, Friday evening of next 
week.
Mrs. Mary Uttlehale will lie host­
ess to the Progressive Literary Club 
Tuesday afternoon at 2.30. Roll call 
response will be thoughts on tiie 
Christmas season. As the reading 
of Shakespeare's tragedy, Julius 
Caesar was concluded at the last 
meeting the reading period will be 
given to the reviewing of the tragedy. 
A program of Christmas music has 
been prepared by tiie hostess as also 
the leader. Mrs. Littlehale. Current 
events will be the last number on the 
program.
The W.T.I.O. Club met at the homo 
of Miss Lorna Post. Ingraham Hill 
] Wednesday evening. A business 
' meeting was called 'by the temporary]
, chairman Miss Margaret Rowen and]
' these officers were elected: Presi­
dent, Miss Margaret Bowen; vice 
I president. Miss Alice Cassidy; sec- 
] retary end treasurer. Miss Margaret 
| Everett. Miss* Frances Knowlton 
was appointed chairman of the en 
tertainment committee. After the 
business hour music and games were 
enjoyed. The next meeting will be 
] with Miss Myrtle Sprague, Orange' 
street, Dec. 21. J
Mrs. Francis Perry entertained tiie 
lolly Six Club Thursday afternoon at 
her home on Main street.
Mrs. Nils Nelson and daughter 
Virginia leave today for Smyrna Mills 
where they will be the guests of 
Mrs. Nelson's daughter. Mrs. Her­
bert Roach, over the holidays. Arn­
old Nelson goes there directly from 
Boston the last of next week.
Tiie I’niversallst Mission Circle 
met Wednesday at the home of Mrs. 
H. P. Blodgett, Talbot avenue, with 
Mrs. Susie Davis and Miss Josephine 
Pardee as assistant hostesses. 
Twenty-three members and two 
guests were present, and one new 
member Mrs. Lena True joined the 
society. Tiie name of Mrs. Grace 
Black was also proposed for member­
ship. A large amount of sewing was 
iii ne during the afternoon, and the 
devotional and business meeting 
which followed the luncheon was very 
interesting. Miss Myrtle Herrick be­
ing the reader of the afternoon. It 
was voted to devote the proceeds of 
one annual cake sale to assist in tiie 
support of a girl in the Blaekmer 
Home in Tokyo, for five years.
The Junior Harmony Club ha«L 
profitable meeting at the BPW rooms 
Wednesday evening with a good at­
tendance. Tbs history lesson was de­
voted to “The Symphony and Its De­
velopment.' It was voted to go carol­
ling Christinas Sunday evening, and 
the invitation is extended to anyone 
who would like to join the young 
members of the club to lie at the BPW 
rooms at 6 o'clock, Sunday evening. 
Dee. 23.
The program;
Fimin— Chase of Hie Butterflies ............ Peiuiee
ltiitll Harper
Current Events
Harelil Kaler
Fiano—Titania's Danee ..................... (oiotlrlel
Katheryn Cole
Flaws—.March—Flag of Glory .....
Stanley Gay
Chorus—Club Song
Members of the Club 
These teachers arc asked to pre­
pare a pupiL'for the next program
Carey
which will be Dec. 26: Mrs. Leach, I 
Miss Stall!, Miss Holbrook and Miss | 
Fuller.
Miss Bicknell has Iter Gift Shop at I 
the BPW Club rooms, Main street.il 
from Monday until Christmas. Open J 
every evening.—adv.
< 1
George W. Richards
George Washington Richards. 95, 
died at the home of his daughter, Mrs. 
Arthur Webster. Sea street. Thurs­
day. He had lived here ten years, 
coming from Searsmont to spend his 
declining years with Mrs. Webster 
and an . ..er daughter Mrs. Fred F. 
Thomas. Mr. Richards was for three 
years the holder of the Post cane. 
He was born in Searsmont, son of 
Thomas and Charlotte (House) Rich­
ards, and was one of a family of 
seven children, the only one now sur­
viving being Mrs. Mary Richards 
Burgess of Searsmont, who will be 
95 next March. In early life he was 
married to Miss Mary Penney of 
Islesboro, who died two years ago. 
Fourteen children were born to this 
union and besides Mrs. Webster and 
Mrs. Thomas there are now living 
four other daughters, Mrs. Edward 
Burgess of Zenith. Calif., Mrs. Wil­
liam Durham of Belfast. Mrs. Charles 
j Ryder of Brooks and Mrs. Benjamin 
I C. Wentworth of 'Camden and two 
s >ns Alonzo Richards of Belfast and 
Clifford Richards of Mechanic Falls. 
Deceased also is survived by several 
grandchildren and great-grandchil­
dren. He was a member of the Bap­
tist Church in Searsmont. The 
funeral will be held this: afternoon 
at 1 o’clock from the home of Mrs 
Webster and Rev. Ernest M. llol
uuiu will officiate.
I his Bridge Light complete with 
shade, wired and long cord with 
plug ready for use. Looks like those 
you would ordinarily pay from $3 
to $4. Come in and see the won­
derful Bargains throughout this 
big store !
OTHER BRIDGE LAMPS 
complete with shade, $3.98, $4.75, 
$6.50, $8.95, $11.75, $14.50, 
$19.50, $24.50, $29.50, $31.75.
The Methebesec Club threw aside 
all business at their meeting of yes­
terday afternoon and devoted their 
time to an observance of Christmas, 
tinder the direction of Mrs. Donald 
L. Karl. The Grand Army hall par­
lor was deeorated with greets and 
other Christmas fancies, with a 
handsome tree ablaze with color. The 
program was opened by the presi­
dent. Miss Annie Frye, who extended 
a welcome and a Merry Christmas to 
all. and recited 20 verses from Luke 
which tells of the first Christmas. 
Mrs. Karl read an interesting paper 
on "The Greatest Birthday in the 
World.'' Christmas poems., were 
given by Mrs. Charles Merritt: "The 
Legend of the Christmas Rose." Mrs. 
William Ellingwood: “Christmas at 
the Purple Bean," Mrs. Jane Beech; 
and Mrs. Karl read Grace Richmond's 
lovely Christmas stories "Christmas 
Day in the Morning" and "Christmas 
Day in tiie Evening." The roll rail 
was responded to by items pertain­
ing to Christmas and the program 
closed with carols sung by the club, 
led by Mrs. W. IH. Armstrong. Re- 
freshnt nts were served by the hos­
tesses. who were Mrs. D. H. Karl. 
Miss Annie Frye. Mrs. W. H. Arm­
strong. Mis. L. C. Jackson. Mrs. 
George W. Gay and Mrs. H. P. Blod­
gett.
Over 5000 persons, and not one an 
extra, every one being real naval of­
ficers. midshipmen and their ladies, 
appear in the great dance scene of 
"Annapolis." the feature at the Strand 
Monday-Tuesday.—adv
A PUBLIX THEATRE 
Home of Paramount Picture*
TODAY
“ROMANCE OF THE 
UNDERWORLD”
With
MARY ASTOR
—ALSO—
COLLEGIANS
MONt -TUESDAY
STRAND
Home of Paramount Pictures
.CUARLES (Buddy).KOGEKSj
"Someone 
iTolove
NOW SHOWING
Manhattan
With
BARBARA BEDFORD 1
An Epitj of the Underworld 
—ALSO—
“The Brand of Courage”
NEWS AND COMEDY
MONDAY-TUESDAY
283 Main Street Rockland
“ANNAPOLIS”
Benefit
Bssehnll As’oei.ttlon
MARY BRIAN 
WILLIAM AUSTIN 
JAMES KIRKWOOD
<2 Qtiramount (picture
YOU'LL LOVE TOO ! You'll 
love the charnt of his smile ! 
You'll love the spirited ad­
venture ! You'll love the 
clean, wholesome comedy in 
this tender romance.
' —ALSO—
“CALL YOUR SHOTS”
A Mermaid Comedy
WEDNESDAY (ONLY)
"MAN MADE WOMAN"
LEATRICE JOY
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The regular meeting of Ruth May­
hew Tent will take place Monday 
evening with supper at 6 o’clock, and 
a Chris* m.is tree during the evening. 
Each member is asked to take two 
presents, one fur remembrance and 
one t<\be l'unny.
'I' Educational Club will hold its 
annual banquet next Thursday night 
at I.O.O.’/. hall. The men are invited. 
All those planning t » attend the sup­
per should mak • their reservations 
by Monday night i 1 order to allow 
the committee to make arrangements. 
Telephone 881, C04 or 154-J for in­
formation.
Mrs. Katherine Studley entertained 
at cards Tuesday afternoon at her 
apartment on North street, honors 
falling to Mrs. A. R. Havener and 
Mrs. Ralph Trim.
The regular meeting of Miriam Re­
bekah Lodge will take place Tuesday 
evening at Odd Fellows hall, with 
supper at G.15. There will be degree 
work.
Wesley Strout and Carroll Wixon 
entertained their class of boys from 
Littlefield Memorial Sunday school 
at the heme of Miss Eva Ames 
Thursday evening, l ’..it ;;:nl music
being enjoyed.
Raymond Duff has returned from 
an extended business trip through 
the West.
MrL and Mrs. Zebedee Simmons 
have closed their home at South 
Thomaston and taken rooms at Mil­
liken’s on Spring street until they go 
to ISt. Petersburg for tiie winter, 
which wil! be early in January.
Miss Ida Cushing of Boston is with 
her mother. Mrs. Mary Cushing. Tal­
bot avenue, for an extended stay.
Mrs. Jennie W. Bird who has been 
in Boston the guest of her daughter 
Mrs. Dorothy Bird George has arrived 
home.
Mrs. Charles Creamer of Winslow’s 
Mills and Mrs. Xelia Maxey of Wal­
doboro were Rockland visitors Wed­
nesday.
Mis: Esther Borjesson of Rich­
mond has been appointed to take the 
place of Miss Marion Garcelon, re­
signed. teacher of English in the 
High School, and will begin her du­
ties next term. Miss Borjesson, 
graduate ol Kent’s Hill Seminary 
and Simmons College, has had the 
benefit of several years’ experience in 
the schools of South Portland. Ken­
nebunkport, Cumberland. Hollis. 
North Berwick and Portsmouth. N.H. 
It was possible to secure her by rea­
son of the fact that she had not 
taught the past term and has just 
returned from an extended trip to 
California.
Howard Siegrist of Hartford. ( 
has been a business visitor here 
week.
The ITatetoquitit Club was enter­
tained Thursday by Mrs. Nellie Dow, 
Pleasant street
Mrs. Ruth 
nesday from 
in New York
Sanborn arrived Wed- 
a visit of several weeks 
City.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger M. Wolcott 
returning from Portland where 
Wolcott has been on business.Mrs. E. K. Gould entertained a 
small group of friends at luncheon 
Thursday at her Masonic street home.
Mrs. Oscai .Ingraham entertained 
the Neighborhood Club Thursday 
afternoon at her home on Limerock 
street.
John and Judson Flanagan 
rive home today from M.C.I. fo; 
Christmas vacation.
The Chapin Class will hold its reg­
ular meeting Tuesday everting at the 
home of Mrs. Eda Marshall, 9 Ocean 
street.
The I’niversallst Mission Circle 
was entertained by Mrs. H. I*. Blod- 
• gelt Wednesday at her home on Tal- 
j hot avenue, with 2G members present. 
' who enjoyed a very nice dinner and 
an afternoon devoted to relief sew­
ing and dcxotional exercises. Miss 
Myrtle Herrick read from “The Book 
Nobody Kno\A” and led the discus­
sion which followed. Mrs. Fred True 
| was voted into membership.
The bridge tea given at Green Ga­
bles in Camden Thursday for the 
benefit of the district nurse was at­
tended hv a large number of people, 
chiefly from Camden, and a satis­
factory sum was realized for that 
worthy purpose. There were 19 ta­
bles of cards, with very attractive 
honors.
The next meeting of the Shake­
speare Society will be with the Pro­
gressive Literary (Tab at the Vnl ver­
balist vestry Monday evening. Prof. 
C. 11. Grey of Bow dpi n College will 
be the speaker. The alumnae of the 
Shakespeare Society are invited to he 
present.
Thirty members of the BPW Club 
had dinner at the Rockland Hotel 
Thursday evening. The business ses­
sion which followed was marked by 
enthusiasm regarding future activi­
ties and a very fine program of read­
ings by Miss Marion Garcelon was 
enjoyed.
The resignation of Miss Margery 
Dunstan from the staff of the Rock­
port High School has been regret­
fully accepted. Miss Dunstan is to 
go to New Britain, Conn., where she 
will have a very advantageous po­
sition ns teacher of history in the 
Junior High School.
Mrs. John Clayter entertained the 
Tuesday and Thursday auction clubs 
Thursday at the BPW rooms at a 
bridge tea, when favors were 
awarded to Miss Harriet Gill of Cam­
den, Mrs. Walter Ladd, Mrs. Fred 
Yeazie and Mrs. George Phillips.
At a meeting of the Knox Hospi­
tal alumni association Wednesday 
afternoon a committee was appoint­
ed to nominate officers to he elected 
January. 14. Miss Eva Wiggin is 
chairman of this committee and will 
elect her assistants.
SANTA WILL ARRIVE in our WINDOW
MDNn A V EVERY AFTERNOON AT 2.30-EVENING AT 7
1VK Vxl 1 Until Christmas—Rrincr the Kiddies to See Santa
SANTA ARRIVES AT “BURPEE’S” MONDAY, DEC. 
17, AT 7.30 P. M.—EVERY DAY UNTIL CHRISTMAS 
—AND EVENINGS AT 7.00. BRING THE KIDDIES 
TO SEE SANTA COME DOWN THE CHIMNEY WITH 
HIS TOYS
A DAY BED AND A NIGHT BED
$35Here is a real gift. A useful, sensible present. The frame is metal finished walnut. Mattress is of cotton, thick and soft. Handsome cover.
THIS HOPE CHEST FOR HER 
CHRISTMAS GIFT
GIVE HER THIS CHEST
This beautiful Cedar Chest will delight 
somo lady this Christmas—a forever 
present to your sweetheart.
A beautiful Cedar Chest is a charming 
gift. A lifetime of usefulness and pleas­
ure.
END TABLEDAVENPORT TABLES
Hello, Children, Meet Me at Burpee’s 
Store Afternoons at 2.30, Evenings 7
Real mahogany top, and notice the 
stylish new base—a Lasting Gift.
Special for Saturday
A GIFT FOR FATHER
This luxurious Chair is a welcome 
gift to any man $13.50
3-PANNEL BUFFET MIRRORS
A beautiful gift; 13x50 inches; heavy plat:;
3-PANNEL BUFFET MIRRG.'.S
Another beauty, 13x50N inches; choi e of
SMOKER
Wherever a new chamber suite is needed the one shown above will be welcomed as 
Christmas Gift. All four pieces in genuine walnut are included. Payments can 
divided over the entire year.
A genuine walnut nine-piece dining suite. Everything that is 
room. Money spent for this pretty outfit is invested in years an 
the entire family. Payments can be divided over the entire year.
SMOKER
A beautiful gift. Real mahog 
any top. With leaves up i 
measures 48x36.
weekly or monthy
payments
Rockland. Maine BUY NOW FOR
CHRISTMAS
& u U ‘
BURPEE FURNITURE CO
'TT
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\VI 1Y I I 1EY JOINED
Being the Story of How Ro­
tary Was Introduced Into 
Germany
SIDE BY SIDE FIFTY YEARS
Capt and Mrs. Gardner A. Bums of Waldoboro Observe 
Golden Wedding At Happy Gathering
Included in Secretary Walker’s Ro­
tary bulletin last week was the re­
sponse made by Wilhelm Cuno of 
Hamburg, Germany, to President 
Sapp’s address of welcome in Min­
neapolis. He said:
“I conceived the idea of introduc­
ing Rotary into my country about 
a year ago on the occasion of a 
luncheon iparty tendered by the 
Pham her of Commerce in Oakland. 
Calif. Its vice president, also a Ro- 
tarian, in his speech pointed out to 
me that the most important problem 
to be solved for the benefit of my 
country would be the introduction of 
Rotary into Germany.
“J studied Rotary’s organization, 
system and principles very carefully: 
they are so sound and. especially for 
the times in which we are living, so 
necessary for every human being, 
for nations ar.d for Continents and. 
more than that, they are the only 
successful remedy for a suffering 
world, that I decided to support Ro­
tary by founding the first Rotary 
Club at Hamburg. This old and im­
portant business center, having cre­
ated generations ago the so-called 
‘league of honest merchants.’ on the 
basis of fairness in business life very ( 
similar to Rotary rules, appeared to 
be the best place to begin and within 
less than two weeks we formed the 
first Rotarv Club in Germany with 31 
members. It was inaugurated in Oc­
tober, 1927, in the iprescnce of our 
Honorable President Arl Sanp 
and followed un in the meantime by 
two other clubs at Frankfurt and 
Cologne. If we had not been so care­
ful and cautious in regard to the ex­
pansion of the movement, being 
anxious to base the Rotarv idea on 
the sound ground of quality and so 
giving the best start for further ex­
tension. 1 am sure I would he able 
to extend to this contention the 
greetings and wishes of many more 
than three German Rotary Clubs.
“What were the reasons for our 
Joining Rotary? Referring particu­
larly to the business I am engaged in. 
the Hamburg-American Line , we 
know from experience that the great 
duty of a steamship company is to 
more closely link up the countries 
which it serves in world trade by 
affording quick, /regular and safe 
transportation facilities.
“I think it mav safely he said that 
life on hoard ship is most helpful in 
bringing together passengers from 
.all parts of the world and making 
them better acquainted with each 
other’s ideals and habits of living. 
A steam shin line, therefore, must not 
only serve its own business interests 
but also must solve the big problem 
of catering to all nationalities, thus 
.assisting towards better mutual un­
derstanding and a broader commun­
ity of interest.”
Fifty years of happy married life 
were rounded out Nov. lfi by Capt. 
and Mrs. Gardner A. Burns of Wal­
doboro. who, on the occasion of their 
golden wedding celebration were re­
membered with a substantial purse 
of gold, together with linen and 
other useful articles. Some 75 guests
close touch with the outside world. 
Capt. Burns is a Democrat, but a 
strong suspicion is abroad that he' 
may have cast aside lifelong tradi­
tions in the last election. If he did 
he had the satisfaction of knowing' 
that he was in a large company.
Capt. Burns has been going to sea 
since the family Bible vouched for
a
Capt. and Mrs. Gardner A. Burns of Waldoboro
I ,
/i
I
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ir Oil The Family!
Father, Mother, daughter and son there are gifts for all ef them and scores of sugges­
tions for each. Gifts of every kind fill eve y nock and corner—practical suggestions that 
are sure to please everyone. Prices here are lower than in many a year and never were 
styles more beautiful and selections as large. Plan to make this your Christmas store. 
Fay for any gifts as suits your convenience,
A Smoker 
for Dad
$8.50
distinctiveA V< l 
style that will be 
sire to receive 
dad's stamp of ap­
prox al. Note the 
metal lined hu­
nt i.lor when you 
seyi\ it on our 
floors. kK- s -
<S
,,]j>
KA
to
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THE CARE OF JAILS 
No Man Should Be Robbed
assembled to do the occasion jus­
tice. and their spokesman was the 
couple’; son-in-law. Rev. H. R. Win­
chenhaugh of Rockland, whose elo­
quent and fitting words in the pre­
sentation of the golden wedding sou­
venirs. was a notable feature of the : 
evening's festivities.• * • ♦
One guest who attracted universal 
attention hut didn’t seem to know 
what it was all about, was a young 
gentleman by the name of Conra 1
his being 14 years of age. He made 
many trips to the Grand Banks in 
fishing vessels, and afterward en- 
- ged in h.bstering on his native 
shores. About 12 years ago he aban­
doned this vocation and became cus­
todian of the fine summer estate at 
I nes' Neck. owned by Dr. John B. 
Deaver, a distinguished Philadelphia 
specialist. He also commands Dr. 
Deaver’s yacht.
Capt. Burns has been a member 
of the W aldoboro hoard of selectmen.
f
an «~r.
Give a Desk
$65.00
of Health, Says Public 
Welfare Report
The biennial report of the State 
Department of Public Welfare, just 
filed with the Governor and Coun­
cil, makes the following recommen­
dations for the consideration of of­
ficials who are interested in the bet­
terment of the country jail system:
‘‘First—Every person received at 
the jail, whether under sentence or 
awaiting trial, should be required to 
change his clothes for a prison uni­
form. He should be given a Wasser­
man test. Positive cases should be 
given vigorous anti-syphilitic treat­
ments. Daily open air recreation 
periods would greatly reduce the 
possibility of disease.
“Justice may deprive a man of his 
liberty, it may even demand that he 
bhall not iprofit by his labor, but no 
man has the right to force another 
human being to live in such a place 
or under such conditions that he will 
be robbed of his health.”
“Second—Each cell should be 
equipped with a movable cot bed 
with springs, a stool and a box for 
the prisoner’s belongings. The bed­
ding should consist of a mattress, 
pillow, sheets and necessary blankets..
“Third—Each cell should be lighted 
by electricity. This is especially im­
portant. A long sentence in some of 
our jails would be very apt to seri­
ously affect a prisoner’s eyesight.
“Fourth—Meals should he served 
in a dining room. Food should not 
be allowed to accumulate in the cells 
or in the cell block.
“Fifth—Cell blocks should he 
properly screened to avoid the repe­
tition of unfortunate incidents such
Heyer Winchenhaugh. whose advent and is an Odd Fellow and Mason, 
on this sphere antedated by only Mrs. Burns, whose maiden name 
two davs the golden wedding anni- was Rosie Creamer, has spent all of 
versary. Nobody in Waldoboro her years in Waldoboro and knows 
would need to be told that the new- of no niace she would swap her own 
corner was named for Conrad Heyer home for. She is skilled in needle- 
who looms large in Waldoboro his- work and her rugs are the envy of 
tory as the first ma’e white child all who see them.
born in that town, and who lived to The neighborhood’s estimate of this 
the age of 106. So it will be seen couple is that which is accorded to 
that the newest Conrad has a long those who have trod life’s pathway 
road to travel if he is to equal the with the Golden Rule as their lode- 
earthly career of his namesake . stone.
The decorations at the jBurns Six of the seven children born to
homo were gold and wbie. The Capt. and Mrs. Burns are now liv-
lunc'a was a tribute to the skilled , 
cookerv in the Burns household, and
We have them that are 
priced surprisingly low
Others $19.50 to $100.
» K 1,1
//
ing—Mrs. Herman R. Winchen- 
haugh of Rockland, Evren A. Burns
Day Beds
$24.50
r
jt
which mav possibly account for the of Friendship, and Ernest. Fred and 
rugged health which they are enjoy- Theresa Burns and Mrs. Pearl Win­
ing in iheii advanced years. Mrs. 
Burns reads without the aid of
chenbaigh of Waldoboro.
The descendants also include 17
What more practical gift 
could vou choose than a 
da” bed?te | 5
glasses. Both derive much comfort grandchildren and three great-grand- 
from the radio, keeping thereby in | children.
SEEK NOAH’S ARK
Chicago Man Expects To 
Find It On Summit of Mt. 
Ararat
Noah's Ark was built of gopher 
wood, the Biiile informs us, and if 
so, it still rests on the summit of 
Mt. Ararat where an airplane expe­
dition is planned to search for the 
historic craft, says a United Press 
despatch
“Gopher wood.’’ William J. H. 
Strong, a Mayflower descendant and 
sponsor of the proposed expedition, 
said “is a species of cypress, which is 
not subject to the attack of the 
fungus of decay. The aik was 
grounded on a mountain where the 
rareness of tlie air would check de­
cay.”
Strong, a devout Bible student for 
several years, formerly was president 
of the Chicago Chapter, American 
Association of Engineers, and is 
active in business. He believes his 
knowledge of statistics, gained when 
he was statistician for the Twin 
Cities, Duluth & Lake Superior rail­
road, would aid him in his calcula­
tions to locate the abandoned ark.
His educational background shows 
Strong would be well fitted to guide 
the searching party to Mt. Ararat. 
He was graduated from Boston Latin 
School in 1889, where he was a cadet 
colonel: received an A.B. degree at 
Harvard and an A M. degree at Wor­
cester College in Ohio, where he was 
a member of the faculty.
Strong also is an inventor and 
home builder and he may have in­
vented the idea in an effort to learr 
first-hand how the biblical carpen­
ters reinforced their houses to with-
Solid Mahogany 
Double Top Table
$49.00
Our gift tables are . I! r.<*w 
and unique ! You'll tai l 
one here that will »-xa tly 
'fulfill your ideas !
r~
Priscilla
Cabinet
$4.98
Mother will he de­
lighted with .i gilt 
like this, because 
she will enjoy it 
through the years 
to come. A real 
Christmas spe­
cial.
i,s occurred in the Kennebec county o{ Hal.var(J an(, other P0ileRes and
^a''’ . , , . . , . , . member of the Moody Bible Institute
“Within the luenn.al per.od ’I'” Alumni As.,OPiation, offe,s to organ- 
county jails have been 'h-rouBl'IV lze a corporat|on to finanee an expe- 
cleaned and painted, says the report. diUon ((j br the arR lQ Chicago as 
“No permanent < mgea looking . ..... .. «_
toward the betterment of the sys­
tem have been enacted. The best
Strong, former president of the - j
Aviation Club of Chicago, graduate "land the ravages of weather and
time.
COGGSWELL CHAIR
Santa suggests this cpmfortab’.e 
chair for the home. You must 
sink into the luxurious spring 
filled depths of this chair to ap­
preciate the saving this low price 
affords. The covering is in ve- 
lounand tapestry—you have your 
choice—
$29.50
Foot Rest Extra
EASY
A Gift for the Whole Family
at everyone
This hea 
xcepiionally
$225
ft
T’.< r » is a heap of satisfaction in chdcsiryj; a gift th  will 
< r.joy at Christmas and through the years that follow. b utiful 
suite, in ri h Jacquard velour upholstering is an e t l  lino 
value. Eich piece ahs guaranteed spring con­
et ruction and reversible cushions. A asving at....
Others $59., $98., $135., to $475.
© <$■
Cl! L s
Your Choice
$3.95
Let a mirror reflect ths 
beauty of your home at 
Christmas time.
E.
Cedar Chests
$14.50
You can give moth and 
dust proof protection for 
her fine clothing ! This is 
a thoughtful gift
Others $S.5O to $45.
Secretaries
$45.00
For that distinctive gift 
that is within the reach of 
all we suggest a secretary 
as shown.
$Others to $150.
that can he said of the present sys­
tem is that prisoners are restrained. 
Jt may not he the task of the county 
officials to attempt to reform a man. 
Society, however, has a right to ex­
pect that, notwithstanding the handi­
cap of having committed a crime 
for which the court deemed it wls< 
to send him to the county jail, a 
man should he given fair considera­
tion.
“The two greatest defects in our 
present system of caring for county 
prisoners are association in idleness 
and vicious co-mingling. Possibly 
not until the county jails are placed 
under the direct control of the Prison 
Commission will radical changes he 
made for the benefit of .ill con­
cerned.”
| an exhibit for the World’s Fair in
1933.
Strong in his offer addressed to 
Rufus C. Dawes, president of the 
World’s Fair, said the possibility of 
the elements destroying Noah’s 
haven for the righteous ones, were 
slight, despite the thousands of years 
that intervened. He plans to raise 
' funds among Christian Fundamen- 
. talists, if President Dawes approves.
“I am not planning the trip for 
I any pecuniary profit,” Strong said, 
i “All I would undertake would be to 
1 raise sufficient funds to finance the 
' trip. The effort is as legitimate as 
hunting for some stone ax heads in 
the Sahara Desert.”
| He pointed out that only by air­
plane could the summit of Mt. Ararat 
}>e crossed and that cameras would
, he taken along to assist in the 
i search.
J “Wooden chariot wheels have re­
cently been unearthed at Kish. Meso-
1 potamia. from a depth of 45 feet by 
I the Field-Oxford archeologists.” 
Strong explained in support of his 
venture. "The age of these wheels 
I was estimated at 5.000 years and they
THE TEACHER’S POINT OF VIEW
[For The Courier-Gazette]
Life Is not a bed of roses to the teacher teach­
ing school, (
There are thorns among the posies, as are
shadows in a pool:
There are days when happy faces spread a 
halo o’er the room.
When it seems no care or sorrow could before 
the teacher loom.
Then the joyous trouble-makers turn the teach­
er's smiles to frown
As they hunt to find some mischief—push the 
other fellow down.
While they hide behind book covers, wonder­
ing if they’ll get found out,
If the teacher will suspect them, get the strap 
and try It out!
Pay by day they try the patience of the teach­
er, till she thinks
“It’s a martyr’s life I'm leading—oh, for rest­
ful river brinks.
Where I’ll never hear the noises that a score 
of children make.
Where I’ll sit in perfect rapture, not a sound 
To silence break1”
Why Not Give a Bedroom Suite ?
will he proud tr 
is exceptional  ^
rs, a four postei
$109
Your hr me should come first this Christmas and you o 
have a group like this in your bedroom. The design lly 
attractive, with French vanity dresser, chest of drawe r 
bed and the spacious dresser in walnut veneer and
other cabinet woods, at only .......................................
Others $75, $95, to $450
Fine Gate-Leg 
Tables
$18.50
The gate-leg table is pre­
eminently popular.
©
Steel Bed
$9.50
The metal ends are beau­
tifully finished in walnut 
color. Shop early !
An all-India federation of education 
associations has been organized. It 
embraces five provincial associations, 
with others under consideration.
Membership, which at present is 
about 5.000. is open to the entire 
teaching profession, including uni-
versity and college instructors, and W(n* in condition.
int masters,! “That being the case it is safe to 
s. The or- 80 V that only fire, an avalanche or
But when the school is ended, the last day 
come, and o’er.
When the schoolroom’s still, deserted, chil­
dren’s voices heard no more,
When they’ve said their “goodbye teacher!’’
and have rushed out one by one.
Eager for the earned vacation, glad and sorry
school Is done—
8 Beautiful Pieces in Walnut !
Enjoy your Christmas dinner with a distinctive and stately new group 
in your dining room ! All eight pieces are expertly built of walnut 
veneers that have been skilfully combined with other cabinet woods 
and tinihsrd to reflect the beauty of the wood.
Save by shopping now at .............................................
Others $89. to $375.
i vu iniivi u
$125
When the teacher puts in order each disordered 
book and pen.
Puts the paper, chalk and pencils In accus­
tomed [dace, and then
Sits herself at desk to finish all the little things 
undone.
Gazes o’er the well thumbed plan book, turns 
the pages one by one—
w
head masters and as i 
in all classes of seb<> 
conization was effected in large partK t,ie destroyed the ark. Hundreds of
other cataclysm of nature could have
through the influence
Federation of Education Associations square . , . ,
at Cawnpore, and photographed in a single day s
miles of territory could be
Ihad’iuarters sin 
meetings are held annually 
j.Je. __ - .
cho •arch, conducted by airplane, thus 
giving science a chance to assist us."
Lives the year of school life over, checks the 
good, but not the bad,
Finds that love has been the lodestar for the 
children she has had :
Feels that school were not worth teaching with­
out thorns on Yoses gay.
That the love for little children lights the path 
from day to day !
Clara S Overlock.
Washington, Me.
Stylish Pull-Up 
Chairs
$14.90
Hall Chairs
$29.50
The proud recipient of itch 
a beautiful, comfortable 
chair, will be grateful to 
you for your generosity.
'USNITUnE COMPANY]
283 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
A stately chair built with 
a high back and uphol­
stered in rich velour or 
tapestry. You have your 
choice of covering.
Others $35., $45., $65
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Havana, Cuba
As In.all foreign countries, we find 
uge public markets here for the eon- 
enlence of the natives, and these 
virkeis offer many fruits and vege- 
ihles that are strange to the Ameri- 
iin, or rather to the northerner. Not 
o strung ta the natives of Key West 
nd Miami, for they also have many 
uits and v< getables in their markets 
lat are total strangers to the people 
f the North.
There are many cigar factories, for 
te fines* cigars in the world are 
Hut they are having 
le just now. For the 
tanf&eiure of the cheaper grades 
icy have installed the cigar making ' 
ind this has caused
and people who travel much gener­
ally have it out of their system before 
they reach here.
• • ♦ •
They have excellent horse races 
here, some baseball, good golf courses 
tennis, trap shooting and of course, 
some good bathing. / It is really more 
fun to go out and/ visit the planta­
tions and motor tftong the good roads 
being built either side of Havana. 
“The most beautiful land that human 
eyes have ever seen” were the words 
of Christopher Columbus when he 
first gazed on this scene, and so why 
should we go to a baseball game here, 
or waste time playing tennis? We 
shouldn’t, and we don’t.
The red, volcanic sand of Honolulu 
never grew such flowers as the black 
| muck deposits on this coral island 
, . . , , produce. Ceylon has the most beau-
mchirtag. a in  > tifuJ g(|r(,pns in the ,w<)rld ln my e8tl. 
rouble with the union cigar mak- i niation—but that is in India—and 
s. .fust as the talking movies with next comes Cuba, with the Botanical 
c cannel music have caused | Gardens, Japanese Park, Mendoxa 
Guide with, the union musicians in Park, Colon Park, Central Park and 
lliaini and ether Southern cities. the Country Club Park.
Most amusements are the same as i They have a grand casino here, 
ft the States, with, three exceptions, *
io r gs’ i 
’Jule here. 
InWie troiibb
ic Chinese and Spanish theatres and 
fast hand ball game called Jai-Alai, 
Ind pronounced “high-a-ligh.” One 
psit to a Chinese theatre is general- 
sufficient for a lifetime. Few
Imerit jns » ver go the second time,
Hotel AstoT
* NEW YORK -
One likes to be in 
th e center of tilings 
when one can tlo it 
quietly and with
comfort!
"Xt At Crotrroads ol tht ff'arid’
F. A. MuKtunheim
TIMES SQUARE
QROAOWA.V 44ST.-45 ST
f
Mkybe you’re wealthy—
Surely ton’re wise
If you come and keep healthy 
’Neath bright winter skies.
^S^Charles
ATLANTIC CITY
With the finest location and the 
longest porch on tile Boardwalk.
7 Az I ’Inii' t in Cum/'nt f
An Cneacelled Cuisttte
.SilMted oa a beautiful park
I Diipiiyin, an en,amble o( palm, a ad 
I tropical plain,, overlooking Like 
I Worth with a view ol Halm Beach oa 
Itlieoppuaitcahore.
Jtlbrooroa—each with private bath .., 
I European Plan . . . Moderate^ratca I"... eKCtric heat ill all roonia.
Open ail Year
RF.SRY 1. UYNK3. M»r.
exclusive Spanish and Cuban clubs; 
many rich planters, some of them 
very rich: and beautiful Spanish and 
Cuban women. A great deal of night 
life and gambling among the wealthy 
class.
It probably Is rightly named ‘The 
Paris of the Western Hemisphere," I 
can think of no more appropriate 
I name just a I this moment. However, 
like all of these places, they are nice 
] to visit for a time, but 1 have never 
yet found one where 1 would care to 
settle and rail it home. There is al­
ways something wrong, something 
missing. We live such an easy life 
in America with so many comforts 
and conveniences that most of us are 
spoiled. It was only a few years ago 
that we considered a private bath in 
connection with a hotel room, a lux­
ury. New the modern hotels have a 
hath in every room. We take it for 
granted that it should he there, of 
course, a part of tlie necessary eqttip- 
, ment. And-now what happens? Just
this:
• * • •
The Statler Hotels have a radio in 
every room. Tlte Pennsylvania Hotel 
in New York has a radio tin every 
room and you may go to bed, reach 
out. put on tile head phones, turn tlte 
switch and lie there and read tlte 
evetjjng paper while you listen to 
music a thousand miles away. The 
George Washington Hotel in Jack­
sonville. Florida, has a radio in every 
room—and 1/ is getting so that a 
traveller will not patronize a hotel 
now unless it is equipped witlt 
private bath with every room, a read­
ing lamp on tlte lied, a radio side of 
the bed, running ice water, and two 
telephones, one in tlte batli room 
to use when a call pomes and you 
are in tlte tub. and the other on tlte 
stand side of the bed so that you will 
not have to get out of bed to answer.
And then you leave the States and 
start to travel and you begin to miss 
thesi things that you have ‘come to 
look upon as necessary to your com 
fort. They are not necessities. They 
are iuxmiea enjoyed by no other na­
tion in the world—no, not even by the 
territories in our own nation—the 
pink plaste-ed Royal Hawaiian Hotel 
at Waikiki Beach, on the right hand 
side of the road coming out from 
Honolulu, for instance. However, it 
is a good hotel for Honolulu, more 
romantic than Young’s and much 
newer titan the Moana at the beach. 
But you can't speak of it in the same 
lireuth with Shepard’s nr the Grand 
Continental at Cairo. Egypt, or the 
Raffles or Europa hotels at Singa­
pore.
Christmas Tree Lighting Sets— 
Red. green, purple, white electric 
lightft. Connects to any socket. Make 
it a safe Christmas. Price complete 
$1 and up. Central Maine Power 
Company- 146-153
FLORIDA
MIAMI’S
Ideal Retort Hotel
Convenient to all pointi of interest—Modern in every way. 
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which 
surround the hotel .Many roonw with private balconies.
HOTEL _
GRALYNN
Booklet
on
Application
H.H.Mase
Comer Second St. and 1st Art. 
RATES: tfturppnm)
Single $2.60 to $7.00 djuly 
Double $5.00 to $12.00 daily 
Dining Room Strict Unturpotted
(June io 
October)
town Club 
Herd
■CCcuwets
/zwe»Z Ay front Hotel *
BOCK I t . T AND IM OCMAtlCN
furopean 
Plan. Overlooking CUu 
Park and Beautiful 
Biscayne Bav. In the, 
center of all activities.
WM. M. GALE- 
Manaqer
AcamwdUa $00 GveJts
Christmas Gifts
Practical and Useful Presents for 
Men and Boys
..... HERE IN WIDE VARIETY......
Those who know us and the goods we sell naturally turn to us for the 
proper gifts
MEN’S BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS TIES
Thousands of beautiful Four-in-l lands, made of rich silk, both domes­
tic and imported. The greatest collection and variety 
we have ever had
HATHAWAY SHIRTS
Percale, Madras, Silk Stripe and English Broadcloth 
No gift involving an equal amount of money will give a greater 
pleasure
BATH ROBES AND HOUSE COATS
are practical gifts that every man appreciates
MEN’S AND BOYS’ SWEATERS, SPORT BLOUSES AND 
LEATHER COATS
We carry a wonderfully large assortment of Sweaters of every 
description
>6 *616
APPROPRIATE GIFT SUGGESTIONS
Beautiful Neckties 1 Linen Collars and Cuffs
Kid Gloves and mittens House Coats
Imported Grey Mocha Gloves Bath Robes
Buck Gloves Silk 1 lose, plain and fancy
Fur Lined Gloves Lisle 1 lose
Lamb Lined Gloves and Mit- Cashmere Hose, plain and
tens fancy
Belts Sweaters
Suspenders Mackinaw Coats
(in individual boxes) Soft and Stiff Hats
Pajamas - Girls’ and Boys' Toques
Silk, Linen and Cotton Initial Hathaway White and Fancy
Handkerchiefs Shirts
Silk Armlets and Garters Caps
(in fancy boxes) Night Shirts
Cuff Buttons Flannel Shirts
Scarf Pins Overcoats
Mufflers Suits
NEW ENGLAND CLOTHING HOUSE
£
NEEDS MORE MONEY -
Director Crie Says It’s Essen- <kj» 
tial To Proper Handling of 5? 
Fisheries
Horatio I). Clio of Rockland. Dih»e- 
tor of Sea and Shore Fisheries, in his' 
estimates of expenditure ami income’2T 
of the department filed with the Leg- y 
i Motive Budget Committee, asking for Sw 
an increase in-his appropriation says *<. 
that since 1922 the department lias 
been placed in a serious condition by 
trying to develop the God-given re­
sourced of the sea with insufficient 
funds to do so. Director Crie asks 
$70,000 for each of the next <wo fiscal 
years for tlte pay and expenses of 
wardens, as against .$40,000 for each 
.•d' tlte last two fiscal years.
Front 1921 to 1926 our appropria-i
A ROMANTIC STORY CONDITIONS BETTER
Famous Old Naval Academy Improved Outlook In Several 
Traditions Feature Great Maine Towns Shown By
Picture Survey
NEXT YEAR'S PLAN
Farm Bureau To Surpass 
Even 1928 Splendid Rec­
ord
SIMPSON & STAPLES
THE LEATHER GOODS STORE
Sanctioned by the United States 
government and laid almost entirely 
in the romantic setting of the famous 
naval academy. “Annapolis” is one of 
the season’s really great pictures. It 
comes to Strand Theatre next Mon-
Latest business reports furnished 
by local representatives in territory 
served by the Central .Maine Power 
Company show a noticeable improve­
ment in the textile and shoe indus-
day and Tuesday under auspices of tries, the Skowhegan section report­
the Rockland Baseball Association.
A matinee and two evening shows 
Will be given each day and the entire C years, 
proceeds will be devoted to reducing y vacaiu shop in IFi 
the baseball debt, thus making pns- ^ppn rehabilitated by 
sible a Maine Coast League in 1929
ing the last local conditions in re­
spect to its woolen industries for
eport has 
the New 
Process Fibre Company which plans
Screened almost wholly at nnd in the-extensive inenu.aeiuii> of various 
the vicinity of the 1'nited States p,PSsed pulp pi, din ts.
Naval Academy at Annapolis. "An- Pittsfield shows an improvement 
napolis, ” featuring John Mack Rrnwii. , }„ M1111e „f us woo'.en mills while
Hugh Allan. Jeannette Loff and AVil 
Bam Bakeweli, is a production that 
is as sure to delight fyns and pack 
theatres everywhere ns that two a ml 
two make four. it is not packed 
with parades of battleships, smoke 
screens and naval manouvers. hut it 
deals with the daily lives of naval 
midshipmen and is a human interest 
story all the way through.
The picture was directed with in­
telligence and taste by Christy 
Cabanne, himself a graduate* of the 
United States Naval Academy and 
a director of exceptional ability, lie 
directed “The .Midshipman” in which 
Ramon Nova no was starred and its 
success was responsible for his se­
lection as the director of “Annapolis.”
The story of “Annapolis” is dra­
matic. thrilling and has that grip­
ping quality which holds the atten­
tion from start to finish.
Four screen*-players of popularity 
and reputation are featured in the 
leading roier. They are John Mack 
Brown. Hugh Allan. Jeannette Loff 
and William Bakeweli. The support­
ing players include Maurice Ryan. 
Byron Munson. Charlotte Walker ami 
Hobart Bosworth, all players of 
achievement and nation-wide pop­
ularity.
The story deals with Bill and Her­
bert. two r.aval midshipmen who aro 
rivals for the hand of a charming 
girl The two have disputes which 
threaten to ruin the careers of both. 
Herbert, crazed by jealousy, assaults 
a guard and Bill bravely assumes 
responsibility. He is .about to face 
a naval bi ard of inquiry when—but 
wc arc not going to tell you the whole 
of the story now. See it for yotvself.
"Annapolis” is to he presented at 
popular prices. 25 cents anywhere 5a 
tin* theatre afternoons and in the 
evening, floor 35 cents, balcony 
cents. A special musical program 
will be rendered by Organist O'Hara
Lewiston again reports improvement 
along textile lint's. Rockland, which 
has been on a steady upgrade re­
ports that conditions are even bet­
ter than last year at this time.
The industrial city of Gardiner 
continues to improve with prospects 
good for the winter months.
During this same period and in the 
same territory, power output, a good 
barometer of business conditions, in­
creased 34G over the previous period 
last year with one day’s output 
reaching a record figure of 920.400 
kilowatt hours.
OUTBREAK IS MILD
The outbreak of influenza, now 
present in sections of tlie Middle 
West and South, is not believed to he 
as' threatening as previous epidemics 
of the disease in the opinion of public 
health service officials. The death 
rate of the present outbreak is‘con­
sidered to he low by their service’s 
officials They explained that the 
disease was not as widespread as the 
influenza epidemics of 1918 and 1920 
nor do they fear any high mortality 
as resulted during those outbreaks.
Planning meetings of the Knox- 
Lincoln Farm Bureau for 1929 arc 
now underway. That means that all 
hut a very few meetings for 1928 have 
been held, ln the 23 organized wo 
men's communities 226 meetings have 
been held. Seventeen communities 
held clothing meetings. 10 communi 
ties organized 4-H Clubs, 22 held 
foods meetings and all 23 held home 
management meetings.
As a result of meetings held in 
clothing construction, 84 foundation 
patterns were made. 43 paper designs 
wire made and 53 garments from 
these The estimated value of these 
patterns and garments is $178;
The largest project under foods is 
that of Square Meals for Health. 
TIicm square meals were seihred at 
s7 meetings to a total number of 
125x. Most of the meals served were 
to farm bureau extension groups hut 
a lew were to outside groups such as 
ministers’ conferences, ladies’ aid or 
Grange. Square meals principles 
were used in 97 homes. Six table fur­
nishings meetings and three prepara­
tion of vegetable meetings have been 
held besides 27 in miscellaneous foods 
subjects.
Work under the household man­
agement project, or home manage­
ment project as it is to he called from 
now on. has been under a large num­
ber of different subjects. As a re­
sult of the seven home furnishings 
meetings held changes were made in 
floor and wall finishes, and curtain 
suggestions were used in 15 homes. 
Improvements in the kitchens in the 
county were made in five communi 
ties. One kitchen was entirely reno 
vated. Twenty-two Renovation of 
Furniture meetings were held this 
year. At these. 65 chairs were re­
seated and two re-upholstered
Twenty-one other chairs were re 
seated at home.
Last May two lamp shade training 
classes were held. The leaders who 
attended these held 13 lamp shade 
meetings without the home demon 
stration agent Other miscellaneous 
home management meetings were 
held in stenciling, sewing screens and 
basketry.
'I’in1 large amount of work accom­
plished during 1928 certainly eon 
tribunal toward a successful year. 
Reports were received promptly in 
most eases and very few notices for 
late reports were sent in. The project 
leaders and secretaries have certainly 
done well in this respect. Because o 
this theannual report of all work done 
ci ulil he finished promptly.
ti iiis were cut from $89,900 to $65X100. jSr . 
hut in 1927 we had a little inerrtase. JjM 
as our appropriation amounted* to 
$74,500. which .was a great help to us.” 
continues Mr. Crie.
“When one takes into consideration 
the advanced prices in every commo­
dity used by the department and the 
necessity of having extra equipment 
to enforce the laws owing to the fact 
that every violator has a fast boat or 
autom<»hile in which to deliver his 
illegal products, one can readily see 
that the cost of enforcement during 
the last five or six years lias increased 
nearly 25 per cent. This being true, 
it will cost #100.000 to obtain the same 
degree of efficiency that it did in 1921. 
and in the foce of the increase we 
have had 25 per cent less funds to 
work with. “ "• ♦ » ♦
“A few y«ear.»i ago it was an easy 
matter to stop a horse‘ then' used to 
deliver ‘shorts’ so-called, hut today 
it is no easy job to stop an automobile 
driven by a persistent violator of the 
law. It was also easy to go out and 
board a saiWxiat without power, espe­
cially if it was boealmod, hut today 
boats with powerful engines aiqj 
clean lines made it nearly impossible 
to catch the violators with any of the 
State boats.
“Each year new problems confront 
us in our Work. Violators are con­
tinually working out plans whereby 
they call dispose of their illegal 
pr< ducts without being caught, it 
always <‘osts money to combat new 
schemes, for oftentimes it takes 
months to find the key to the situa­
tion.
“It is very hard to keep a force of 
wardens interested, esp«‘cia’.ly if they 
arO put on half time during the win­
ter months. Some of our best men 
have already been to me and asked if 
they are to he laid-off this winter and 
they have stated that they cannot 
meet their living expenses unless they 
an he kept on full time. If they are 
to he laid off it will he necessary for 
them to get another position, so un­
less we get the amount asked for we 
hall lose some of our most valuable
men.
"For ihq past few years it lias cost 
the department thousands of dollars 
to regain the ground lost during the 
winter months, when if sufficient 
funds had been available, the full 
force of wardens could have been at­
tained during the winter and efficient 
w«»rk accomplished.• • ♦ •
Comparatively few people seem to 
realize the vast resources and bene­
fits that are derived from the great 
fishing business of the State. The 
majority of the people of Maine are 
fnmiliar with our great agricultural 
resources, hut there are very few 
persons residing within the boun­
daries of Maine who realize that the 
fisheries are next in importance to 
igrieulture. Maine has 2.500 miles 
of coast line, and along her shores 
reside approximately 12.000 fisher­
men who are engaged in the catyhlng 
f fish and lobsters for livelihood!
“The several species of these nat­
ural resources are lobsters, salmon, 
smelts, mackerel, scallop, clams, cod, 
haddock, hake, pollock and other line 
fish, and the value ol' this fishing in­
dustry reaches far into the millions 
when we stop and think, realizing the 
great amount of revonue derived and 
the vast abundance of food it supplies, 
is a consequence of which the ques­
tion arises. 'Is this great industry 
worth the money expended for its 
protection and encouragement?’ If 
wc are going to protect this vast nat­
ural resource of ours, how shall we 
do it? First, we must have laws that 
will stand the test of .enforcement and 
prosecution, and secondly, a sufficient 
appropriation to enable us to enforce 
those laws to the letter.”
Christmas is near at hand. Our stock of 
Leather Goods has just arrived for the 
Holiday season, all new and dp to date 
merchandise, such as—
Traveling Bags, Suit Cases, Hat Boxes, 
Trunks, Pocketbooks and Cases; in fact 
everything made of leather.
You Will Find Our Prices Are Reasonable
SIMPSON & STAPLES
MAIN STREET ROCKLAND
149-130
CHRISTMAS TREES 
AND WREATHS
Lp.-ivc yoirr order w ith us now and 
we will suppty you with an excellent 
Spiui'p Tree of Nursery Stock. Maine 
Grown, to lie delivered at your door 
on any day of the week before Christ­
ina «.
6 ft high ............................................$ .75
3 ft. high ........................................ 1.00
10 ft. high ......................................... 1.93
Laurel Wreaths, medium ..............28
Laurel Wreaths, extra large ........ 1.25
1’lease Mail Your Orders To Our 
Service Dept. or Phone 1142
FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
.. 'sag
Christmas Club
THE FIRST RATTLE
Even ih the day’s wlten men wielded 
Bory bludgeons, baby’s rattle had its 
place on tlie caveman’s holiday shop­
ping list. Discovery of an ancient 
rattle, which archaeologists claim is 
2.500 years old, was announced Tues­
day by the Field Museum of Natural 
History. Tlie toy was excavated near 
Kish. Mesopotamia Its shape is that 
of a hedsehos. with a hardened mud 
hall serving as Hie rattiej'.
Tlie faian dock should nol lie a 
pin money proposition. Poultry 
and egg prices for the coming year 
indicate a good profit for the farmer 
who has the proper stock and gives 
it good care Put good laying stock 
on the farm, and realize a profit.
Speedy Relief 
for Sore Throat
Safe Prescription Requires 
No Gargling
No longer in it necessary to gurgle 
nr to choke with nasty tasting patent 
medicines or gargles to relieve sore 
throat. Now you ca nget almost in­
stant relief with one swallow of a 
famous doctor's prescription called 
Thoxine. It has a double action, re- 
tho internal cause not reached bygar- 
lieves the soreness and goes direct to 
g1es, salves and patent' medicines.
Thoxine does not contain iron, 
chloroform or dope. Is pleasant-tast- 
ing. harmless and safe for tlie wheel 
family. Also excellent for coughs; 
stops them almost instantly. Quick 
relief guaranteed or your money hack. 
,35e. 60c, and $1.00: Sold by The Cor­
ner Drug Store and all other good 
drug stores.
of the
Rockland Savings gank
Rockland, Me.
5 W AY S
To Have
MONEY FOR CHRISTMAS
Select one of the following Clubs 
FIVE-DOLLAR CLASS
Requires a deposit of $5.00 each week for the next 50 weeks. In 
December, 1929, you will receive a check for $250.00, plus interest.
IWO-DOLLAR CLASS
Requires a deposit of $2.00 each week for the next 50 weeks. In 
December, 1929, you will receive a check for $100.00, plus interest.
ONE-DOLLAR CLASS
Requires a deposit of $1.00 each week for the next 50 weeks. In 
December, 1929, you will receive a check for $50.00, plus interest.
FIFTY-CENT CLASS
Requires a deposit of 50 cents each week for the next 50 weeks. In 
December, 1929, you will receive a check for $25.00, plus interest.
TWENTY-FIVE-CENT CLASS
Requires a deposit of 25 cents each week for the next 50 weeks. In 
December, 1929, you will receive a check for $12.50, plus interest.
CLUB STARTS DECEMBER 10
Join now and make your first payment
143-tf
s
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You Are Wanted
To depoit some money with us each month. We 
will loan it on HOMES of people here in KNOX 
COUNTY. We never charge them over SIX PER 
CENT, and the demand is more than we can supply. 
YOUR MONEY stays here to benefit your own com­
munity. You have the BEST SECURITY in the 
world and your DIVIDENDS OF FIVE AND ONE- 
HALF PER CENT are very liberal. You can start 
an account at any time. We receive deposits as small 
as ONE DOLLAR per month or any amount up to 
FIFTY DOLLARS per month.
Rockland Loan & Building Association
407 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, MAINE
Three doors South of Rockland National Bank
12GSU
TRY OUR FOR SALE ANO TO LET ADS.
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* Miami’s Finest Bai/ Front Hotel''
Arnmedata SX Cvtsti
COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
furopcan 
Plan. Overt Poking titv 
Park and beautiful 
Riscagnc Rav. In the, 
center of alt activities.
VVM. M. Ci ALE-
Manager
ECCKLfcT AND INtOLMATICN fURNIStltP ON RCrfiftrST
> At the Sign ofjKII 
rth National BanCT
We Solicit 
Your Business!
The NORTH National has been serving the people 
of Rockland and community for 71 years.
192a
Cheeking Accounts 
Savings Accounts four per cent 
Safe Deposit Boxes $3.00 per year 
Investments
Resources
$2,873,000.00
Foot of Limerock Street
North National Bank
| Rockland, Main©
BIRD’S ROOFS
AMERICAN 
7wm Shingles
Bird’s American Twin Shingles are 20* wide by 
1/ deep.
1. They have a smooth surface of 
natural red, green or blue-black 
crushed slate that will not fade in 
color and an extra wide butt.
2. Have the distinctive, arched cut* 
out that gives a decorative appear* 
ance to the roof.
3. They are permanent and spark- 
proof.
4. Are one-man, one-hand shingles, 
packed in easy-to-handle bundles.
Americn Twin Shingle* are made be Bird & Son, inc. CEst. 1795,) 
manuf; jrers of Neponset Twin Shingles, Bird’s Shingle Design Roofing. 
Art-Cr Roofing, Paroid Roofing, Neponset Black Building Paper and 
Ncponsv. Board. There’s a Bird product for every sort of building!
IFe are headquarters for Bird's ntofings, 
building papers o-ul wall board
W. H. GLOVER & CO.
CONTRACTORS
453 Main St. Rockland Tel. !4
1855 1928
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
WALDOBORO. ME. 
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS in
STONE 6Stf
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
PLUMBING, HEATING
Telephone 244-W 
106 Pleasant Street Rockland
Boatmens’ Headquarters
Largest stock of marine supplies in Eastern Maine. All kinds 
marine supplies; marine motors always in stock. Capable repair 
men and blacksmith shop. Let us make you a flat price on your 
new motor and installing same.
MARINE MOTORS
GRAY, UNIVERSAL, BRIDGEPORT, RED WING, STERLING, 
HARTFORD and JOHNSON OUTBOARDS 
We carry parts for Gray, Universal, Hartford and Johnsons 
Mail Orders Filled Promptly
Marine Supply Co.
CAMDEN, MAINE
Next Wharf To Yacht Club Tel. 78
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1-Supreme deity of
the Phoenicians 
5-Temporary abode 
9-Submarine
telegraph line 
10-Proflt 
T2-Wrinkled 
13-Plant again with
seed 
15-Flxed
15-Those who teat by 
sipping
18-Of age
(Latln-abbr.)
2O-Recent
22-Place of worship
24- Waetes time
25- Supply with .
weapons »
27- Dellberatlve body
(pl.)
28- Colore
29- G lossy
31- Expletlve express­
ing vexation
32- Duck
33- Prefix meaning 
> "hair
34_Auction
37-Abounding in mol 
39-Ascend
Solution to Previous Puzzle
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) 
43-Rowe
45- Tendeney
46- Assortmente of type
47- Rubbed out
49- Cloee of the day
50- Male adults 
61-Arched bridge
54- Palr
55- Hang down 
57-Balancee
59- Ventured
60- Deck of a 
battle-ship
61- Merrlee
62- Want
VERTICAL
1- Poueh
2- Subeldee
3- Place of prayer
4- brege
5- Concern
6- Ward off
7- Collected Into a
body
8- Paetry
9- A fish which ejects
Ink
11-Jumper / 
ia-Prepared
14-Deposlt at mouth of 
river
VERTICAL (Cont.) 
15-Slipped 
17-Clty of the Bible 
19-Examine by meant
of a reagent 
21-Asaayera 
23-Golf club
25- Perm!t
26- ln a state of 
disorder
29- Mascullne name
(shortened)
30- Small coral Island
34- Check
35- Ventllated
36- Rested
3(-Fine particles of 
rock
40- Part of the human
foot
41- Frete
42- Part of the Latin
verb “to be" 
44-Harth 
46-Utelets
48- Ate dinner
49- Upbrald
52- Sume up
53- Preposition 
56-Foot of an animal 
6#-Turf
WANTED, FAT FOLKS
Dieting Digs More Graves
Than Teeth Do, Says
Western Editor
“ - t
Farmers in the Middle West have 
started a crusade to make fat folks 
fashionable. "Let every boy be 
taught to look upon a fat man as his 
ideal of manly perfection, and let 
every girl be instructed that curves 
are the surest lure for a handsome 
and wealthy husband," say the hack­
ers of this movement, which believes 
the problem of farm relief will be 
solved if Americans can be persuad­
ed to eat more food.
Commenting on the new crusade, 
the editor of Farm and Fireside, na­
tional farm magazine, says: "The 
farmers are right. Curves will solve 
the farm surplus problem. These 
flat-chested, skinny-hipped, hide- 
and-bone women are the real menace 
to agriculture. What we need is 
more wholesome respect and admira- 
tioi for fat people.
‘ The present fashion for slender 
f-jtnales is mot based on human na­
ture. No woman wants to diet. 
Women like to fill their tummies 
even better than men do. Equally 
questionable is the fact that no man 
actually admires these weazened, de­
hydrated women who can get into 
modern ready-made $14.98 dresses. 
Any man would much prefer to asso­
ciate with and marry a good healthy 
cylindrical girl who has a lap and 
some girth.
"The idea that a lettuce leaf and a 
slice of pineapple make a meal must 
be annihilated. Dieting is digging 
more graves today than ever were 
dug with teeth."
As one step, the farmers suggest 
that exemption from taxation be 
granted to all people who weigh over 
200 pounds. They declare bluntly 
that what agriculture needs is more 
consumption of its products in regu­
lar honest .square meals that include, 
two kinds of meat, three kinds of 
pie and plenty of mashed potatoes
nd gravy.
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By Edwin Robert Pctrt
A JOAN OF ARC TOUR
The Maid of Orleans has left a 
well-defined trail for tourists to 
track her, and incidentally obtain 
WCl$.ny an interesting glimpse of the 
heart of France. If you want to start 
out with Domremy, her birthplace, 
yoi must look for it about 28 miles 
by rail from Pagny-sur-Meuse, on 
the line between Paris and Nancy. 
But if you have just landed in France 
you will probably- come to Rouen
MAINE'S WEATHER
Not At All the Kind That Is 
Pictured In Other Sections
A lady from Louisiana was talking 
to me the other evening, concerning 
her first visit to Maine. She admit­
ted that she had*come with consid­
erable misgivings, because she had 
formed such an adverse opinion of 
Maine from the things she had read 
in the papers about it, relative to its 
wretched weather. Her sister, who 
came here to live some years ago. 
had sent her papers, frequently, and 
s'he said, she was sure to find some 
story about the weather, usually un­
pleasant.
She expected to find this land 
‘buried under snow, with freezing 
winds blowing gales, with traveling 
difficult and with people enduring 
their misfortunes with what forti­
tude they could. She had read a good 
deal about snow’ shoeing, and skiing 
and other winter sports here, and of 
the bears and wild game, and so on 
the usual things w’hich are dissem­
inated from Maine as attractions 
But she wanted to see her sister so 
badly she came here, prepared to en 
dure with the rest. She was amazed 
at the lovely weather of the past 
week, and the evidences of a beauti 
ful summer which still lingered 
about.
Her complaint, for it amounted to 
i that, is justified, we feel, and to be
fiett. the scene cf her martyrdom. df>plored UnconBCioUsly. I believe 
Sorting from Paris ae a centre you Ma,pe has drjfted jpto a chron[c cop. 
can visit to the southwest. Orleans., ^n of complaint about lt8 weather 
which has a Joan of Arc Museum, which js rea„y wondertul compared 
and the Church of Notre Dame d£ E tha( Qf mapy other parU Qf (his 
Itc. ouvrance, which was erected In J country Every gnow storm maR 
nified into raging blizzards by headmemory of the deliverance of the town. Further on are Meung-sur- 
Loire, Beaugeney, Blois and Tours, 
all Joan of Arc towns. Not far away 
is .CJhinon. in the hall of whose 
Chateau du Millieu, Joan was pre­
sented to Charles VII. Fifty-two 
miles from Paris, oh the way to 
Rheims. is Compiegne. where Joan 
was taken prisoner by the IBurgun- 
dians in 1430. You will enjoy its 
palace and forest. At Rheims you 
have "the most- beautiful structure 
produced in the Middle Ages," in 
which Joan brought about the cor­
onation of Charles* VII. Other 
towns on this pilgrimage are Troyes, 
Patay near Oreans. Chalons-sur 
Marne and Vancoulers.
MONUMENT TO A GREAT LIAR
1 see by the papers in Berlin, this 
morning, that a memorial is to he 
raised to Baron Muncnausen in his 
native city of Bodenwerder, on the 
Weser River. I always thought of 
him as a hero of great and marvelous 
aiU'entures and never dreamed that 
lie had any more real existence than 
Siegfried, hut some say he was Hier- 
ohynn iis Karl Friedrich von Mun­
chausen, a German officer in a Rus- 
sfiji army, noted for his marvelous 
tales. "Some Liar!" is commonly 
tiid i omment of American boys when 
they read his stories, hut what will 
they say when they come to Boden- 
wqrder and see him actually astride 
XVI he famous horse which kept on 
drinking after it was cut in two! The 
nrj^morial is to -stand in the Mun­
chausen Berggarten. where the Baron 
■WAS wont to relate his fantastic 
talbs to his friends. He was prob­
ably one of those individuals lauded
i scar Wilde in his essay on “The 
Decay of Lying," who always found 
lying more interesting than telling 
Mid) truth. Incidentally. it will give 
^u^v zest to tiie delightful trips from 
Cassel to Hanover, or Setter still, 
to the little steamboat trip I took 
often years ago from, JJ,unden to
Hamelin on the Weser.
I__________________________________
line writers; every rain is made a pin 
on which to hang some more wild 
stories, and a few days of beat are 
intensified into equally uncomfort 
able periods.
The truth is that Maine doesn' 
really know what a blizzard is; she 
has never endured storms ii(ce those 
which lash Florida or devastate the 
middle west; she is free from earth 
quakes that rend and tear, or sand 
storms that ruin the landscape and 
everything else in their path. Maine 
has a climate which should be gloried 
in, rather than depreciated.
We laugh right out loud, at Cali 
fornia, which refuses to mention it 
quakes, unless driven to do so by 
unusual devastation, and even the 
minimizes the damage to the lowest 
degree; but we could learn a good 
lesson from 'her in her persistent 
covering up of her faults, and show­
ing her sunshine, only, to the world 
She has the right idea, and one 
which Maine could copy with good 
effect.
Every high colored tale which golfs 
out of this State about impassable 
roads because of snow drifts, or 
bridges swept away by rain deluges 
(said bridges usually being a four 
foot culvert or such), every story of 
electrical storms and heavy winds 
that spread through the press takes 
somebody awqy from the list of pos­
sible visitors to this State and gives 
an impression which is not actually 
true.
Winter is coming, and with it the 
expected storms and snows. Why not 
plod through them uncomplainingly, 
and give them scant attention, unless 
we can say that they have furnished 
wonderful toboggan slides and ski 
fields for those who love good 
healthy sport? If we hate to feed the 
furnace, keep it to ourselves; and be 
thankful for our mercies instead. It 
would have a wonderful effect upon 
conditions generally, both in our own 
state of mind and In the impression 
other people gain of us.—Grace A. 
Wing in the Portland Evening News.
TENANT'S HARBOR DAYS
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Now that we have caught up with
tiie Joneses we will give our atten­
tion to another imiiortant subject, 
viz: ‘ The History of the Town of 
St. George. Maine.”
I hid a request from Vinal­
haven for information as to where a 
copy might he procured. I could not 
furnish it. as the name of neither 
author nor publisher, nor when or 
where published is given. Can any 
Courier-Gazette reader give the in­
formation?
St. Georg? as a separate town dates 
from Feb. 7. 1803, and as my ma­
ternal grandsire settled there about 
1812 and married a memltfr of tiie 
Fountain family who had been there 
from the beginning, if not prior to 
that, why shouldn't I boost my na­
tive town’
The first town meeting was held 
Monday, April 4, 1803. and Barna­
bas Fountain was elected road sur­
veyor. (I do not know whether he 
was my grandmother's father or 
brother. “Dad's" diaries are of no 
help here; anyhow he didn't enter the 
family circle until 1855.) Voted for 
Governor, etc.. Hon. Henry Knox, as
Senator. 48 votes. (Was this Gen 
Henry Knox?) As this was 17 years 
before Maine separated from Massa- j 
chusetts it must have been as Sena­
tor to the Great and General Court 
of Massachusetts at Boston.
Voted, not to raise any money for 
the support of the gospel. The vot­
ers probably didn't raise any money 
for the support of the gospel in town 
meeting 125 years later, but they 
make tuforecord of it.
Voted, each day's work of a man. 
$1; yoke of oxen, 50 cents, cart 50 
cents, plow. 50 cents. I suppose 
those are about the going rates 125 
years later? Amount for highways 
In $350. In those early
days there was a property qualifi­
cation for voting, viz: “Having an in­
come of three pounds, or any estate 
to the value of sixty pounds."
At a town meeting May 1. 1815. 
school distrhts were laid out as fol­
lows:
“Ninth, from Enoch Ripley's north­
erly line at Tenant's Harbor to 
Enoch Ripley's southerly line at Long 
Cove:"
School street is where the two red 
schoolhouses werp located in our day, 
although I think the first schoolhouse 
in this district was up near Haskell’s 
Cove. In 1812 $400 was allowed for 
support of schools.
In population St. George has had 
its ups and downs, in 1880 it was 2875. 
In 1910 it was 2,201. The 1920 cen 
sus gives it as 1854. Boze
Somerville, Mass.
ABOUT SEWING THREAD
Sewing thread Is numbered accord­
ing to the size of the single strands 
of which the thread is composed. The 
single strand 840 yards in length is 
taken as a unit. The number is com­
puted from the number of hanks of 
840 yards each contained in one 
pound of the thread. For Instance, if 
a pound contains one hank of 840 
yards it is No. 1 thread: if it contains 
60 hanks it is No. 60. and so on. Thus 
the number increases as the size de­
creases. The first sewing thread 
produced was composed of three 
strand^ of single yard twisted to­
gether; thus No. 30 cotton sewing 
thread was composed of three strands 
of No. 30 single yarn; No. 40 was 
composed of three strands of No. 40 
single yarn and so on. Later, with 
the introduction of the domestic 
sewing machine, the necessity arose 
for making smoother, evener and 
stronger thread than was possible 
from three cord; therefore six cord 
thread was produced, and as the size 
and number were established It was 
necessary to make the thread com­
posed »if Six strands the same size 
in diameter as the prevailing num­
ber oF-fha- three-cord thread. For 
that reason the No. 30 six strand 
was composed of six strands of No. 
60 sing'e thread, which makes tiie 
diameter of No. 30 the same as the 
original No. 30 three strand.—The 
Pathfinder.
11 WHEN IN BOSTON- Remember hint you 
can btiv copies of The Courier-Gazelle with 
the home news, at the Old South News 
Agency, Washington St., nest Old South 
Churel),
It's the public -that's asleep and 
not the politician, when the latter 
sticks to his bunk.—Louisville Cou- 
rier-Journel.
Automatic Irons—New Westing- 
house model that turns itself on and 
off. Price $7.75; others $4.95 and up. 
Central Maine Power Company.
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A check for extra cash 
when you need it most
Christmas brings the need of extra money for 
gifts and other holiday expenses. The pleasure 
of Christmas is marred if you are handicapped 
by money problems and worries.
rr
You can have Christmas cash by this easy method
jur
By enrolling in our Christmas Club you make sure 
of extra cash for the holidays. You save in easy 
installments and receive our check for a substan­
tial amount when you need it before Christmas.
Enroll now in our
(LLI/TMAf CLUB
A small first deposit makes you a member
We have made arrangements to pay 4% on Christmas Club Accounts
Security Trust Company
Rockland
Union
Camden
Rockport
Vinalhaven
Warren
Struggle for Boyish Figure a Handicap 
To the Business Girl, Employers Hold
Upper left—Lois Eekhart, of Georgs White’s “Seandsls," picked by 
George White ae typifying a new 'style In chorus girls. Above—Edna 
Yeung, of Philadelphia, selected by a Jury of buelneee men ee an 
example of the beet type of business girl. Lower left—Clara Bow, 
cinema star, whose curves and dlmptii are among her chief attractions.
st.
tdiu
Wide World Thoto
SOME months ago Hollywood announced that the slat-like 
figure .was no longer at a 
premium in the movies. Soon 
afterwards Florenz Ziegfeld, Earl 
Carroll and George White, the 
Great Moguls of musical comedy, 
were reported as being at one In 
the opiniou that the day of the 
ultra-slender, pale and aenemlc- 
Inoking chorus girl was past. Now 
It appears that business men are 
rheut to take a stand for more 
curves and les3 dieting among 
the’r feminine employees.
An offlc'al of a Pennsylvania cor-
1 oration which employs several 
thousand girls In Philadelphia 
alone, Is talking. "For a good 
tunny yean,” he says, “we have 
bpen doing everything we could 
think of to Improve working condi­
tions with the object of keeping 
our girls well and happy. We’ve 
spent tens of thousands of dollars, 
but what Is the result? Our sick­
ness curve instead of falling is ris­
ing; not rapidly, but steadily, year 
after year.”
The time lost by this company's 
employees through Illness repre­
sents a serious dollars-and-cents 
waste. If too much dieting isn’t 
responsible for the rising curve It’s 
Impossible -to-eay-what Is. Every
other conceivable cause of physical 
impairment has been provided 
against in the form of frequent rest 
periods, comfortable rest rooms; 
plenty of sunlight and ample ven­
tilation.
In any event, the company la 
taking no chances. At the present 
time it is negotiating with a prom­
inent home economist to devote a 
considerable part of her time to con­
ducting classes In which she will 
stress the value of a well balanced 
diet and point out the ill effects of 
following harmful fads that lead 
the girls to deprive themselves of 
sweets and other energy producing 
foods.
Ne Hippopotami
The employment manager of a 
firm that employs over four hun­
dred girls divided between New 
York, Boston, Chicago, San Fran­
cisco and Philadelphia has found 
absences due to illness an increas­
ingly serious problem. "We can’t 
afford to hire a girl in any ot our 
offices who. doesn't look strong 
enough to work along steadily day 
after day,” he says.
“No matter how clever she may 
be, she can't give us the service 
we have to have, for her repeated 
absences tend to disorganize the 
whole department ot which she Is 
a member. An attractive appear­
ance Is, of course, an asset It's 
still true that nobody loves on 
wants to hire a baby hippopotamus, 
but I venture to sa-y that an ap­
palling number of girls In their 
desire to have the boyish figures
they seem to think fashionable, are 
dieting so hard that they are sac­
rificing their chances of obtaining 
good jobs, or their chances for ad­
vancement."
"" "Another result of selt-starva- 
’tion,” he continues, "is that lte vic­
tims are continually cold through­
out the winter months. They rob 
themselves of sugar and other 
foods that are required to maintain 
bodily warmth, and shiver in a tem­
perature of seventy degrees. We 
either have to let them shiver and 
be miserable, or else over-heat the 
building and make everyone else 
acutely uncomfortable.” 
io
Frayed Nerve*
An official of an employment 
agency who has had a varied experi­
ence In finding jobs for applicants 
In a large southern city. Is of the 
opinion that there lr. a close 
connection between self-starvation 
and frayed nerves. On this point 
doctors are in agreement with him.
“My theory Is,” he says, "that ex­
cessive dieting weaken* a girl’s re­
sistance to the petty trial* and an­
noyances that are inseparable from 
business. She's too prone to fly off 
the handle or break down and weep 
if anyone finds the slightest fault 
with her work. You can't blame 
he employer for being wary of 
er. Temperament is out of place 
in an office and always will be. 
ee’T'm convinced by both observa­
tion and experience that the de­
mand for a healthier type of busi­
ness girl Is going to grow with in­
creasing momentum."
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Probate Notices THE YEAR’S WONDERS
As Shewed From Important 
^endpoints of Science and 
Service
lloca science owe to 193#? By
Steal discovery useful in- 
i, and ttift.4 ,of knowledge will 
■qgi' be remembered? In answer 
questions, Sumner Blossom, 
r 'of Popular Science Monthly, 
1751 i zed the outatanding ad- 
of the past 12 months, as out-
STATE OF MAINE
To all peraona Interested In either of the 
estates hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court held at dockland. In 
and for the County of Knox, on the 20th day 
of Korember In the year of our Lord one 
thousand nine hundred and twenty-eight and 
by adjournment from day to day train the
20th day of uld Norember, the following \ 
matters haring been presented for the srtlon 
thereupon hereinafter Indicated U Is hereby 
Ordered: i venf
That notice thereof be siren to all persons last 
Interested, by causing a copy of this order to ., ,, 
be published three weeks succosslrely In The '
CouHer-Oaxette, a newspaper published at edit<
Rockland In said County, that they may ap- sum1 
pear at a Probata Court to be held st said 
Rockland on the 18th day of December A. D. n^7s ,
1928. at nine o'cleck In the forenoon, and be llnedxp him by the nation's foremost 
beard thereon If they see cause. leadeil In the various fields of scl-
GF.ORG E W. ROBINSON late of Thesnss- ence and invention 
ton, deceased. Will and Petition for Probate , J , *,,ventlon-
thereof asking that Letters Testamentary be *n Rvlatton. we had the announce-
ISsued to Helen P. Robinson of Thomaston, menu of an air-cooled radial Diesel 
wltiwu^bond* E’KU,rlx ln “W K'“ engi/e, weighing only three pounds
JAMES 8. JENKINS late of Rockland, de- per ’lor8epower. T1’e Kreater ccono- 
cetsed. Will And Petition for Probate thereof mJ’ in fuel consumption In Diesel mo- 
•sting that Letters Testamentary be Issued tors means a greater range for alr- 
to Chorla A. Jenkins of Rockland, she being i, r , , .the Executrix named In said will without P,dncss I se of heavy oil fuel Instead 
bond. , of gasoline means greater protection
MUSIE E. STONE late of Cushing, de- from fire. Interest In the possibility
!?r A.d?ln!llr£ilnn Fkln» of vertical flight was revived by the that Gilford B. Butler of South Thomaston or , <• ♦ , .
ae other suitable person be appointed Ad-’ **lght of the autogiro from London to latrator Mth bond. | Paris.SIDNEY, L. HALL late of Rockland, de-j In transportation, last year saw an 
S-?*dHodntytl|n Thomsonlno?lr*Ro”.nd’ki"“r “^vltnce In locomotive efficiency. A 
some other suitable perfcon be appointed Ad- Ppund of coal now moves a ton load 
mlnlatrator with bond. | of freight 7.74 miles, compared with
\ ELECTA E. ROBBINS Ute of Union, de- 7.4 miles in the previous years. Thia 
• ceased. PetltBm for Administration asking' n„ .. q eon nonthat Myrtle E. Judkins of Union or some other ,ptans a saving of 3,800.000 tons of 
suitable person be appointed Administratrix coal a year, 
without bond. I
°,f ,H.*”rf"rd’ J? ' >n medical research, the study of dercaaM, petition for Administration asking ...... .thkt Martie Gay Raker of Harerford, Pa., or 'Ramins continued to hold an Int- 
sdtnr other suitable person be appointed portaht place, especially concerning 
Admx. without bond. the relationship of the new vitamin
ESTATE OF MARTHA F. TILL'S of Rock- , » to sterllltv InventIwatnra In the land, Petition for License to Sell Real estate “ , - J”' e«’Katora in the
filed by Ruth L. Baker of Rockland, Guardlam| Unlvaralty of Wisconsin discovered
aaklng that she may he llcenaed to sail at. that copper is a substance ot greatest
private Bale cerUIn real eatate belonging to I tmnortance In r.l«tlnn«hln to the Mr
aald ward situated In Rockland and deacrlbed, lmP°rtance In relationship to the for-
ln aald petition. I mation of blood in the human body.
9CSTATE OF KLV1N BRADFORD late of In the, past, It has been believed that 
rnloa, deceaaed. Petition for Llcenae to Sell iron liras the chief mineral salt of Im
Real Eatate tiled by Riley Bradford, Admr. ,v,. ___ _
aaklng that he roav he licensed to sell .. P°rtance In this connection. 
prlv*t« or public sale certain real estate be- Anjpng automobile manufacturers 
Mferibrt in MW*P^ti™,U*,'d ,n Unl#n | easier riding became a scientific 
ESTATE or CHARLES K. LINDEN. et al, Prec,s on Instruments re
of Rockport. Petition for License to Sell Reel Placed human judgment In measuring 
Estate filed by Amende Lunden of Rockport, riding qualities, helping to correlate 
Guardian, taking that she may be licensed idincU nhsnrhorta and tires t„to sell at prime sale certain real estate 8P>ohocK absorbers and tiros, to 
belonging to iatd wards situated In Rockport allow faster, comfortable riding and 
•nd described In said petition. longer driving without fatigue.
ESTATE OF FRANCIS M. SNOW of Rock- Psychology saw a further shift ot 
land. Petition for License to Sell Krai Eatate «„filed by Rockland National Rank, Conserve- pmphasls from intelligence to emo-, 
tot asking that they may be licensed to sell tions as a motivating force in human
'•*«}“r,eal?elon*l"‘! »•'<!'life. A specific achievement is the
situated In Rockland and described In said, .. .. , . ,
Petition. I discovery that adults can learn such
ESTATE OF E. FLORENCE ROGERS late things as they need to learn almOBt as 
of South Thomaston, deceased. Petition Tor rcadUy as the child or youth 
Ueenee to Sell ReelI Estate filed by Myra 8. T„| 8fndlng of television Images by-
Day of Belfast. Admx. asking that she may I „ .. . ’ . '
,b» licensed to sell at private or public stle sunlight stood out as a distinct 
Vermin real estate belonging to said deceased achievement in communication in 
situated In South Thomaston and described <Tt
In-said petition. i Ja-S-
ESTATE OF ALMEDA O SMITH late of 
vinelhaven. deceased. Petlilon for Perpetual j In AStrohomy, the most important 
cere ot Burial lot filed by Evelyn W. Vlner event leas the announcement that a 
Admx.. taking that the Court may determine
the amount of money and to whom the same
shall be paid. j Ameiwl with funds provided by thb
ESTATE OF MELINA MERRY late of War-’ Interactional Education Board 
r«n.^deceased, Petition for Distribution filed chemistry contributed a number of
SELL NEW ENGLAND
Plan Marks a Long Step For­
ward Says Boston Tran­
script
Adopted by the representative!! of 
all six States, the New England Sales 
Plan presented by the New England 
Council to the New England Confer­
ence marks a long step forward in 
intelligent publicity for the recrea­
tional and Industrial resources of the 
northeast group of States. But it 
does mure than that. Incfuded ln the 
scope of the work which will soon be 
in progress is effort to give New 
Englanders themselves a better un­
derstanding of the natural advant­
ages of the region ln which they 
make their homes. Such understand­
ing should be a powerful factor lit 
keeping here the ■ young men and 
yotlng women who might otherwise 
seek their fortunes ln distant por­
tions of the land.
The adoption „of the plan means 
that in the nex't three years more 
than half a million dollars. $600,000 to 
be exact, will be devoted to this un­
dertaking. While it will Include ex­
penditure for direct advertising, that 
will be only one among the activities 
which will be Included In the under­
taking. And this work supplements 
that which is already carried on by 
other agencies ot publicity. It does 
not mean the abandonment of llieir 
efforts. New England l.s to act as a 
unit through the Council, hut the 
component parts of New England 
may be expected to continue individ­
ual work ln the promotion of their 
own interests and the Interests of 
a region which, were it a single 
State, would be the fourth in point 
of population.
The enthusiasm with which the 
convention al Portland adopted the 
sales plan Is a tribute to the success 
which has attended the New England 
Council during the three years since 
Its organization. The proposal In­
volved adding $200,000 annually to the 
existing budget of $100,000 this an­
nual expenditure of $300,000 to con­
tinue for three years. In other words, 
the business interests of New Eng­
land were asked to appropriate near­
ly a million to enable the Council to 
carry on the work It lias been doing 
and the new work contemplated. The 
request Was granted without hesita­
tion. What better testimonial could 
this young organization want than 
this?—Boston Transcript.
BASKETBALL DOINGS
The Rockport High basketball 
teams split a double header with 
Brooks High at Rockport Friday night 
the girls winning 18-11 and the beys 
losing 34-22. The Rockport High 
girls kept up their good work and 
Won easily from the visitors. The 
work of the Rockport guards was one 
of the features of the game. The local 
boys* started off with a rush but show­
ing very poor passing soon fell behind. 
In the last half they came back strong 
but were not able to overoome Brooks 
early lead.
Line ups:
Rockport Girls
Spofford, rf .........................9 0 IS
Poland. If ......................... 0 0 0
Wall, c ............................... 0 0 0
Graffam, sc ....................... 0 0 0
Noyes, rg ........ a............. o o 0
Marcello, lg ..................   0 o 0
9 0 18
Brooks Girls
Dodge, rf ........................... 3 3 9
Kelsey, If........... . .............. 1 o. 2
Pollard, c ......................... 0 0 0
Ames, rg ........................... 0 0 0
Bradford, sc .................  0 0 0
Ellis, lg .......................     0 0 0
Chase, lg ......................... 0 0 0
4 3 11
Rockport Boya
Graffam, rf ..................... 4 1 9
IngrB-ham, If ................... 0 1 1
Ijidd, c .................................. 9 2 fi
Starr, rg ........................ 2 0 4
Erickson, lg .................. 1 0 2
Ballard, lg ..................... 0 0 0
E. Crockett, lg .............. 0 0 0
K Crockett, rf ............... 0 0 0
Collamore, If ................. 0 u 0
9 4 22
Brooke Boyo
Austin, rf ...... ................ 5 0 10
Derrjng. if ........... ......... 7 1 15
9 1 5
Prime, rg ........................ 0 0 0
Maddocks, lg ................. 2 0 4
If rimer, lg....................... 0 0 0
16 34
Referee, Talbot.
by Hollis W. Merry Admr.
ESTATE OF MOSES HAUL late of Warren, 
deceased,. Petition for Allowance filed by Isa 
B/ljalrf *M6w and Admx.
ESTATE dr CHARLES 0. K1FF late of 
Rockland, deceased, Petition to Determine 
Inheritance Tax filed by Gilford B. Butler 
Exr. ' . . ,.
ESTATE or CASSIE F. CONANT late of 
Friendship, first and final account filed for 
allowance by Rodney 1. Thompson Admr. 
d. t>.' n.c. t. a.
ESTATE OF CLARENCE CROUSE late of 
Cughlng. deceased,, first and final account 
filed for allowinre by Edwin A Vose Admr.
ESTATE OF FRED H. BERRY late nf Rock­
land, deceased, seventh account filed for al­
lowance by Union Safe Deposit and Trust 
Company Trustee.
ESTATE OF ANNIE HIBBERT late of 
Washington, deceased, first and final account 
filed for allowance by Archie M. Hibbert 
Admr.
advances. Vitamin D, an essential 
constituent of foods, was produced 
cohrtterrially through the agency of 
ultra-violet light. New uses for corn­
stalks and other agricultural wastes 
were discovered. A process was de- 
velojigd, for plating aluminum on 
other metals. It was demonstrated 
that wrought iron can be produced on 
a large scale without puddling.
In electrical engineeffng. the tele- 
vox /or automatically controlling 
electrical equipment, the application 
of vacuum tubes to many new fields, 
the development of the 99fi,000-volt 
cathode ray tube, and the establish­
ment of new ships, were outstanding. 
In radio, we had the perfection of
ESTATE OF GEORGE H. MARKS late of the A,, f- tube, stabilizing the opera
1 fil rjt ami Anal aiwuill nf a . « V . -V ! ... a   Rockland, deceased, first and final account 
filed for allowance by Edward f. Payson Admr.
ESTATE OF ABBIE E. INGALLS late of 
Waahlngton, deceased, first and final account 
filed for allowance by Silas E. Bowler Admr.
ESTATE OF GEORGE W MUGUDGE late 
'of Rockland, deceased, first and final ac­
count filed for allowance by Katherine H. 
Follett Admx.
E8TATE OF MYRON WENTWORTH l«te of
tion of the modern radio set, and 
further refinements in the direction 
of uncontrolled tuning processes and 
better tonal qualities.
Perhaps the most significant of all 
developments In the realm of physics 
[ was the discovery by Dr. Robert A. 
Millikan that cosmic rays stream
Rocklaiid. deceased, first and final account Unon the earth from the depths of 
filed for allowance by Westbra B. Wentworth d powerful that theyand Winifred L. Clinton Admrs. I space ana are so poneriui inai mey
ESTATE OF CHARLES H. MANK late of 
Cuablox. daceaaed. first and final account 
filed tor allowance by Gilford R. Butler Admr.
ESTATE OF MATTIE J. RVRTON tale of 
rushing, deceased, first and final account filed 
for allowance by Oscar E. Burton Admr.
ESTATE or GEORGE M. ROBINSON late 
ot Tbomaatm. deceased, first and final ac­
count Ried for allowance by Helen P. Robin­
son Admx.
ESTATE OF CHARLES G. KIFF late ot 
Rockland, deceased, first and final account 
filed for allowance by Gilford B. Butler br.
ESTATE OF FREDONIA ALLEN late of 
Indiaaapolts, Indiana, first and final account 
filed for allowance by The Vnlon Trust Com- 
tpany of Indianapolis Exr.
ESTATE OF MARY 8. OLNEY late of New 
York City, deceased, first and final account 
filed for allowance by Peter B. Jr. and 
Slgourhey B. Olney Ezra.
penetrate 18 feet of lead.
INFLUENZA MENACE
la Again Abroad In the Na­
tion and May Sweep Down
On the East 
—
Ti® U.S. Public Health Service 
at an infleunza epidemic, now 
In the Middle West. Is 
Ing eastward and may sweep 
lire nation.
■tx from 26 states recently 
show that 21.238 new cases 
ESTATE OF MELINA MERRY late of War-' developed In the week ending Dee. 
ran, deceased, first and flndl accouat lled.for ' g, anfi offlclals said this was prob- 
•ilowtfice by HoItU W. Merry Admr. | abiy kHt one-fifth of the total cases,
of“TtMec ^25CL5* In Kansas. 13.596 new eases were
filed: for
NOT EXACTLY IDLE
Prehibition Forcee Made More Than
75,000 Arreete Laat Fiacal Year.
■fhe efforts of the. Prohibition Bu 
reau of the Treasury Department to 
enforce the prohibition law was de­
pleted Tuesday in the annual report 
of Prohibition Commissioner Doran. 
He recited that his forces had made 
75,307 arrests with 58.813 convictions 
ln the fiscal year 1928. It was an in-, 
crease of 10,090 over the arrests for 
the previous year.
Operating with 4.396 permanent 
and 92 temporary employes the Bu­
reau seized 1.048,636 gallons of illegal 
spirits. 4,254,029 gallons of malt 
liquors. 399.608 gallons of wine, 18.- 
220 illicit distilleries. 18,980 stills and 
217,278 fermenters. Prohibition 
forces also seized 6,934 automobiles 
valued at $3,057,132 and 81 boats 
valued at $144,240
Commissioner Doran said 77.799 
prohibition violation cases were ter­
minated in 1928 and of the convic­
tions 15.792 persons were given jail 
sentences equaling 5,631 years. Fines 
aggregating $7,031,109 were assessed. 
In addition to the Federal cases 
agents of the Bureau aided In 15.077 
cases in State courts in which 9,025 
convictions were secured.
During the year 109.000.000 gallons 
of alcohol was manufactured and 92,- 
000,000 gallons of denatured alcohol 
and 159.000.000 gallons were with­
drawn for denaturing. Pure alcohol 
withdrawn from bond amounted to 
8.670,000 gallons.
T« elimlaate
RHEUMATISM
Taka Buxtaa'i Rhaumatla figaelfta. Try It. 
Yaa will sat regmt It. Far salt at all leaglag 
drug starts. Let us stag yeu a beeklet. THE 
BUXTON RHEURATIC MEDICINE CO.. Abkat 
Villagt, Malta.
len. dtcesMd. first and final arrount 
allowance by Hannah E Whitmore ofBcl|Uy reported. 
" of Martin E. Whitmore
aald Nancy K. Whit-
UjIYFT «IIUW«UIC
Rgx. of the eetete I 
letA Admr. of the s  
re Extate.
Wjth^s. EDWARD K. GOULD. Esquire, 
idge of Probate Court for Knox County,
Rockland. Maine.
Atfeef: CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
Notices ot Appointment
I. Charles L Veazie, Register of rrobete 
- - — - - -tetta.
DeDiip bo far are not numerous 
and health officials, though warning 
the public to take precautions against' 
the disease, said the mortality rate 
probably would be much lower than 
in the winter of 191S-1919.
For the week previous. 19.000 neip 
raises were reported. The following 
are statistics for states where the 
epidemic Is most severe: Montana. 
4.580 new rases: Colorado. 1,936 new 
cases: New Mexico. 170; Arizona. 
100; Wisconsin 107; North Dakota.
SHIP YOUR
VEAL, PIGS,
LIVE AND DRESSED 
POULTRY
To
Nothing Surpasses 
Pleasant-tasting
SCOTTS
EMULSION
For Those Who Need 
the Health-giv­
ing Benefits of
Cod-liver Oil 
Vitamins
Scott & Borne. Bloomfield, M. J. »-«•
GRANTLAND RICE'S TEAM
All-Amtrican Football Selections
Mads By Famous Sporting Writer
Colllsr'g Weekly gave out Thurs­
day for publication its all-American 
football team, selected by Grantland 
Bice. The team includes six players 
from the East, three from the Middle 
West and one each from the South 
and Far West, in addition to which 
three utility men are named. The 
selections follow-:
End—Fesler, Ohio State
Tackle—Getto. Pittsburgh.
Guard—'Fost, Stanford.
Center—Pund, Georgia Tech.
Guard-—Burke, Navy.
Tackle—Pommerenlng, Michigan.
End—Hnvcraft, Minnesota.
Quarter—Harpster. Carnegie Tech.
Halfback—Cagle. Army.
Halfbick—Scull. Pennsylvania.
Fullback—Strong. N. Y. University.
Utility Back—Brazil, Detroit.
Utility Lineman—Doubs. W. and J.
Utility End—Vansickel. Florida.
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Oeothner, Dr. 
and Mrs. G E. Schofield, Floyd Wot­
ton. Mr. and Mrs. Hamlin Schofield 
spent Thanksgiving Day at Thomas 
Creamer's, Dutch Neck.
Mrs. Albert Genthner spent a day 
last week With her father Thomas 
Creamer at Dutch Neck.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Winchenbach 
were In Rockland Saturday.
Wilson Smalley of Thomaston 
spent the weekend with his family 
at G. A. Palmer’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Freelon Vannah and 
son Sherman were in Rockland re­
cently.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Winchenbach 
were in Dutch Neck Saturday to at­
tend the. funeral of Mr. Winchen- 
bach's grandmother the late Mrs. 
Cora Winchenbach.
The Ladles Aid of the M. B. church 
will meet with Mrs. Ernest Burns 
Dec. 20.
A. B. Little and Mrs. Millard of 
Bristol were Sunday guests ot Mr. 
and Mrs. George T. Palmer.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Perley Benner and 
Mrs. Harold Benner were in Rock­
land Saturday.
Joe Studley of the village spent 
Sunday with his parents Mr. and 
Mrs. Oliver Studley.
NOT TO QUIT (PORTLAND
Vipa President Sidta 6Ma At Raat
A Rumor Concerning the Eastern
Steamship Line*.
The Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc., 
will not abandon any of the services 
to and from Portland, it was forecast 
Thursday following a long conference 
between A. B. Sides, vice-president 
of the steamship company, and Henry 
F. Merrill, chairman of the hoard of 
directors of the port. The five- year 
lease of State Pier facilities for the 
Boston-Portland service expires on 
the 23d of this month and It was to 
discuss terms of a new lease that the
for the County of Knox. In the Stite of Msl 
hereby certify th*t In the following estates 
the persons were eppolnted Administrators 
or Executors and on the dates hereinafter
ADDIE A. ROBIN8OX late of Warren, de-1 So far th* epidemic has not. tieen 
e«ased. November 5. 1A28. John B Roblnaon felt seriously In the Southeastern 
of Warren wet appointed Admr and gualMed states.
by filing bond on the same date. I public places, or crowded
MOSES HAHL late or Warren, deceased,'
November 7, 1928. Ida 8. Halil of Warren rooms.
was appointed Admx. and qualified by filing Do: not expose yourself to drafts. 
;bond on the same date. | ov sudden changes of temperature
E. FLORENCE ROGERS late of South without proper extra clothltlg.
'homaaton. deceased. Not. 20. 1928. Myra H. [ . .. iho feet wet
lay of Bangor was appointed Admx. and Avoid getting the reel wet.
ualtfled by filing bond on the same date. Keep away from houBes or from
EMMA J. HANSELL late of Thomaston,' neighborhoods where the Influenza is
•ceased. November 20. I9W. Wlnnlfred known t0 exist.
ilader of Thomaston was appointed Admx. ,-arcful about coughing, cover
ADBLBERT K. CROCKETT late of Warren.’ rarefullv
eceaaed. September 12. 1»M. Louie a., the mouth carefully.
Irockett of Warren was appointed Admx. and i Avoid eating In public places, 
luallfled by filing bond on the same date. where one must use dishes and silver
BESSIE J. YOVNG late of Thomsston. de-' ,hat f,fhere have used, even In the 
eased. November 21. 1928. Berry R. Young . „ni..PV nlares of Thomaston was appointed Exr. without most sanltan placed 
bond. Be careful in diet, to avoid rich
OSCAR D. GOULD late of Hope, deceased, foods, or things liable to produce a 
November 20, 1028. Luclllus E. Gould of Lin- disturbance in the general health, 
eolnvllle was appointed Exr. and qualified by Qef p)enty q{ sleep w|th fregh a,r
N. E. HOLLIS & CO.
COMMISSION MERCHANTS
47-53 NORTH MARKET ST. 
37-42 MERCHANTS ROW 
BOSTON, MASS.
Ona of the oldest established 
Commission House* in Boston
Prompt Returns
WEEKLY MARKET REPORTS 
MAILED UPON REQUEST
120S154
fling bond on November 23, 1928.
HMMA J. HANSELL late bf Thomaston, de- 
aaed. Norembeg 20, 1928, Wlnnlfred Slader
In plenty.
In short, take the best possible
it Thomaston was appointed Administratrix care of yourself, and do not be afraid. 
"dl8M*""ed ’’’’ fltinl b’°d .011 N°’eniber I Fear often produces a responsive 
HEZEKIAH HEMBNWAY late of Union, ’ condition of the body to disease.
REAL ESTATE
Farms, City Homes, 
Cottages, House
and Cottage Lots 
EARLE LUDWICK
38 CHESTNUT ST. ROCKLAND 
Talaphone 723-M
I48tf
‘ceased, November 20, 1928, Herbert L. Grln- 
pll of Union was appointed Administrator 
id qualified by filing bond on the same date. 
Witness: CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
144-8-130
WHEN IN HORTON—Remember that you 
m buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with i 
« home news, at the Old South News ’ 
rency. Washington 8t., next Old douth 
lurch.
For a Cold or Cough
quip
Ktag thfi bawfilg fipgn and take
BROWN’S RELIEF
gn ritlfi* and Mirim 
Norway Mfididn* Cfi.
L W. McCartney
Plumbing and Heating
ROCKLAND, MAIN
Taltphong 100S-M
, 141-fiTfiry Sat-tf
n .a.t io. ii ■! i
TIRE SALE
Entire Stock of Tires To Be Sold Below Cost
Sale Starts Dec. 11
We have the following sizes that must he disposed of: 
Dunlop Cords Dunlop Balloons
30x31-2 as low as $4.50 
29x4.40 as low as $5.75
32x41-2 
32x31-2 
34x4
33x6.00
30x4.95
31x5.25
THIS IS YOUR CHANCE
Thurston Oil Co.
104 Park Street Rockland
148-150
Eastern official went to Portland. 
Lease of facilities for the New
York-Portland service of the lines 
does not expire for another five
years. It was Indicated and this sets 
at rest the rumor that tiie line might 
abandon that portion Of its service 
out of Portland.
TO CELEBRATE TIDE WATER’S FIFTIETH A.1MVERMKV
L-.1 TY1MIVA A AAAfAj
a high-test.. • antl-knoek 
... super-power gasoline
AT NO EXTRA COST
[You save 3 cents to 5 cents 
a gaUan!]
ORKBN is color row Yorw rwoTKi nos
At the price you pay for ordinary gasoline*
« • . here9s the liveliness • . . the anti-knock
quality • • • t/ie extra power which usually , » •
cost 3f to 5f more a gallon.
You’ve paid to 5# more a gallon for premium fueb 
offering extra liveliness . . . You can get that extra Irt^ii- 
ness now in Hi-test TYDOL, at no extra coat.
You’ve paid 3# to Sf more a gallon for anti-ku«wk 
qualities . . . You can get them now in Hi-test TYDOL, 
without any extra charge.
You’ve paid 3< to 5f more a gallon for sparkling extra 
power . . . You can get it now in Hi-teat TYDOL, without 
thia price-penalty.
At every TYDOL pump, this new and mightier gas is now 
at your service, at the price of ordinary gaa . . . Hi-teat 
TYDOL is a pure, distilled gasoline, free of all added chemi­
cals, sSve its harmless green dye. It is a high-test, anti-knock 
fuel, rich in new energy, sparkling with fresh speed.
If you would give new wings to your car . .. stop at the 
nearest TYDOL pump and fill up with Hi-teat TYDOI. A 
single driving experience will convince you that it is not 
only a great gasoline, but the greatest of all gasoline values.
Little & Coffin Oil Co.
Lewiston, Maine
MADE BY THE MANUFACTURERS OF VEEDOL MOTOR OIL... THE OIL USED IN THE GRAF ZEPPELIN
Page Twelve Rocklant) Courier-Gazette, Saturday, December 15, 1928
Every-Other-Day
THE REALM OF MESIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
In a collection of music from the 
Theodore Pressor Co., Philadelphia. 
«re some very noteworthy contribu­
tions, particularly a beginners voice 
book by Frantz Proschowski. “The 
Singing School” (Proschowski is 
among the foremost vocal teachers, 
and among his many famous pupils 
appear the names of Amelita Galli- 
Curci and Tito Schipa).
The treatie deals with a rational 
school of nature's way to sing: the 
human voice and its use are described 
from the viewpoint of nature's indis­
putable fundamental laws, thus giv­
ing the student a correct knowledge 
upon which to form a concrete un­
derstanding of the art of singing. The 
musjeal studies necessary to the 
progress of the vocal student are pre­
sented in graded progressive form in 
connection with the vocal studies, 
thus preparing the student musically 
as well as vocally. There are several 
pages of text devoted to anatomy in 
its relation to vocal production, reg­
isters. consonants, attack, breath­
ing, concentration, etc. The exercises 
in the book are designed to develop 
the student’s knowledge of the three 
principal things he has to learn— 
notation, tonality (the different keys) 
and chords. The book is so arranged 
that the work can be applied to any 
type of voice, tenor, soprano, contralto 
or bass. It is very complete and prac­
tical, and should interest both vocal 
students and vocal teachers.
» * » *
Another teaching volume is devoted 
to piano playing—“Music Play for 
Every Day." designed for the be­
ginner at the piano and is gotten up in 
the most fascinating manner. In ad­
dition to the tuneful little pieces, 
there are questions relating to music, 
brief histories of the famous mu 
sieians, entrancing little pictures, and 
toward the back several “Little 
(’lassies” by such composers as 
Haydn. Verdi. Bach, Schumann. Mo­
zart. Handel. Wagner, Schubert. 
Beethoven, etc.
The work was planned by James 
Francis Cook ». for 20 years editor of 
The Etude Music Magazine, and the 
author of numerous immensely suc­
cessful musical educational works. 
With him collaborated Miss Helen 
L. Urainni. distinguished specialist in 
child music training. Preston Ware 
<»rem. musical editor and critic^ Ed­
ward Ellsworth Hipsher. assistaift edi­
tor of “Etude" and Francis Sherman 
Cooke, illustrator. The volume is of 
such distinctive, novel, ingratiating 
character that the teacher and the par­
ent will identify it at once as a work 
of sound pedagogical value, insur­
ing greater acuta! delightful progress 
in tlje first lessons than can be ac­
complished from :ue use of any olio 
sintf* ■ work. I am told that it is 
being used by several of our local 
piano teachers, and it occurs to me 
that this book would be a delightful 
present for a child about to begin 
piano lessons. Just to look it over, 
to see the cute illustrations, would 
serve io create an interest in the child
Fffr the violin teacher is “First Folk 
Songs for the Violin" by Mabel .Madi­
son Watson which combine foundation 
technic with the art of melody play­
ing. to be used as a first introduction 
to violin playing or for class drills, 
ensemble, solo performance in re­
citals, or at home. The teaching 
points emphasized are rhythmic and 
lyrical training, open string bowing, 
left hand position and training, de­
velopment of intonation, broken 
triads, elementary note reading, etc. 
+t can be purchased for violin and 
■piano, violin part only, or piano part 
only.
♦ # ♦ •
Then there is the “(5 Clef Two-part 
Chorus Book" which presents many 
interesting and tuneful numbers. 
Also for women's voices the “Shimher 
Songs of the .Madonna," the beautiful 
poem of Alfred Noyes set to muic by 
May A. Strong, and “Peter Pan" words 
by Jessie Andrews, music by .Mis. 
II. H. A. Beach.
• ♦ » ♦
Many inquiries are made concern­
ing John McInnis who has been away 
from Rockland several months. Mr. 
McInnis is living in South Providence, 
R. 1. and is organist at the Methodist 
church of that city when- he is giving 
s pd e n d i d sa t i s fa c t io n.
♦ » ♦ ♦
The Chicago Civic Opera Com­
pany's Boston engagement for two 
weeks beginning Jan. 28 has been an 
nounced. and in the repertory are 
noted such operas as “Lohengrin.’
“Don Pasquale." “Aida." “Die W\alk-
ure." “Lakme........rhais.” “Marriage of
Figaro.' “Carmen." “Othello,” “De
Rosenkavalier........fhe Love of Three
Kings." “Lucia di Lammermoor," 
“Pelleas and Mellsande,” "Madame 
Butterfly," etc. “Lohengrin" will l»e 
the opera for the "opening night."
» * » »
Ai a recital by the department of 
the music faculty of Castilleja School. 
Palo Alio. Calif., held recently in Cas­
tilleja Chapel, Dr. Latham True, or­
ganist. and Fred Lincoln Bill, both 
formerly of Portland, were the per­
formers. The recital proved an un­
qualified success and the artists re­
ceived a genuine ovation.
• • • •
Charles Raymond Cronham. Port­
land's municipal organist, has recent­
ly had published by J. Fischer of New 
York a composition for the organ 
which he played from manuscript at 
the convention of American Guild of 
Organists held in Portland in August. 
This is called “Nocturne" and al­
ready is receiving widest commenda­
tion from music critics. T. Scott 
Burkinan, music critic in the Ameri­
can Organist says of It: “It is a 
sterling piece of music for public use. 
and I recommend it heartily as a mu- 
sicianly and musical piece and pre­
dict a wide popularity for it."
« • • *
Music in religious education, under 
the direction of Mrs. Grace Widney 
Ma bee. is ever widening its influence, 
the Music Club .Magazine, the official 
bulletin of the National Federation of 
Music Clubs, states. Mrs. Ma bee ad­
vocates out door sacred singing, and 
says that the church should have a 
course of study on music from the 
•cradle roll up and that she is consid­
ering •compiling a text hook for the I 
church.
Mrs. Maboe claims that the church 
should be the center of life of its com­
munity. and urged Hymn Playing 
contests and Hymn contests. She Is 
ready to give suggestions for state 
conferences, and urges that church 
music schools be established in all 
colleges.
* * a *
Mrs. Stella .McRae of the Public Li­
brary announces that two volumes of 
“Music and Musicians of Maine” are 
now on the shelves, one having been 
contributed by the State Library. It 
is possible to procure one of these 
volumes for home perusal, the other 
to he kept for reference only,
C 4 * *
The National Federation of Music 
Clubs has instituted a “Hall of 
Fame” for rising young American 
artists. The first American prima 
donna to have her name inscribed 
upon this “Decade Honor Roll* is 
Kos.i Ponselle who on Nov. lath cele­
brated the tentn anniversary of her 
d.-bu: in Bis with the great Caruso 
as Leonaro in "La Forza del Destino.”♦ * ♦ ♦
'1'n find oneself at 21, at the top of 
a hill which a short time before had 
not been visible on the horizon, to step 
from obscurity to prestige and dis­
tinction in a career at once dazzling 
and yet simple in its steady growth— 
these have been the experiences of 
Rosa Ponselle, American bom and 
American trained soprano who now 
celebrates 10 years as prima donna 
of the Metropolitan Opera Company. 
Her glorious attainments, meekness, 
persistence and grace are an inspira­
tion to thousands of young American 
music students now fronting the tor­
turous path that leads them to artistic 
success. During this soaring operatic 
flight. Miss Ponselle’s concert sue 
cesses have kept pace with her oper­
atic career.
* ♦ * *
twice given in response to the ap­
plause and the entire program was 
exquisite, with many recalls. Carl. 
Lamson played his usual flawless ac­
companiments.
* * *
Mme. Emma Eames, retired opera- 
singer of world fame, has recently ar­
rived in New York to pass two months 
in this country after several years’ 
residence abroad. Emilio de Gogorza, 
Mine. Eames’ h suba lid. arrived a 
week earlier for this winter’s concert 
season, and also- to attend to duties as 
one of the directors of the Curtis In­
stitute of Music at Philadelphia.
It was understood when the diva 
removed to Pfirls four years ago that 
she had declared, her intention of not 
returning again to America, in view 
of which unusual interest attaches to 
the announcement, of her arrival in 
New York City and the prospect that 
she will again visit Maine where a 
large part of her life was spent.
.Though born in Shanghai. China’ 
Mine. Eames lias always been claimed 
as one of Maine’s own daughters. 
Her father was a native of Freeport, 
and her mother, born in Bath, was heP 
first music teacher. One of her 
earliest public appearances in Maine 
was in the Stockbridge course in 
Portland She made her debut in 
Covent Garden. London, and while in 
London became an object of admira­
tion of Queen Victoria.
Mine. Eames made her last public 
appearance prior to her retirement, in 
Portland City Hall, where she sang 
in 1916 for a fund for one of the city’s 
worthy charities.
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At Hits tiinr of the year
Atth light ye up your Ghmftlra 
Jor Wlsi star it obitteMi rlear
manufacturing forests
Expert Tells of Important Work Done 
In This State the Past Year.
"Moro ihnn IsiT.COt forest trees have 
lieen plnninl in Maine this yreii-." 
says It. II Hutchinson, forestry spe- 
elHlIst. University of Maine, who has 
recently sumniarjzert the plantings 
made in the various counties, 
straight line and spaced six feet apart
"If the ti-ees liad been planted in a 
they would cover the distance be­
tween Brunswick and Vanceboro or 
from Northern Maine .Iuiieflon to 
Limestone." lie continued.
Over 78.400 trees Were planted in 
Twin counties which is the highest 
number in the State. Oxford comes 
second with 3O.;50 and York nex't with 
23.00ft.
White Pine Is the predominant va­
riety. and lied Pine. White Spruce and 
Norway, Spruce follow in order.
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SAVE
COAL
and
Be Comfortable 
by using our
STORM WINDOWS
and
STORM DOORS 
W. H. GLOVER CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
137-i’.n
WHEN HARRY LAUDER SINGS"
St.inzas Kroni a Longer l’oem by .1. A. Morris 
in “Maintenance of Way Bulletin.”
The longest day must have an end, an’ men 
must have their rest.
An’ comes the time, at evenin'* close, the time 
that > love best;
When car an' tools are put away, an' 1 get 
home once more,
An' see my Maggie's smilin' face beside the 
kitchen door.
Then I “wash-up’’ an' sit me down to supper, 
pipin' hot,
An’ cares lake wing an’ fly away, an' troubles 
are forgot.
Then I “sinoke-up“ while Maggie clears away 
the supper things,
An’ I start up the phonnygraff, an’ Harry 
Lauder sings.
“A Wee lions Mafrg The Heather." an’ “The 
Bonny Banks O' Boon,“
An’ “Koamiu* In The Gloomin'," now that’s a 
dandy tune!
An’ Maggie's eyes grow misty - she's a Scotch 
lass you know—
An' me. my throat gets husky, an’ 1 have to 
cough—jus’ so—
A trackman's life Is hard, at best, his pay is 
small beside.
But consciousness of work well done should be 
a trackman's pride.
So give me inv old pipe, an’ I’ll not envy 
queens or kings.
With Maggie girl beside ine here, while Harry 
Lauder sings.
» ♦ ♦ ♦
Last Friday a massive set of caril­
lon chimes made in England and 
shipped here from Liverpool were 
placed on three cars in Boston and 
started lor Indianapolis, Ind., where 
they are to be installed in the New 
Scottish Rite Cathedral in that city. 
The 20 cases ol' bells and 79 cases of 
iron work, girders and other parapher 
nalia weighed 96.300 pounds. This 
carillon, a 62-bell instrument, will be 
the largest in the country. There are 
only 30 in the United States, and 200 
in the world. At the present time the 
largest is the 61-bell carillon in Trini 
ty Methodist church in Spvingfield 
Anton Brc’es, world famous caril 
loneur, has been engaged to go to 
lifdianapolis next May to play the 
» liinn s just brought to this country.
♦ » * »
Through the kindness of Miss 
Jeanette Smith who attends Lasell 
Seminary, 1 have a program of Fritz 
Kreisler’s concert in Boston, Sunday 
afternoon. Dee. 2. on which appeared 
the Suite. E-minor of Bach; Duo, 
Opus 162 of Schubert; Concerto, N 
8, A-minor, of Spohr, and as a closing 
group “Impromptu, G-flat major” 
Schubert. Ballet Music from “Rosa- 
lnuiulc." S< hubert-Kreisler; Noc­
turnal Tangier. Godowsky-Kreisler;
land Fantasy on Russian Themes, op. 
33. Rimsky - Korsakoff-1<reisler. The 
Ballet Music fr<>m “Rosamundo" was
WHY SHOULD I VOTE?
Write Best Essay On This
Subject and Win a Prize
Rules for the essay contest on the 
subject Why Should 1 Vote?" has 
been announced by Mrs. George M 
Chase of Lewisi n. chairman of the 
department of Anieri<’an Citizenship 
in the Maine Federation under whose 
auspices the contest is to be carried 
on.
There are two contests: one for 
high school students and one for col­
lege and university students, and 
separate prizes are offered in each. 
John Hays Hammond of the National 
’’ivic Federation offers $1000 in prizes 
for the two contests.
The contest is being carried on by 
he General Federation of Women's 
Mubs. Mrs. John C. Pearson, chair­
man of the department of American 
itizenship in the General FtMeration. 
says that the purpose of tin- contests 
is to develop interest in the privileges 
and responsibilities of the ballot 
among the students of America so 
many of whom will he voting citizens 
soon.
There are three stages in this con­
test. In each contesting high school 
or college the contest shall be con­
ducted by a local woman’s club. 
This dub makes the approach to the 
chool authorities, is responsible for 
offering local prizes and appoints 
board of judges for determining 
the best essay in their school. Each 
board of judges shall consist of 
three outstanding men and women of 
the community.
ti’he next step is for the local dub 
to forward their best essay to Airs. 
George M. (’base of Lewiston and 
shT* will see that a compet’eift board 
f judges passes upon all the essays 
submitted by the schools of the State. 
A State prize of $15 will be offered in 
the high school essay contest and a 
prize of .$15 will be offered to th<* best 
essay in the college contest.
Then Mrs. Chase will forward the 
best essays in these two contests to 
Washington. D. C.. where a hoard of 
judges will pass upon all the essays 
of fhe different States. There are 
three National Prizes in each of the 
two contests. There is a first prize 
of $200, a second prize of $150 and a 
third prize of $100. Marine students 
have been outstanding in winning 
prizes in competition, with the stu­
dents ol’ other States and there is 
every reason to expect one of those 
National prizes.
Any high school student or any 
student in a private school having 
high school rank, may enter the Na­
tional High School essay contest. 
Any resident undergraduate student 
in a college or university or student 
in a private school having college 
rank may enter the National college 
essay contest.
The length of the essays in both 
contests shall he not less than 700 
nor more than 1000 words:
Essays in both contests ehall he 
typewritten double spaced and writ 
ten upon one side of the paper only. 
They shall be marked plainly with 
the name of the contest thus, “NA 
tional High School Essaj’ Contest 
on Why Should 1 Vote” or “National 
College and University Contest on 
Why Should I Vote.”
The name of the writer shall not 
appear on the manuscript but each 
essay shall he marked plainly with 
an identification mark on each sheet 
the same mark shall be placed on the 
outside of an envelope the name and 
address of the writer placed in th 
envelope and the envelope sealed and 
attached to the essay. The same plan 
of identification shall be followed by 
local clubs when forwarding win­
ning local essays to the General Fed­
eration Chairman.
Local essays shall be delivered to 
the local women’s club not later than 
Jan. 15. The State chairman of 
American Citizenship shall mail the 
winning State essay not later than 
March 15, 1929. Final awards will be 
announced not later than June 1 
1929.
Looks as if the Nineteenth Amend­
ment is to serve as a paper-weight 
for the Eighteenth.—Toledo Blade.
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Heroember that you
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, with 
the home news, at Hotallng’s News Agency 
308 West 40th street.
^5 RAU*t BEACH,Z/tf,
Situated beautiful park
Diaplayint an amerebla of palina and 
tropical planta. overlooking Lak^ 
Wurth with a view of Balm beach on 
the oppociteihore.,__
2l6rooms—each with private bath?', t 
European Plan . . . Moderate raw* 
, . . eicctric heat in alt rooms.
Open all Year 
HENRY J UYNtS. Mrp.
BUY CHRISTMAS SEALS
Leaders in vari-, 
ous professions ini
Maine are heartily' 
endorsing the sale 
of Christ m a s, 
health seals and, 
bonds in the State 
This demonstra­
tion prfwes that, 
the work carried* 
on by means of
funds raised by this method is far- 
reaching in its results and is satis­
factory and well-regarded Duly 5 
per cent of all money derived from 
the sab* of seals is sent out of Maine: 
this is the percentage which all 
states in the country forward to the 
National Tuberculosis Association 
for its nation-wide work, the flunuin- 
ing 95 pAr ^nt being used in the 
State t<»r health activities, princi­
pally for the preventfon ami cure of 
tuberculosis.
Following is a well-worded en­
dorsement from Hr. Clarence F. Ken­
dall. State Commissioner of Health, 
in which he speaks most emphatically 
of the good accomplished through the 
sale and urges the Maine citizens to 
purchase all they can:
‘•The sale of the Christmas seals 
put out by the National Tuberculosis 
Association as a means of raising 
money for the promotion of cam- 
tuberculosis began 
ago. Tuberculosis, 
once the leading cause of death in our 
State * f Maine, now ranks seventh:
paiens against 
several years
yet. we still have too many deaths 
from this disease, which can be pr<\ 
vented and cured. The sale of these 
seals in our Slate is sponsored by the 
Maine Public Health Association, and 
the proceeds are used in helping 
maintain nursing services in various 
counties of the State.
“Every sale purchased means added 
funds for this work. Every |>erson 
should purchase as many seals as 
possible, so that sufficient funds will 
be p. >vided for parrying on this im­
portant work of educating people as 
to the dangers of tuberculosis, and in 
the principles of right healthful liv­
ing. so that this disease may he re­
duced to its lowest possible number 
of cases.”
Maintaining the farm work horse 
in a healthful condition over winter 
is tiie first step in fitting it for spring 
work. The farm horse (except brood 
mares or growing stock), does well 
over winter on a ration made up 
largely of the coarser hays, straw, or 
corn fodder, supplemented with lim­
ited amounts of legumes such as al- 
fhlfa. elover, vetch, soybeans, pr cow- 
peas. Where a legume hay can not I 
he fed. a small amount of grain, pref- j 
erablv oats, should he given. Large 
amounts of water will increase the 
utilization of the dry roughages. A 
mare in foal should be given legumi­
nous feeds high in protein and ash. 
Keep the horses in a thrifty condit­
ion: it is bad management to let 
them lose weight over the winter and 
then try to bring them hack to normal i 
just before the beginning of spring 
work.
Eitabliehed 1839
The finest Raw Mater­
ials obtainable com­
bined with correct Designs 
and best Workmanship, 
should please the most ex­
acting customer.
Wood & Bishop Co.
BANGOR, MAINE
VEAZIE HARDWARE CO., ROCKLAND 
A. T. NORWOOD, WARREN
In Big Demand Just Now
An Old Family 
Doctor's Favorite 
Prescription.
Time-Tried and Tested. Safe and Effec­
tive Specific for All Ills and Ailments 
from Inflammation. An Indispensable 
Household Remedy. Sold Everywhere in 
Liberal Bottles.
FOR COLO ANO COUGH TIME
BaUarcFs Golden Oil
ybr JCcu»aumf««/ 7ruw»
^KHEVROIFT
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Qthe
Outstanding Chevrolet
of Chevrolet History
- with Marvelous New Bodies by Fisher/
Only a short time has elapsed 
since The Outstanding Chev­
rolet was introduced—but 
already it has swept on to one 
of the greatest triumphs in 
automotive history. Never be­
fore has the American public 
so overwhelmingly endorsed a 
new Chevrolet—for never be­
fore has there been provided, at 
prices within the reach of every­
one, such a generous measure 
of beauty, comfort, perform­
ance and dependability!
New Fisher Bodies 
The marvelous new bodies by 
Fisher—longer, lower and 
roomier, with all closed mod­
els equipped with adjustable 
driver’s seat that may be moved 
forward and back for proper 
driving comfort — repre­
sent one of the most valuable 
contributions ever made to 
motor car comfort and beauty. 
The hood streams back from 
the voguish new chromium 
plated radiator in straight, un­
broken lines and blends flaw­
lessly into the body contours. 
Body mouldings divide at 
the cowi^ line—giving a pan­
eled effect to the cowl and
hood that is both distinctive and 
pleasing. Concave front pillars 
lengthen and smarten the pro­
file. And distinctive new 
Ternstedt hardware lends a 
final touch of custom elegance.
NewSix-Cylinder Motor
The great new six-cylinder 
valve-in-head engine was de­
veloped from more than a hun­
dred motors that were built 
and tested over a period of four 
years by Chevrolet engineers. 
Not only does it develop 31% 
more power than any previous 
Chevrolet engine ... not only 
is it sensationally faster and 
swifter in acceleration—but it 
performs with a smoothness 
and quietness of operation that 
are almost unbelievable in a 
low-priced automobile.
It idles along in the traffic line 
with remarkableeaseandquiet­
ness. It leapsaheadatthesignal 
light like an arrow from a bow. 
It takes the hills, no matter how 
steep, with truly astounding 
ease. And it delivers this amaz­
ing performance with an econ­
omy averaging better than 20 
miles to the gallon of gasoline!
New Comfort and 
Handling Ease 
But sensational as this perform­
ance is—it is matched in im­
pressiveness by the marvelous 
comfort and handling ease that 
have been engineered into the 
chassis. The heavy, rigid, chan­
nel steel frame extends beyond 
the entire length of the body 
and r.sts on four semi-elliptic 
shock-absorber springs—set 
parallel with the road. The 
front springs are 36 inches long 
and the rear springs 54 inches 
—while all spring shackles are 
equipped with Alemite fittings. 
The steering mechanism is de- 
signed with ball bearings 
throughout, with complete lub­
rication at all points of contact. 
Brake pedals are correctly 
spaced for easy and safe mani­
pulation. The two-beam head­
lights are controlled by a foot 
button located cn the floor 
boards. And a slender, flat-type 
steering wheel fits snugly into
the hands.
Come in For Complete 
Information
We cordially invite you to visit
our showroom and secure com­
plete and detailed information 
regarding this great new car— 
which will be ready for deliv­
ery beginning January 1st.
Advance Showings 
The Outstanding Chevrolet of 
Chevrolet History is being dis­
played in a series of advance 
showings. The final advance 
showings are in the cities listed 
below:
Atlanta, Dec. 18-22, Auditorium— 
Armory . . . Dallas, Dec. 18-22, 
Adolphus Hotel, Junior Ballroom .. < 
Portland, Ore.. Dec. 18-22, Public 
Auditorium.
ROADSTER i ■ , , a , .*525 
PHAETON .’525
loACH ...............    .*595
coupe .*595
SEDAN.. ....*675 
CABRIOLET. .,,.. *695
The Convertible S C
LANDAU a . /
SEDAN DELIVERY . . .*595 
LIGHT DELIV ERY SAADCHASSIS................... . . . 4UU
IH TON CHASSIS . . .*545 
IW TON CHASSIS liCrtWITH CAB.................. O5U
All pricu f. o. b. Flint, Michigan
- a Six in the price ranye of thefour/
-J
(Cowe in today for complete information!] 
SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
S89 Main Street, Rockland, Me.
BAY VIEW GARAGE, INC.
Camden, Me.
QUALITY AT LOW COST
